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Received communcation from Jim Trapp that cooling has been lost to all three units at Fukushima Daiichi. 

From Jim and Tony in Tokyo at 2:30AM EDT: It appears that Fukushima-Daiichi has lost the "capability to cool." On Units 1 
and 3, this is because the ability to refill the cooling water ponds they were taking a suction on to inject seawater into the 

reactor vessel and primary containment has been lost. For Unit 2, it appears that they have lost the ability to operate RCIC. 
All three units have been in this state for the past 12 hours. Currently, all cores remain covered. However, reactor vessel 
level at all three units is trending in:a downward direction at this time. 
Received clarification to the status update posted at 3:01 AM on March 14: Reactor vessel water level was only reported for 
Unit 2. Level is above the TAF, but trending downward. Trends for Units 1 and 3 are unknown. 

Jim and Tony contacted the Operations Center to notify the team that Japan had requested assistance from the U.S. 
Assistance will be needed urgently. Ambassador Roes will be initiating coordination of assistance, including possible 
assistance from the military. NRC will prepare for coordination call by preparing ideas for re-initiating core injection, 
establishing core cooling, and recovering electrical power. NRC plans to reach out to GE and others in advance of a 
coordination call. Jim indicated that, based on time without injection, he believes it is unlikely the cores remain covered . 

Jim called to notify the ET that he had received a request to embed NRC staff with Japan's EOCs, which will require more 
staff being sent to Japan. 

Chairman Confirmed 7:30am briefing in Operations Center. He wants to know status of situation and any issues with getting 
assets organized . 

Call with Ambassador Roos' office. Tepee and US Forces in Japan are working together to allocate firefighting equipment 
that is capable of pumping water from the ocean into the pits. ACTION: NRC is conf1nning that USFJ and Tepco are 
processing this request ASAP. 
NRC looking into b.5.b measures to come up with recommendations in case it comes to that. NRC also confirming whether 
tech assistance is needed in getting seawater from pit into the core . VVill have this Information ready in case it is requested . 

Request for US NRC experts embedded in Japanese EOCs: NRC estimates a need for 6 individuals. NRR is creating a list of 
names. Request to have this list ready by the 9:30 conference call. 

Request for a list of Q and A responses to future media questioning. 

There is indication that Unit 2 has restored some level of sea water injection. 

Confirmation by Jim- there is no current issue with spent fuel pools. 

· l(b)(5) 

They need 6 NRC experts. <This contradicts the USAID request>. 

Eric Leeds is ooino to Identify four reactor safety experts by 11 am. Margie suggests{(b)(5) 

I I 
Emailed initial equipment list to Jim Trapp. 

President said that responding to this event is the highest priority in the country. 

l(b)(5) ~hat 2 ~et~rs of fuel in Unit 2 is uncovered. 

Marty spoke with EDO, they agreed on a list of four potential experts to fill the incident command position. 

USAID's legal issue with sending NRC experts to Japan- taken care of. 

From 10am meeting : want to know if radiation leaking on the ground? Marty- we cannot support dose assessments from the 
ground at this time. 

Tell USAID that Chuck Casto will be arriving from AUanta. USAID wants to know his arrival time . 

Chuck and the team need to be briefed and understand the expectations of their mission before they leave. 

12:30 PM EST, White House press briefing. 

Get OIP assistance to help define mission expectations are. 

The General of the USF J is coordinating movement of equipment. The Ambassador and the General should determine who 
is in charge of this effort, NRC will support. 

Wants bottom line to communicate to Ambassador Roos: Based on RES SOARCA Analysis : Core could drop but we don't 
think containment will fall : not predicting a large release: nothing challenging their evacuation strategy. Assumption: 
containment will remain intact. This assumption depnds on seawater level pumped in. and status of explosion. 

Unit 2: confirmed that core uncovered about 2 m. 

Chairman speaks at White House press conference. 

Press conference is Officially over. Chairman on his way back to NRC HQ. 

Marty briefing Hill Staffers. 

Considering extending offer to Ambassador to speak with the Chairman on the phone to discuss any questions/ concerns. 

Unit 2 may have sea water restored . Mixed reports . 

FEPCO provides new release. Should say TEPCO. not FEPCO EST Chronology Off1cer- Jessica Kratchman at 14:21 :42 on 
3/1 412011 

FEPCO provides new release. 

USAID looking for equipment spe::s 

I 



2011/03/11 ET - LT update
14:59:12

Several Inquiries from Congressional offices about status of NRC activities; NRC staff are sharing information

2011/03/11 ET - RIV Update 1505 EST - HQ takes lead for monitoring
15:06:58

15:08:57 ET - OPA update Request from USAID - identify potential group of federal government staff to deploy to Japan if they request help
2011/03/11115:23:23 ET Discussion of staffing for ops center; will need to continue monitoring for the near term

2011/03/11 Chairman is being requested to support White House briefing - needs information about current status of Japanese plants
15:33:56 ET which were affected.
2011/03/11 ET IAEA update - 1.3 meters water level in Fukushima Unit I Vessel

15: 36:27 _____ ______________________________________________2011/03/111_
15:59:05 1ET Chairman requested NRC staff to attend USAID Meeting at Reagan Building

2011/03/11 ET SITREP updated from R-IV and IAEA information; will be incorporated into Executive briefing book
16:10:54

20111/03/11 ET Chairman briefing scheduled for 1715EST Commissioner Assistant Brief at 1700 EST EST Chronolo fficer - Kevin Wilt at
16:32:55 16:41:06 on3/11/2011
2011/03/11 ET Chairman briefing scheduled for 1715EST
16:32:55
201110/1~1 ET - NRCC Update NRCC fully staffed 1700 briefing Level 1 status -potential deescalation to Level 2 or 3 (eve o utemergency personnel
16:42:07 at 1800) .M ...... . ... . . ... ._ _ _,

News report that radiation is 1000x normal - possible venting of containment; hard it o or re what the situation is
20111/03/11 ET without direct communication from Japanese Potential mix up in Unit identification; ni• r be inherently safe EST
16:53:43 - RST Update Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 16:56:12 on 3/11/2011 Fukushima Unit 1 EST C ol y Officer- Kevin Witt at 16:56:56

on 3/11/2011 ... __..

2011/03/11 ET - RST Update News report that radiation is 1000x normal - possible venting of containmen know for sure what the situation is
16:53:43 without direct communication from Japanese

News report that radiation is 1000x normal - possible venting of con, nt; rd to know for sure what the situation is2011E03/11 -E. RST Update without direct communication from Japanese Potential mix up in r enT on Unit 1 should be inherently safe EST16:53:43 Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 16:56:12 on 3/1112011 .

Commissioners Assistants Brief -Deputies Meetng Call by V' Hilorupported by Chairman -RST briefed assesment for
2011/03/11 ET station blackout and info obtained from TEPCO and IAEA ases -NRC supporting meeting at USAID and
17:30:10 Department of State -Exelon supporting GE with simulati us• esden and Quad Cities models (source: Rill) -INPO and

NEI communicating with counterparts in Japan - N ns Cente preparing for reduced staff monitoring overnight
2011/03/11 ET - CA Brief Next CA Briefing scheduled for 2315 EST
18:14:20

2011/03/11 ET Report from TEPCO that pressure control i ir three units - unconfirmed
18:19:01 %______________________

2011/03/11 ET - Update from USAID looking for intrepretation of tech - i nd reports from TEPCO and other sources; need to understand how to
18:23:03 USAID Mtg communicate thorugh established echan • (such as NRCC) . . . ..............
2011/03111 ET WANO report - containment pr r psi, failure is possible at 120 psi
18:31:59 ......... .
2011/03/11 T Report - 10 km radius evaciSmall amount of radiation leaking 8x normal rad levels at plant gate
18:33:30 -ET Report - 10 km radius ev____V_
2011/03111 HOO Diablo Canyon ha OUE due to cancellation of tsunami warning
18:45:53 i

IHow to
2011/03/11 ET - Update from facil tale nf at on ring DOE preparing to respond with radiation monitoring supplies - Communications plan will be
18:59:34 NRCC develope CC is scaling down, skeleton crew overnight and through the weekend NRC Rep at NRCC and is planning to

leave: Wtact info at NRCC EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 19:04:08 on 3/1112011
2011103/11 ET - Update from b r, P'o-w-to-I

1/03/ NRET facitate ir rration sharing DOE preparing to respond with radiation monitoring supplies - Communications plan will be
18:59:34 CNRCC isscaling dCown,skeleton crew overnight and through the weekend

2011103/11 ET -Chairman airman requests information about current status and FA~s by 11pm
19:09:57 update r i t t t a b
2011/03111 ET- Cairman call
19: 10: 54 ET - Chairman call 4111+1., E_
2011/03/11 ET - Chairma

119:12:50 E h- if Chairman requests next briefing between 2200 and 2300 EST

2011/03/11 ET \1l FEMA Region IX and X are receiving questions about large radiation release at Fugushima site
19: 17:40 _____ ____________

2011/03/11 ET RST and LT working on general questions and answers
19:30: 56 ______________ ________________

2011/03/11 ET Conference call with GE Support and VP of Exelon scheduled for 1945 to provide their knowledge of the situation
ý19:3 4:16 _________________

- Aware that Exelon is running some situations for GE (operating procedures and severe accident guidelines) - GE is staffing
to run 24 hour support for Fugushima - GE has 70 staff at reactor site for refueling support - Fugushima is similar to Quad

2011103/11 ET Call with GE and Cities and Dresden - No offsite power withini hour of shutdown due to earthquake damage - Severe accident manahgement
19:50:31 Exelon guides were provided to Fugushima - Simulator was run with certain parameters - was not close to actual containment

response -Exelon is offerring any type of support to Fugushima if they receive updated simulator info -Nobody is at the site
providing useful parameters

- Engineering building at Fugushima is collapsed - Communications are difficult, no land lines, some cell phones, but difficult
2011/03/11 ET Call with GE and to reach people - Wave when it hit the site was approximately 35 feet - All equipment is above grade (no buried tanks or
19:58:36 Exelon piping) EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 20:01:45 on 3/111/2011 - Site has Event based EOPs (not system based) EST

Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 20:07:49 on 3/11/2011
2011/03/11 ET Call with GE and - Engineering building at Fugushima is collapsed - Communications are difficult, no land lines, some cell phones, but difficult
19:58:36 Exelon to reach people

2011/03/11 ET Call with GE and - Engineering building at Fugushima is collapsed -Communications are difficult, no land lines, some cell phones, but difficult
19:58:36 Exelon to reach people - Wave when it hit the site was approximately 35 feet - All equipment is above grade (no buried tanks or



piping) EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 20:01:45 on 3/1112011
2011/03119 ET- LT update NRC to send rep to Japan on flight scheduled for 3/11 organized by USAID

- General Cartwright discussion with Japan's Chief of Defense - No need for assistance with aerial measurements - Need
2011/03/11 ET Call with engineering assistance from US (request will come through ambassador); Very important that it comes to NRC and DOE, but
20:27:11 DAgostino NRC may have more relevant experience - DOE does not have expansive civil nuclear expertise Offerred to coordinate

assistance with GE, NRC to take lead with coordination EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 20:33:09 on 3/11/2011
2011/03/11 ET Call with - General Cartwright discussion with Japan's Chief of Defense - No need for assistance with aerial measurements - Need20:27:11 DAgostino engineering assistance from US (request will come through ambassador); Very important that it comes to NRC and DOE, butNRC may have more relevant experience - DOE does not have expansive civil nuclear expertise
2011/03/11 ET update with - Chairman request staff to reengage Exelon and GE - OIP offerred NRC support to NISA and JNES
20:34:22 Chairman
2011/03111 ET LT to coordinate With Department of State to coordinate assistance with Japans request for engineering support
20:36:21
2011103/11 ET Brief from OPA - O&A are getting closer to completion - more technically oriented - Memo from White House about communication with
21:21:25 public - White House request for Chairman participation in morning conference
252011/03/11 ET Request from French Nuclear Regulator (ASN) for information about situation at Japanese power plarn, ET request contact

21:25:44 be handled through QIPA4 *
:2011/03/11 ET Brief from RST - Communication with GE still being pursued - Status updates being generated

All commercial flights to Japan are cancelled at this time Military flight will be departing to Jai higR at approximately2010/1ET update from LT 2300 EST Will not be able to send NRC rep on that flight due to travel from R-111 site and p i annin9 to send NRC Rep
to Japan morning of 3/12 on commercial flight

2011/03/11 E paefo T20 S i o eal osn R e nta lgtdet rvlfo -l ieadpso ann osn R e
2011/03/11 ET brief from RST Situation has been assigned on the International Event Scale (INES) a 3 Maximu s22:13:25 ____________ ______________________

2011/03/11 ET - Brief for Briefing for Chairman commencing

2011103111 ET - Chairman - Discussed communication strategy - Not much technical information receiv plant status - RST communicating
22:29:31 Brief with GE; GE not in touch with Japanese - No formal request from Japa e goyemiment for engineering assistance

o2011/03/11 ET- Chairman - With current status and no intervening actions, potential for rele at 0.n9 3/12 - GE says that there is no power around
,22:39:32 update the plant site (unconfirmed) - Chairman requests that we confirm katus ( the reactor and power availability
2011/03/11 ET - Chairman Chaiman requests summary of plant status and curreent e u ivities being done by NRC and GE22:42:31 Brief___________

2011/03/11 ET Brief for - Jim Trap is NRC rep to be sent to Jap - Part of US team - Military Flight to depart within the hour and NRC rep
22:43:38 Chairman cannot make the flight (Wheels up at 1130) - ChairtgL s NRC rep to be on the flight/team
2011/03/11 ET Briefing for - Alternate NRC rep identified to be on flight to Jap toni - Chairman requests staff to do everything possible to get the
22:49:26 Chairman alternate rep on the flight

:2011/03/11 ET Brief for
122:51:56 Chairman
2011/03/11 ET Brief for - Discussion on doing analysis for Unit 1. ', Unit 1 is closer to Oyster Creek: Unit 2 is more likely to have significant
22:

5
4:36 Chairman damage; Staff still analyzing whet to doit 1 or 2

2011/03/11 ET Bnief for CA Brief scheduled for 2315
122:56:50 Chairman _______________________________

2011103/11 ET Brief for General assessment that tfa ti is deteriorating although limited information from site, although the belief is that no
22:58:25 Chairman good information indicLes thlale trending worse.
2011/03/11 ET Briefing for Chairman request^ an Briefing at 0700 EST

Units shut down. 1o -ffsite power. EDGs started and ran for some-time 35 foot wave hit site. EDG fuel oil tanks above
ground anl swept way. SBO. Unit 1 isocondenser plant. Unit 2 has RCIC. Been in SBO for 14 hours. Containment
pressureis substantially 80 psig in containment building. Excess of design pressure. Operators venting containment Not
clear whe s ssful. RST spoken with GE support facility and Exelon. Running simulator scenarios to get handle on

2011/03/11 CA brief timi .'"termined that if SBO continues unabated, there will be core damage. If containment pressure worsens will
23:16:06 ne to ve t to prevent catastrophic failure. Hypothesize will rate at INES Level 3. Number of meetings at White House level.

. s ng together team of tech assistants from federal family to get on military flight to travel to Japan. Tony Ulses will
ampo make military flight that leaves tonight. Japanese govt interested in getting engineering assistance from US,

# eveloped series of Q&As. Staff working shift work. Just completed turnover at 11 pm. Will do another at 7 am. Will continue(• " t upport event. to.sa. fie.an
2011/03/11 Charman of JAE4 Unit 1 has core damage. In process of venting containment. Wind direction blowing to sea. Using fire trucks and batteries
23:59:03 C o J; . from vehicles to power pumps to get water into core.
2011103/12 Dan Dorman relieved Mike Weber
00:05:23
2011/03/12 Tony Ulses is on plane to Japan
01: 00: 04
2011/03/12 IAEA Held phone call with IAEA to exchange facts as we know them. Explained that we have no contact with Japan. IAEA asked
03:36:26 for our assessment. We stated that we cannot provide assessment without more facts.
2011/03112 DOE - Dave Young Held call with DOE. Asked for verification of DOE Tokyo email describing explosion. DOE said they were passing on
03:43:46 & Dave Bowman information they saw in the media. DOE is not in contact with Japanese. They are getting information from media as well.
2011/03/12 IAEA Resumed call with IAEA. Requested that IAEA let NISA know that we are standing by to provide assistance.

2011/03/12 Media News images show what appears to be containment exploding. Calling Chairman.
04:02:54
2011/03/12 Informed Chairman of the loss of containment
04:12:40
2011/03/12 Sent situation report to DHS
04:26:53
2011/03/12 Briefed Chairman on status
04:50:03

2011/03/12 LT debrief from 4 NISA conducted press conference, No discussion of rad leaks. NISA expanded evacuation zone to 20 km. NOAA still
tsunami advisory. Disaster Assistance Response Team on ground in Tokyo. Working with Japanese govt to prioritize search

04:54:43 am call and rescue.



2011103112 NISA called IAEA and reported an explosion in the reactor building. NISA called IAEA and reported an explosion at the plant
05:06:31 EST Chronology Officer - Margie Kotzalas at 06:11:07 on 3/1212011

2011/0312 NISA called IAEA and reported an explosion in the reactor building.
05:06:31
2011/03/12 ET briefed b t om White House staff
06:10:53[

2011103112 ETbriefed EDO
06:30:43
2011/03/12 ET ET briefed NRC Chairman (briefed on video analysis of explosion, appeared to be steam explosion)
07:10:45

2011/03/12 ET 1 NRC staff member en route to Japan, another member preparing to travel
07:12:28

2011103/12 ET 1 NRC staff member en route to Japan
07:12:28

07734:28 Held CA brief

2011:53:12LT Mike Dudek reported to USAID. Jason Kozal reported to NOC08:58:05i
201/031 Hld allwit(b)6) NPO. INPO has established link through WANO Tokyo and Loindo~n0 AJtih•b will provide

Z09:0621~8INPO update to CNOs. No request for assistance from WANO Tokyo or TEPCO. INPO incident re s s ntwis staffed and09:06:28 "-"- uPuready to assist if requested. CNOs indicated that they are ready to provide assistance. •11i '"

U1 SBO using isocondenser plant. reached heat capacity limit of suppression pool. drovC pre~lr~p to 120 psi. dose rates
to CR went up 1000 time and 8 times at site boundary. batteries hooked up. requeste 4,L4/Gs.. •one hooked up yet.

2011/03/12 IN0 p[b Hydrogen explosion. Inside secondary containment, outside primary containment ented primary containment.
09:17:12 1(b)(6) I Reduced pressure by 50%. Dose rate IOOmR/hr at boundary. Dropped to 7 mR/hr. nd Cs which indicates fuel melL

In process of filling containment with borated sea water. Maintaining below d r l of containment. U2 has not

reached cold shutdown yet. Working to reduce temperature. Has RClC systI . Su ression pool at saturated temp. No
indication that they are cooling suppression pool. No AC power.

2011/03/12 ET Senior Management status update. New Information: 40 GE Employee"n site7Wping with outage. 4 contaminated. DOS
12:40:41 working to assist with evacuations. CA Brief scheduled for 3:30pm.pw X
2011/03/12h (b)(5)

12:43:30 ,airma

CA Brief. Status update. Information we have is still focukTFlUgp 1, Disaster response team in route, 2 NRC members.
2011/03/12 ET Outreach to IAEA. DHS interactions regarding consegim 319"ing. DOE assets staged in Las Vegas to do air monitoring.
15:54:49 EPA monitoring west coast. May need to develop WKJingrfl for State liaisons.

Status of Fukushima Daiichi NPS as of 2am JST (1Lr EP) March 13: Unit 1 Reactor shutdown, subsequent explosion.
Injecting sea water and boric add into core.iikl 2 Rear and RCIC shut down. Water level tower than normal but steady.2011/03/12 TEPCO Preparing to reduce vessel pressure. Unit "Reactr shut down. Continue to inject water by High Press Core Injection17:36:19 System. Preparing to reduce vessel presL Noi olant leakage inside containment Units 4-6 Reactors had been shut

down with sufficient coolant. No coolant 1 iside containment.

2011/03/12 Chairman Update. No progress wi IIAEA h'h evel contact but receiving updates. Developing high-level Q&As for 8pm
19:22:55 review by Chairman. Next Cha!ýnfý do 10pm. Next CA brief 11:30pm.

U2011/03/12 NISA US Daiichi Unit 1 may be loosin .a" Possible problem with pump. NISA US Rep. Michael Chinworth. EST Chronology
19:33:45 A Rep. Officer- Alan Frazier at 19•l•%j• n, 1212011
12011/03/12 ET )O .S
19:48:21 1u

2011/03/12 N SA US Rep. Daiichi Unit 1 ma osing water level. Possible problem with pump.

2011/03/12 Japan Chief Cabinet TEPCO I panese Cabinet that Unit 3 water injection stopped and water level decreased exposing fuel. At 9:05pm
Conference JS ect water (not sea water). Added boric acid at 9:25pm JST and vented containment.

21/03/12 DOE Dep. Sec. I a multi-agency call to share information and align messages. Time TBD.
21:46:21 Poneman
2011/03112 Ambassador Roos b 5
21:48:37

011/0312 ET nirmao ted[ b5
22:14:21 ETbc_ I
2011103/12 ET" White House Situation Room call expected at 11:30 PM EST. No change from last Situation Room briefing. Uncertainty23:1500 E remains on Unit 3 status. ET will send talking points to the Chairman for the 11:30 briefing.

2011103/12 ET
23:47:21

Conducted briefing of Commission offices and other NRC staff. Next briefing will be at 7:30 AM EST.



i ZiJ11/03/13 ^..... ''" '

00:37:06 Chairman

2011103113
01:26:31 ET

2011103113
03:00:30o

I b 5
QIP identified appropriate NISA contact (Nei) and perdiscussion with the Chairman, will provide this contact b

. L io !tfor coordination.

Receivedconfirmationthat Tony Ulses~has.arrived in Japan at 14:23 tocat time,

2011/03/ TEPC13 Ud Updatefrom TEPCO (12:00 PM JST): At Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3. TEPCO took action to reduce Containment pressure and05:20_07_ pathen reactor vessel pressure,and began .injecting sea water and boric acid.
tnteragency teleconference:hetd. The Disaster Assessment Response Team (DART)has arrived in Japan. The.NRC learned:

201 103/1 :that Tony Ulses is being fown to Tokyo for a meeting with Japnese aithorities (NISAJNES etc.). Hewitt.then meet with
06:6.38 Ambassador Roos to.discuss messagesto Americansmn Japan. DART will decide~ondeployment of NRC stafftin Japan after.

meetings tonight.
Received call from Admiral Donald,ýDirector of Naval Reactors. Coordinated call with.Deputy Secretary Poneman. Navy

2051/313 a eships operating approximately 50 miles offshore.identified airborne contamination:in excess of what they believe would be206:57:13 NavalReactors expected:given available information (2.5 x 10-9 uCi/ml. Also, Navy personnel who ferried equipment to a Japanese ship0camefback contaminated on their shoes (2500 cpm). Navy indicates they believe:this indicates the plume: is greater thanexpected. NRC PMT and NR agreedto coordinate to provideinformation to.Japanese oficials.
form , nto3apaes1oficils

07 1.03 11 3 :LET Conducted briefing of Commission offices and other NRC staff.
07:411:23
20 11 /0 311 3 1LT ' Receivedconfirmation that Jim Trapp:arrived in Japan. Working on establishing contact between Jim and the U.S Embassy.
00:0:34 ___________________

12011/03113 Ctairman/ET Conducted 9:00AM briefing with the Chairman to discuss status, including plans for White House and NRC press reteases.
09:06:24 C h the call with Admiral Donald and Deputy Secretary Poneman, and staff priorities.

Steve Troutman (NR) contacted the ET:to discuss data obtained from the US.S. Ronald Reagan. The Navy obtained three
2

011/03113 portable air sample measurements at different times at 100nautical miles with the following results: 7,5 x 10-9 uCi/ml (13:00),
09:14:06 Naval:Reactors :3 x 10-9:uCi/mI (14.30). and 7;5 x 10.9 uCi/ml (17:00). In addition, at 130 nautical miles, beta/gamma shine was measured at

0.6 rmrem/hr.
2011103/13. Tony ulses will not be able to make ilto Tokyo until tomorrow due 1toa plane malfunction. Jim Trapp is working on getting to
09:46: 10 ET .Tokyo.now and.meeting up with Ambassador Roos
2011/03!.13 tA . Received update from iAEA indicating reactor vessel water level for both Daiichi Units I and 3.below the top of active fuel101649 Update

.. ........ . .... (Unit 1 below indicating range and U.nit 3.between 150 and.200 cm below the top:Of active:fuel)
Navy informed Japanese Foreign Ministry ofcontamination encountered onUS Navy and Japanese ships. Trying to find

2n1031 DO Naval mechansahp.TrigtofnM11/:2/:350 Reacors mechanism to get same information to METt, Japanese Ministry o0.Economy, Trade, and Industry. NR will try to work through

201:1/03/13 White House IDS
t13:21:24 Situation Room
2111031'2 -iutoRomus Disaster-Response Team and US Ambassador r'equest list of questions to ask-Japanes ~•,.RST and PMT will
i13/34 Jim Trapp proviideon e-rnail. Trapp en route to Amibassadors residence for call With Japahese regulato chnical expeirts. Possible.

meeting later today EST Chronology Officer -Alan Frazier at 13'41;55 On 3113/2011
12011/03/13 US Disaster Reponse Team and US Ambassador request list of questions to ask Jg ftes rnment. RST and PMT will11J3.34:59 Jim Trapp provide on e-mail.

12011/03/13.0PA Press release issued 2pmo No harmful levels of radiation expected toreach TOo• Qil1llogy Officer - Alan Frazierat
14:22:46 P14:.32*32 on 3/13/2011
201 1

/
03

/
13

4OPA Press release issued 2pm.
114.: ... DOE Secretary Chu suggests we send email requesting i norii . .,ir trhri Hn61

2011.03/13 Chairman from Navy) and analysis available in next situation report.](b)(5)
14:39:9 'b5f

12011/03/13 Jim Trapp.& Amb, Provided confirming information regarding Fukushima Daii i 1- -;3 after discussion with Japanese engineer, Unit 3 is of
115:22:13 Roos . the mostconcern. Face to face meeting with Japanese i i"er/nLulators scheduled for 8:30am JST.
2011/03/3 White House andi
15:25:511 DOE
2011/03/13 Status summary Fukushima .Daiichi Units 1.3, USS air :sample data indicates contamination 100 naiitlcalniies.153•2:5 CA Brief Prepahng for Congressionalhearing Wedn• ,ry Jim pp:in Tokyo Tony Ulses delayed until Monday. Press release15.3.... issued, another in the works.
2011/03/13 .j .... ap Provided some dose information from. a e ata fromDaiichi site. Will tax tomorrow from Embassy. Next meeting with

123:2 Jim/app Japanese counterparts Monday 8:30am

I 20,11/03/113 Tony .l• . Tony called in Iffon Tokyo. confirm' e rec ved list of DOE questions. Wit:consider the questions -during interactions with
119.00:41 Japanese counterparts at _8:3__ __V_.... . . . .

2Mi .... Jim T, Tony Meeting with Japanese re I .as~l)een p0S ponred, new time TBD Jim was able to confirmthat last night Unit lost2091/0/3 Trap'n Tocooling water due to a"tran on prob ea," and pressure increased, The Japanese believe they have now restored
19:22:13 Ulses cooling and decreasedLessu.. •ay be having instrumentation issues with Unit 3. Unit 3 remains their biggest concern.
12011103/13 Jim Trapp Rprs of exp 9s~u m nt3ratr a 1mJT!2I;•313Ji Talp . ... R epor.ts ° o e a!"W ina Unit 3 :reactor building at. 1lare JT.! iPossible H Iydrogen explosion..

i22'24.30 ',bidn
.2011/3/13 LT Confi med o••Ppenpos on in the reactor building at Fukushirha Unil1 3.

2011/03/13 ET C for the Commission TAs and otherNRC staff. Next briefing will be at 7:30 AM
123:38,19 ET. efn~o

!2011/03/13
123A4212 RST

Cotpleetecpal With Jim Trapp and Tony Ulses. Status:Update with the Us.S Embassy and Japan has been postponed as a
sNQ!2. hydrogen explosion at Fukushima DaiichiUnit 3. The containment was contirmed to be intact. Japan continues

• . e'1hij f ea wate to._Units 1 and 3 .



2011/03/14 Jim Tr02:05:36 JmTapp Received communcation from Jim Trapp that cooling has been lost to all three units at Fukushima Daiichi.

From Jim and Tony in Tokyo at 2:30 AM EDT: It appears that Fukushima-Daiichi has lost the "capability to cool." On Units 1

2011/03/14 Jim Trapp and Tony and 3, this is because the ability to refill the cooling water ponds they were taking a suction on to inject seawater into the

03:01:57 Ulses reactor vessel and primary containment has been lost. For Unit 2, it appears that they have lost the ability to operate RCIC.
All three units have been in this state for the past 12 hours. Currently, all cores remain covered. However, reactor vessel
level at all three units is trending in.a downward direction at this time.

2011103/14 Jim Trapp and Tony Received clarification to the status update posted at 3:01 AM on March 14: Reactor vessel water level was only reported for

04:16:05 Ulses Unit 2. Level is above the TAF, but trending downward. Trends for Units 1 and 3 are unknown,

Jim and Tony contacted the Operations Center to notify the team that Japan had requested assistance from the U.S.
Assistance will be needed urgently. Ambassador Roos will be initiating coordination of assistance, including possible

2011/03/14 Jim Trapp and Tony assistance from the military. NRC will prepare for coordination call by preparing ideas for re-initiating core injection,
05:55:42 Ulses : establishing core cooling, and recovering electrical power. NRC plans to reach out to GE and others in advance of a

coordination call. Jim indicated that, based on time without injection, he believes it is unlikely the cores remain covered.

2011!03/14 J Jim called to notify the ET that he had received a request to embed NRC staff with Japan's EOCs, which will require more
06:17:36 app staff being sent to Japan,

2011/03/14 Chairman Chairman Confirmed 7:30am briefing in Operations Center. He wants to know status of situation and any issues with getting
07:10:40 assets organized.

Call with Ambassador Roos' office. Tepco and US Forces in Japan are working together to allocate firefighting equipment
2011/03/14 Ambassador Roos that is capable of pumping water from the ocean into the pits. ACTION: NRC is confirming that USFJ and Tepco are
08:07:29 office processing this request ASAP.

2011/03/14 NRC looking into b.5.b measures to come up with recommendations in case it comes to that. NRC also confirming whether
08:26:17 tech assistance is needed in getting seawater from pit into the core. Will have this information ready in case it is requested.

2011/03/14 Request for US NRC experts embedded in Japanese EOCs: NRC estimates a need for 6 individuals. NRR is creating a list of
08:30:47 names, Request to have this list ready by the 9:30 conference call.

2011/03/14 Request for a list of Q and A responses to future media questioning.08:43:54

2011/03114._

103:32:3 L NE-I There ised initia eumt lit t Jim raspt jection.

2011103/14 Jim Trp Confirmation by Jim- there is no current issue with spent fuel pools.
09:40:41 m rp

2011/03t14 J.e... IT09,44,42 M~ ue

010:47:547 emrappe They need 6 NRC experts. <This contradicts the USAID request>p
12011103114 .. . ErcL es is aoino to Identify four reactor safety experts by 11 am. Margie suggests ' 5
110:14:30 Eri.c Leeds C,

2011103/14, Lura Dudes Emailed initial equipment list to Jim Trapp.
10:32:33 L

210311:47 Jeffemple President said that responding to this event is the highest priority in the country.

2011/03/14
10:55:34 Mark NSA is reporting that 2 meters of fuel in Unit 2 is uncovered.

2011/03/14 Marty Marty spoke with EDO, they agreed on a list of four potential experts to fill the incident command position.
10:58:49
2011/03/14Ndr1103 Nadar USAID's legal issue with sending NRC experts to Japan- taken care of.11:02:38,

2011/03114 From 1Oam meeting: want to know if radiation leaking on the ground? Marty- we cannot support dose assessments from the
11:06:12 ground at this time.

2011/03/14 Bill Borchardt Tell USAID that Chuck Casto will be arriving from Atlanta. USAID wants to know his arrival time.
11:08:52 .

2011103114 Chuck and the team need to be briefed and understand the expectations of their mission before they leave.
111:12:18

2011/03/14 12:30 PM EST, White House press briefing.

2011/03/14 Bill Borchardt Get OIP assistance to help define mission expectations are.
1t1:17:16

2011/03/14 The General of the USFJ is coordinating movement of equipment. The Ambassador and the General should determine who
11:19:16 Nadar is in charge of this effort, NRC will support.

2011103114 Wants bottom line to communicate to Ambassador Roos: Based on RES SOARCA Analysis: Core could drop but we don't
Chairman think containment will fall: not predicting a large release; nothing challenging their evacuation strategy. Assumption:

11:54:55 containment will remain intact. This assumption depnds on seawater level pumped in, and status of explosion.

2011/03/14 Dept. of State Unit 2: confirmed that core uncovered about 2 m.
12:05:58t2011/03/14

13:90 White House Chairman speaks at White House press conference,

2011103114 Press conference is officially over. Chairman on his way back to NRC HQ.
113:40:41

12011/03/14
1 3:56:11 Many Marty briefing Hill Staffers.

1201103/14 Considering extending offer to Ambassador to speak with the Chairman on the phone to discuss any questions/ concerns.
1 3:57:44
2011/03/14 Tony Unit 2 may have sea water restored. Mixed reports.
14:08:03

2011/03114 FEPCO provides new release. Should say TEPCO, not FEPCO EST Chronology Officer - Jessica Kratchman at 14:21:42 on
14:16:08 3/14/2011

2011103114 FEPCO provides new release.
14:16:08

12C1l03/!4 Laura USAID looking for equipment specs



14:23:51

2011/03/14 Chairman/ EDO Team going to Japan is setup. Trying to get them airborne, but not sure when; not later then tomorrow morning.
14:27:25
2011/03/14
14:29:32 Chairman White House said it was good the NRC was represented at the Press Conference.

2011/03/14 Invita n fro 5
14:31:15 1'b 5 hairn an has not heard much about this, EDO suggests we send someone of the SES level.
2011/03/14 Tea~as been established: Chuck Casto, John Monninger, Brooke Smith, Kirk Foggie, Tony Nakanishi, Tim Kolb, Jack
14:34:52 Erin Jackson Foster, Bill Cook, and Richard DeVercelly.
2014:4:120314 Marty Briefing for Hill staff: Questions were raised about spent fuel pools and injuriest over exposure of workers.

2011103114 White House called and asked if seawater injection restored: Answer provided: as of 2200, U1, 2 and 3 have seawater being
15:22:12 ET Injected.

Marty gives status overview: Unit 1: 6 hours ago, restored seawater injection. Believe core damage, but situation more
stable. Unit 2: Have made a hole in the roof of containment so a combustible hydrogen limit doesn't build up. RCIC failed, but
restored cooling via seawater injection. Unit 3, restored seawater injection. Containments functional for all 3 units. No

2011/03/14 concerns with SFP. Without AC and limited DC, need to keep eye on SFPs. Plant information via Tony onshift supporting
15:38:29 Status Briefing ambassador in Japan. Working with USAID to coordinate on what additional equipment (like for B5B) might be useful for

mitigation. Developed list. Also are sending staff from NRC led by Casto. Chuck will also coordinate the U.S. activities as it
relates to the reactors, Haven't issued any press releases today, Have been developing accident progression estimates.
Developing Q&As, including addressing U.S. reactor safety.

2011/03/14 Batkin: A senator is asking if someone can talk to Queen Noor (Jordan) about radiation levels in Japan. Going to ask OIP to

15:46:59 ET see if State Dept. can/should handle request. RST needs to send SOARCA information to OSTP. EST Chronology Officer -
Rebecca Karas at 15:50:22 on 3/14/2011

2011/03/14 Batkin: A senator Is asking if someone can talk to Queen Noor (Jordan) about radiation levels in Japan. Going to ask OIP to
15:46:59 ET see if State Dept. can/should handle request.

Continue to try and get a "what If' analysis of what equipment could be needed by Japanese. Were asked for equipment
specs by military official. Took list of possible equipment and sent to GE. They have as-builts for when they built plant. They
will help flesh out details so we cau get it to e Die who uld get them equipment. We are also getting ready to forward

2011/03614 -- T postulated worst case scenario 1oC )D Le Iso going to condense and provide to OPA to attach to back of
16:52:44 Hbriefing status document. Continue to maintain plant status. Getting emails from Jim Trapp asking for information. Working

with Liaison Team. Maintaining RST plant status info. SFPs not on status update: going to add, including projection of how
long before need makeup to SFP. We are not sure where exactly the fire water is being pumped in. We believe it is coming in
from fire trucks.

201 1/03/14 Been getting calls from health unit services. Working it through Liaison Team. Getting questions on what U.S. citizens in
T17:05:59 PM Japan would see in terms of radiation, what medical treatment needed, etc. Having problems staffing up PMT. Didn't staff upPMT completely over weekend. Wind direction is going to shift inland in next 6 hours. Need to staff PMT.

2011034Call with Chairman Actions by Japanese seem consistent with ours, except we haven't heard anything on ingestion pathway issues, but we may
17:17:04 ,just not be hearing it, or it may be because the wind direction has been out to sea.
2011103/14 Chairman call with Coordinating flights of additional NRC employees to Japan. They will be going out tonight out of various airports in
17:20:51 Dudeck . coordination with USAID.
2011/03/14 Getting misc. congressional Q's, also from FEMA. What is NRC doing? What reactors near fault zones, etc. Farming them
17:22:54 Liaison Team out across agency,

Discusses possible press release on NRC people going to Japan, Team of 9 people, 3 QIP, 6 technical, Casto will be
2011/03114 E working with Ambassador Roos as a single point of contact on reactor safety. Was charter developed for team and approved
17:24:08 by Chairman. Borchardt will issue charter to Casto. Will prepare press release draft with this info. Q&As prepared to date

have been shared to other agencies involved in this. Discussing making it more widely available throughout the agency.

2011/03/14 Chairman Jaczko Discuss need for full PMT due to wind shift. Chairman concerned that we should not put out projections that could be wrong
17:29:41 call later.
2011/03/14 Jim Trapp got request from company, Millintech, initiated contact to donate neutron absorbers. ET: keep them on list, if Japan
17:35:36 Laison Team asks for that material, we will coordinate at that time.
2011/03/14 Chairman Jaczko To Casto: Very important role for Japan and U.S. With team are there to help ambassador with anything needed,
17:37:54 call
2011/03/14 rt Source called and said higher pressure in reactor building could be from lifting of the drywell flange. Ask Liaison Team reach
17:47:50 Mary out to USACE - Colonel Tom Smith - see if they can support us.

Confirmed Casto's flight for 8:05pm, arriving in Japan at 1:30pm Wed. Car will take him directly to Embassy. Working on
17:51:19 USAlD staffers departures - probably 11:15 flight out of Dulles, arriving Wed. pm. Working on RI and TTC folks now. Brenner working on
7:11 press release._ _ _ _

113/14 ET Reports of new explosion at Daiichi - Unit 2,

(2011103/14 TEPCO news brief Unit 2: 6:14 am pressure began to fall in suppression pool. continuing injection into suppression pool, but operators not
119:33:49 directly involved have been evacuated.

2011/03114
19:37:20 ET w/ Chairman

All dose projections have been from intact containment - damaged containment changes that. Still valid that PARs they have
taken are consistent with ours Question for PMT: now that it's going inland, has Japan taken measures to protect injestion
pathways? RST is going to try and figure out how failure could have happened.



2011103114 TEPCO 2.7m of fuel rods are exposed at Unit 2. No. 1 and 3 reactors, operators have been ordered to evacuate.
19:45:24

Unit 2: Water injection operations will continue. Have heard that water level is not stable. Pumps are being used to inject

2011/03/14 seawater into reactor. Difficult to pump water into vessel, so pressure valve opened to permit water injection. Was explosive
219:51:6 TEPCO news bdef sound heard around suppression chamber, and pressure went down. Radiation up significantly in the area, so personnel

were evacuative. Up to 965 micro-Sv In the immediate vicinity. Evacuees are ones not involved in water injection. Degree of

leakage depends on whether it's liquid or vapor. Fuel rods were exposed for some period of time.

Discusses whether to evacuate embassy personnel, given wind change. We also have Americans living in Tokyo. We have
2011/03/14 ET aircraft carriers in the vicinity. The Japanese have issued no orders for Tokyo. PMT - we have some air sample values, plus
20:04:37 - navy reactors readings. Will try and see if they correlate. Chairman - need answer whether we concur with the protective

action recommendations of Japan.
Jason, USAID wants to know whether to remove their people who are north of the area out. Jack: We're trying to understand

2011/03/14 Jason, USAID the information we're getting from the aircraft carrier, and also the Japanese. Based on earlier indications, the Japanese
20:09:33 protective measures seemed reasonable, but the situation is evolving.

2011/03/14 Japan Prime Radioactive materials have been dispersed. People should take precautions if they need to go outside. Radiation- guidelines
20:12:58 Minister are that at 5 microSv or above, you have to evacuate or stay indoors.

Have an admiral with a Navy base at Yokousaka believes he has measured a TEDE of 1.5mR/hr, thyroid 10mR/hr, 7e-9
2011/03/14 microCi contamination, Wants to recommend sheltering for his populatoln. He believes he has confirmed on multiple
20:16:32 J meas e .b .li....and other oulation enters are actually between his base and the

12011/03114 plant i5 4I

120:20:55 PMT Problem is our model does not really work well out that far. We may need to reach out to DOE.

Got information from Admiral from Navy base - indicates substantive datectableg radiation at his base- We• don't understandthe information - can we contact the admiral or someone on his staff?i •
2011/03/14 Ji r p20:21:52

EDO is briefed on current situation. Aircraft carrier is 10 miles SW of T-oky-ol ,

2011/03/14 I, 5r z20:40:05 EDO bridge call Ia -y. hjdiExelon is in DC are. ping NEI, and can get to the people to help with

analysis] • if doses are as significant as the admiral issaying. ••

2011/03/14 TEPCO press brief Unable to measure wind direction nearby, due to quake. Northerly wind expected around NPP this morning. We do not know
20:52:37 what has happened at U2 exactly.

Chairman: Have lots of conflicting information, We have consistently followed advice of Japanese govt. This could lead us to
make a different recommendation to American people. We have some indication of U2 high dose readings at Daiichi - 3x

2011103/14 PMT background at front gate. Edit to information: Chairman: Have lots of conflicting information. We have consistently followed
120:56;05 advice of Japanese govt. This could lead us to make a different recommendation to American people IN JAPAN. We have

some Indication of U2 high dose readings at Daiichi - 3x background at front gate. EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas
at 20:58:39 on 3114/2011

2011/03/14 Chairman: Have lots of conflicting information. We have consistently followed advice of Japanese govt. This could lead us to
2 5PMT make a different recommendation to American people. We have some indication of U2 high dose readings at Dalichi - 3x20:56:05 background at front gate.

2011/03/14 Radiation was 8217 microSv after blast. Some workers at Unit 2 now evacuating plant. Those leaving are not directly
21:01:38 Japanese media involved with injection.

Getting info from Navy Base that they are getting 20 mR TEDE and 120 mR thyroid in a 12 hour time period. We are running
2011/03/14 Pardee calculations to see what dose would be close to site. Seems to us that dose would be very high close to the site, and what
21:07:07 PAR would be appropriate, Wondering if we could get in contact with some Exelon protective measures folks and run

numbers by them.

2011/03/14 Admiral Donald's staff has called - they see it the same we do - he believes they have contacts over there that they can
21:15:15 RST nudge to get water into containment in addition to reactor vessel.

Getting new numbers from the navy now. Trying to reconcile numbers. But RASCAL only calculates but to 50 miles. New
201/03/4 PMT numbers are 820-850 mR/hr at the gate. From 7pm to now it's pretty stable. We don't know if they are actually new
21:39:39 measurements, or if the source is repeating the old measurements.

Navy contact recommends filling containment. He was suggesting he could tift fire trucks to site and fill containment.
2011/03/14 RST Chairman - get Trapp to confirm if that's an issue for them or not. But tell Naval contact to go ahead and push it if they can,

21:42:51 because we agree Injection should go into vessel also,

2011/03/14 TEPCO request via Unit 4 fuel on fire. Requesting boron.
21:49:16 State
2011/03/14 Correction: Higher readings from base were from helicopter en route to base, but not at base itself. HEPA filter reading was
21:53:03 PMT from base.

2011/03/14 ET Need to start thinking about what equipment might be needed more long-term, like a couple of weeks from now.
121:55:20

asking people to remain indoors. Unit 2. Workers are putting themselves in very dangerous situation - doing that so we can
2011/03/14 Prime Minister of avoid further radiation leakage. Sheltering from 20-30 km. EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:07:29 on
22:04:15 Japan 3/14/2011

2011103/14 Prime Minister of asking people to remain indoors. Unit 2. Workers are putting themselves in very dangerous situation - doing that so we can
22:04:15 Japan avoid further radiation leakage.

#4 reactor Is seeing a fire, At time of quake, #4 was out of operation. No fuel rods in reactor, but spent fuel still inside #4
reactor. Rods were heated and hydrogen generated. Hydrogen explosion has occurred on #4 reactor. Currently burning. U02
also being released. #4 is housed on the outer building, so substances are coming from #4 reactor. #2 reactor: a blast heard

2011/03114. official this morning, 30 min after incident at #4 reactor, Hole was observed in #2 reactor, so we have been saying there was little
22 japan possibility of hydrogen explosion. Part of the suppression chamber seems to have caused the sound of blast, and a little

radioactive substance is thought to have escaped, 1. 2, 3 reactors water injection continuing and so far all 3 reactors cooling
is effectively done. Next problem is maintaining cooling and dealing with #4. As of 1022am, between #2 and 3, 38 milfiSv and
100 mSv at #4. So these are levels that can impact human health. Readings taken near are Where release is happening. All
but 50 directly involved in injection have been evacuated, Populace: 20 km radius evacuate, 30km radius, stay indoors, EST



Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:25:53 on 3/14/2011
#4 reactor is seeing a fire, At time of quake, #4 was out of operation. No fuel rods in reactor, but spent fuel still inside #4
reactor. Rods were heated and hydrogen generated. Hydrogen explosion has occurred on #4 reactor. Currently burning. U02
also being released. #4 is housed on the outer building, so substances are coming from #4 reactor. #2 reactor: a blast heard
this morning, 30 min after incident at #4 reactor. Hole was observed in #2 reactor, so we have been saying there was little

2011/03/14 possibility of hydrogen explosion. Part of the suppression chamber seems to have caused the sound of blast, and a little
22.07.48 radioactive substance is thought to have escaped. 1, 2, 3 reactors water injection continuing and so far all 3 reactors cooling

is effectively done. Next problem is maintaining cooling and dealing with #4. As of 1022am, between #2 and 3, 38 mllliSv and
100 mSv at #4. So these are levels that can impact human health. Readings taken near are where release is happening. All
but 50 directly involved in injection have been evacuated. Populace: 20 km radius evacuate, 30km radius, stay indoors.

2011/03/14 Jp official Small amount of neutron radiation detected at #3. 400 mSv around #4 reactor. This is likely to cause some impact to human
22:28:50 apan health.
2011/03/1422:47:12 ET Unit 4 zirc fire. Unit 2 is now ex-vessel.

2011/03/14 ET turnover info 10 R/hr outside Unit 4,
22:56:09

Unit 1 b.tien.vstable..comr.oo]ina.._.nnndircatinn of qFP lpvpl 4%ue t' IQo not hva e,.thle mmr rnrnlinn Hnven't hord niutp n
whileL'0 . I
They did not directly tell us ex-vessel, but that is our judgement based on what we heard. Unit 2 - lost all AC, no injection-
problems controlling SRV. They said 4mPA in vessel, so fire pump cannot push into that. They probably melted some fuel,
got SRV open, melted more fuel. Loud sound we believe since it wasn't like sound on other units. Guess is probably when

2011/03/14 core went ex-vessel and landed outside in water in containment - steam explosion, Would make sense with containment
22:56:54 JimTsure decreasing at same time. Unit 3: Have core cooling and too busy to confirm pool level. I(b)(5)

1(b)(5) JConf call with white house in 10 min. Unit 4: in refueling outage. Believe had loud noise - not sure itfU r-
or both, Have fire in U4 SFP. Grobe: Prime minister said fuel is not on fire. Trapp: They don't have water level in SFP. Grobe:
wP/hr at oun~dar._a~r U4 Trapp: no known problems with 5 and 6. Grobe: This is no longer INES Level 4. Field

S1)asto is in air, other guys in air. Guys from RI and TTC should be in air, or shortly. Trapp:
we might want to think about sliding our people back home, or not sending.

2011/03/1 E ]pspent fuel fire and heard about 40 rem/hr near Unit 3. NRC provided unit status to[0NRC monitoring
23:18:00 pro e ive measures NRC performing bounding analyses winds reported toward Tokyo

Jack Grobe provided info: Unit 1: core cooling stable, SFP cooling, fairly stable Unit 2: core cooling not existed for some time,
pumps have been deadheaded, loud sound inside drywell, primary containment 3 to 1 atm, primary containment not intact,

2011/03/14 Commissioners possible substantial core melt, possible ex-vessel Unit 3: stable core cooling, no SFP info, Unit 4: SFP dry and appears to be
zirc fire in SFP Units 5 and 6: no problems reported Japan govt: 20 miles evac and 30 km shelter winds now toward ToykoUnit 3: 2 to 4 R/hr site boundary Unit 4:10 R/hour site boundary 9 NRC staff dispatched to Japan Chuck Casto will lead team

in Japan upon arrival Chairman on call with White House DOE rad monitoring 7 hours before arrival in Japan NRC has
limited field monitoring information

2011/03/14 State Dept Telecon State Dept requests 1. Will release last hours, days or weeks? 2. Any plume projections with wind toward Tokyo? 3. Any
23:54:29 with staff NRC evacuation recommendations?
20102.:15 ,Chairman Contact AID to request help in providing KI to NRC team in Japan. NRC will recommend 50 mile evac to00:02:18 mieeac ME~
2011/03/15 PMT Brief SFP: OK with Japan recommendations. Unit 2: Do not concur with Japan recommendations based on our evaluation. Ask
01:27:22 Japan to tell us why we are wrong.
2011/03/15 Chuck Casto Chuck Casto will stop at Region IV office to obtain KI for delivery to NRC staff in Japan
04:29:37
2011/03/15 IAEA IAEA reported in press release that fire in spent fuel pool at Fukushima Dailchi Unit 4 extinquished at 2200 EDT March 14
04:40:30

2011/03415 Staff Staff tracking down possible source of diesel pumps in Japan. Will check on fuel oil supply for those pumps.04:58:55

2011/03/15 CNN at 2:30 am EDT March 15, Fukushima Daiichi gate readings were 600 microsieverts per hour
05:48:36

Dan Dorman: Wind direction toward Tokyo but slowly shifting toward west over next 24 hours. Fukushima Dalichi: Units 1
and 3: Stable core cooling. Unit 2: Loud noise within containment followed by pressure drop from 3 to 1 atm and Increasing
radiation levels. Staff believes noise might indicate vessel failure but no official notification. Staff performed dose calculations
based on ex-vessel core. Dose projections indicate 50 miles for Protective Actions Recommendations if wind remains in
same direction. Less if wind shifts toward west. Previous 3 to 4 rem/hr levels near unit. Unit 4: Fire in SFP but reported out.

06:02:13 Brief Staff believes might have been zirconium fire. Previous 10 rem/hour level near unit. New _ate level is 60 mrem/hr. No SFP
level informatiog. Japan protective actions: Evac 20 km Shelter 30 km No fly zone 30 kn'f )

SDOE rad team will arrive shortly. Defense Threat Agency reports several diesel

pumps 75-150 psi available in Japan. StatTiriorming TEPCO,
Japan sources report: Fukushima Daiichi Unit 2: cooling established, SRV repaired, water injected into core, containment
integrity maintained Unit 4 SFP: level reduced and hydrogen explosion, fire caused by lube oil, fire burnt out, 40 R/hr

12011/03/15 Jim Trapp/"ony between Units 2 and 4 earlier today. No info on other SFPs. Dan Dorman indicated possible diesel pump availability. Tony
2 / Jand Jim will work issue from their end. Ambassador is waiting on decision for protective action measures based on Japan
06:31:55 Ulses reports on plant status. Front gate levels spiked at 11,000 microsieverts and now about 600 microsieverts. Switchgear

damage at site might make additional pump hookup difficult. Report of 5 TEPCO employees received fatal exposure.
Additional possible from explosions.

2011/03/15 Differing reports, micro versus milliseverts.
07:10:42

*Fire due to lube oil not zirconium.' Hi dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4. Source is from the Unit 4 spent fuel2011/03/15 pool. *Unit 2 is in better shape then they previously thought it was. *Unit 2 containment thought to be in tact. "50 mi PARs for
2 Americans in Japan was based on a loss of containment, since this is not confirmed this action will not be taken yet.

2011/03/15 Microseverts has been confirmed by PMT as correct.
0717:09
2011/03/15 Chairman briefing begins.

107:49:31

12011C03/15.0:5:4 Chairman briefing )



OPA- the W&As are being updated; recommended launching the Sharepoint site so Staff have a common product to refer to.
2011103/15 Chair NRC State and Local Liaisons were provided with information over the weekend that Chairman still considers valid. However,
08:01:23 man brefing they are interested In getting the next version of the information, The chairman is still comfortable communicating that there is

a low likelihood of harmful radiation.
2011/03/15 OCA OCA will be coordinating talking points for the EDO at his Congressional Briefing at 2pm today.
108:19:19
2011/03/15 EDO 1). Op Center should remained staffed as long as there are Staff in Japan. 2). Op Center technical staff should be
08:34:15 supplemented while it is day time in Japan, 3). Need to consider on site transfers for staff in-country.

2011/03/15 Mike HR should identify Staff that can speak Japanese.
08:44:58
2011/03/15 Wants a press release saying we agree with PARs the Japanese are issuing. PMT will run calculations creating a basis for
20103158 State Department this determination. France has classified this event as a 5. Japan is still calling it a 4. EST Chronology Officer - Jessica
08:45:38 Kratchman at 13:38:13 on 3/15/2011

12011/03/15 Staffing issues in the Op Center- may need to reach out to other NRC areas. May need to implement a shadowing approach
108:48:06 for OJT.

2011/03/15 PMT French and UK call at 9:30 AM EDT; NRC will participate but keep information at a high level.
08:56:46

2011/03/15 PMD PMD should consider if the core on the floor or the spent fuel pool status would influence the NRC to make different PARs
09:04:47 then the Japanese are issuing.

2011/03/15 ET support staff calling Miriam Cohen/ Glen Tracey to identify Staff fluent in Japanese. Also, consider health and expertise of
09:09:41 Staff members.

2011/03/15 Mike to EDO Staff is working on possible ways to get water to the spent fuel pool.
09:15:52

2011/03/15 PMT staffed with a fluent Japanese speaker, He will aid in reading rad level maps when it is posted on the news.
09:33:49

2011/03/15 EDO mtg with INPO is staffing their Op Center. INPO Chief Nuclear Officers meeting today. INPO and NRC to set up Op Center to Op
09:42:38 INPO Center meetings.

2011/03115 EDO/ INPO Commissioner Ostendorf will be coming to Op Center at 1.1:30am.
09:53:29 Meeting

2011/03/15 INPO issuing guidance to US Plants to verify status of b.5.b equipment, and statior blackout preparations.
09:55:47
2011/03/15 -10:03:51 Chairman Chairman wants data showing that we support Japanese PARs ASAP.

2011/03/15 Josh Press release will be issued after While House briefing: PARs are on target; supporting data will be attached.
10:22:25

2011/03115 RMT Concern we are not getting all the information for Japanese Government.
10:46:37

2011/03/15 Japanese asked for 2 fire trucks; they were delivered this morning; other equipment has been staged.
10:47:06

2011/03/15 Mike Q&A updated to support briefings today and tomorrow. Need prompt review.
10:50:05
2011/03/15 EDO Briefing Cconcern that the large scale release calculations should not be included in press release because it will give the wrong
11:06:51 impression. NRC is trying to get better dose assessment data (b)(5)

2011/03115 EDO Briefing OIP- emphasize that Japan is in the best position to judge the situation; make sure not to undermine their efforts.

111:23:33
[2011/03/15 EDO Tony and Jim Provided an update:it is still difficult to obtain information; and this is making it difficult to trust the information
11:24:44 -they are being given.

2011/03/15 Call from DHS- wants NRC to share our models with them.
11:33:21

2011/03/15 CNN CNN: dangerous levels of radiation leaking.
11:50:24

2011/03/15 CNN: US Navy is providing support.
11:52:17

2011/03115 SNew earthquake near Hamaoka Reactors- no damage to reactors (5 units total, 2 decommissioned, 1 shutdown forState03epartment
,12:31:16 _ --- Deprten inspection, 2 operating are OK).
i2011/03/15 PMT I(b)(4)

12:52:30 This does not seem correct.

2011/03/15 GE Confirmed that Unit 4 spent fuel pool definitely did not have a zurc fire. Correction: zirc EST Chronology Officer - Jessica
12:59:06 Kratchman at 13:17:50 on 3115/2011

2011/03115 CA briefings will be at 8am and 8pm.
13:14:38

2011/03115 GE Confirmed that Unit 4 spent fuel pool definitely did not have a zurc fire.
12:59:06

2011/03/15 IAA Japan upped the rating from a 4 to a 6, This is inaccurate. The IAEA site continues to say Japan has classified as a 4. EST
13:32:06 Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 18:10:41 on 3/15/2011

2011/03115 State Department Wants a press release saying we agree with PARs the Japanese are issuing. PMT will run calculations creating a basis for
08:45:38 this determination.

2011/03115 Trying to set up 24 hour Japanese translation,
13:58:58

2011/03/15 IIncludes a table of pressures and water levels. A comparison of these figures indicates water level in Unit 2 has dropped
14:07:33 below fuel.

i2011103/15 2pm meeting with Congressional Staffers.
114:40:24

Hearing at 9am tomorrow, Senator Boxer having meeting at 3pm (thinks it's meeting with public?). GE working with TEPCO.
Trying to secure 10 portable generators in US and get them to Japan. US working on providing equipment to Japanese. We



provided 2 fire engines as requested. Liaison Team does briefings with USAID early in the am, ESF8 has call at 8 that
Liaison Team does. RST setting up daily call with INPO at 10:30, since they are having daily call with CNOs at noon. INPO

2011/03115 ET will tell CNOs to: Confirm continued effectiveness of B5B for all us plants, and w/in 30 days, confirm SBO readiness.
15:13:30 Ambassador issued press release, and tells Americans to follow Japanese govt. instructions. We issued press release that Is

corrected. PMT analyzing spike for reasonability, and why went down so drastically. We still have conflicting informations with
levels measured on George Washington.
USAID mentioned that there are 174 members of USAID DART in Japan. DOD said attempting to keep vessels out of plume,2011/03115 ET but trying to continue to provide assistance needed by Japanese. Winds offshore next couple days, then onshore Sundayand Monday. EPA is continuing to use rad monitoring network, and continue to see nothing on it.
Got call from WH asking for 1-pager by 6:00 on RSO duties we're taking on in Japan. What dosimetry would our team need,
what doses they likely to see, what is protocol for dosimetry, and what would we recommend for members of the public (US
citizens in Japan), Once teams are in place, can the NRC team servea as RSO for the US contingent. We said we could do if

2011/03/15 PMT they need. Jack Foster is only HP going though. ET decides RSO function would come from HO ops center. They want to
15:45:38 know who is going to provide dosimetry to the entire US contingent. ET: DOD should handle. Also USAID may also have that

covered. Need to check on whether we have KI or have to mail It? Naval Reactors is giving all their pilots KI each day, and
admin limit of 300 mR/day. 160,000 US citizens there, in addition to DOD also. Heard airport now closed in Japan, not sure
why. Will check with FAA.
Jack updates: Continuing to work issues, no substantive change in plant conditions. Continue to have issues with 1-4. 4 is

2011103115 Borchardt call SFP level. Other 3 units appear more stable than yesterday. Continue to work rad support for our team. Trying to get more
15:56:30 info on rad conditions.

2011/03115
12:06:10 Liaison Team Narita is open. Our team should arrive at 9-10 tonight (delay at Heathrow).

2011/03/15 DHS wants update to questions by 4:00. We were supposed to respond by now. Question for us is do we still believe no
16:15:38ET impact to US citizens in the US. Grobe: Tell them do not anticipate any health impacts. Just tell him answer is still yes.

2011/03/15 ET Rest of Commissioners want package provided to Borchardt & Chairman ASAP.
16:18:40
2011/03/15 ET Starting to get data from AFB. Most of data Is upwind, though. Flyover data should help, though.
186:23:33

2011/03/15 ET ET turnover mentions needing to consider onsite transfers for our staff in-country. Seeking clarification on "onsite transfers".
17:14:36
2011/03/15 ET Going to check to make sure we are supplementing Ops Center staff during daytime in Japan consistent with turnover
17:23:43 Instructions.

2011/03/15 ET Teams are not aware of any plans to augment staff during daytime in Japan.
17:28:46

Had conference call with Office Directors to support staffing in general. Want people to make commitment to support 4 days
2011/03/15 Discussion with in a row. Getting mixed signals on who they need. Have Marty supplementing, but that is all now. Grobe: could use another
17:38:46 Michelle E. leadership person for PMT. Should talk through staffing with Marty. Talking about switching out people in Japan every 2

weeks.

20116/A3/1A5 Japan upped the rating from a 4 to a 6.13:32;06 = "

2011/03/15 ET Need to make sure the Status update and Talking Points are consistent. Need to make sure we are still comfortable with the
.18:11:48 worst case analysis. Chairman needs this updated at 7:00.
2011/03/15 ET New fire at Unit 4 reported on CNN, Requested by State Dept. to comment on.
18:22:49
2011103/15 CNN Lve TEPCO says another fire burning in Unit 4.in northeastern comer of 4 reactor building. Discovered 5:45am local time.
18:38:40 v Helicopter being prepared to fight fire.
2011/03/15 CNN Live Fire has not yet been contained.
18:42:14
2011103/15 State Dept. State Dept. has confirmed fire on Unit 4.
18:43:20

TEPCO is saying they haven't yet started fire extinguishing Unit 4 fire. Fuel rods have been exposed and generating
hydrogen in Unit 4. Some of roof Is damaged, so helicopters could be used to inject water, or by fire engines. Not decided yet2 0 1 110 3 11 5 TEPC. via TV for sure because of difficulties. 30R/hr in area, so difficult for personnel to fight fire in area. EST Chronology Officer -

18:50:30 Rebecca Karas at 18:54:55 on 3/15/2011 The 30R/hr is inside Unit 4. EST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 19:27:40
on 3/15/2011
TEPCO is saying they haven't yet started fire extinguishing Unit 4 fire. Fuel rods have been exposed and generating

2011/03/15 TEPCO via TV hydrogen in Unit 4. Some of roof is damaged, so helicopters could be used to inject water, or by fire engines. Not decided yet
18:50:30 for sure because of difficulties.

2011/03/15 ET INPO has Issued document to industry, asking for 4 actions: confirm b5b, adequacy of SBO, and other two are related to safe
19:15:24 flooding.
2011/03/15 ET Flight for staff got delayed. Most are 10pm. Casto about 12pm. Last person about 3am.
19.19:59

TEPCO is saying they haven't yet started fire extinguishing Unit 4 fire. Fuel rods have been exposed and generating
2011/03/15 TEPCO via T hydrogen in Unit 4. Some of roof is damaged, so helicopters could be used to inject water, or by fire engines. Not decided yet

!18:50:30 for sure because of difficulties. 3CR/hr in area, so difficult for personnel to fight fire in area. EST Chronology Officer -
Rebecca Karas at 18:54:55 on 3115/2011

201"1/0315 PMT 4-5 hours before RAP teams get in the air. Teams on ground have not gotten permission from govt to take readings in places
19:31:48 other than by air, in embassies and US bases.
2011/03115 PMT Trapp says command from Navy is asking questions what we should do for bases. His recommendation is we think about
19:33:59 doing something prior to Sunday when wind shifts. What would we do if we don't agree with Japanese recommendations.
2011/03115 Borchardt via Finishing up hearing process with Chairman, and need 2 things prepared and ready by 0630 tomorrow. Need 10 copies of
19:35:47 phone each, Bill will pick up at 0700. 1: update of NRC talking points (Chron ones). Also 10 copies of ops center status update.
2011/03/15 ET Japanese have requested KI. US through DOE is tasked to do this. They have accepted our offer of aerial and ground
19:47:04 monitoring. EST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 19:51:58 on 3/15/2011
2011/03/15 ET Japanese have requested KI. US through DOE is tasked to do this.
19:47:04 Ned o trtthninaotecmenatosorwatwesoudo oesicly.NedtolokatGS-99an he i_

2011/03/15 Need to start thinking about recommendations for what we should do domestically. Need to look at GSI-199 and when it's



19:56:24 Marty due.

2011/03115 ET
19:59:11

Will be Commission meeting next week on this - high level as it's public. Closed meeting afterwards on agenda planning.
Start out with status of Japan as background.

2011/03/15 Commission TA
20:00:23 Briefing

Grobe: Status not changed since last update for Units 1-3. all have some fuel damage, and sea water being injected. Unit 2
being viewed as less stable. All 3 have lost secondary containment, but primary believed intact. Dose rates at gate 60mR/hr.
Unit 4 experienced a lube oil fire yesterday. Reports of another fire. 30R/hr in building due to shine from fuel due to reduced
shielding, Complicates fighting fire. TEPCO contemplating fighting fire from external locations. 80 deg C in other pools. Team
will be arriving over next several hours. Many at 10pm, others at 12 and 0300. Priority is getting in communication with our
team. Japan has accepted support with equipment. Military facilitating. Monitoring by DOE. And requested KI. Monitoring
land and air-based. Want to get connected with that data stream, Still struggle with access to information, trying to enhance.
INPO has issued highest level event doc. Level 1 event report. Required of each US utility to: assess and evaluate
readiness/adequacy of B%B, SAMG, SBO and issues with internal and external flooding similar to that which could happen
from seismic event. Marshall: IAEA table: on SP pressure line, what Is D/S stand for? What is distinction between A and B on
pressure. Grobe: information is somewhat dated. Need to clean up reports a bit. Information is about 10pm yesterday, Not
sure what relevance information has today, Franovich: Are we considering taking action like INPO? Grobe: not contemplating
any prompt action at this time. It's days or weeks out, not near-term. IAEA table useful, but would be better in our country's
units. Grobe: our ability to validate or have confidence In this Information is very limited, We are trying to enhance data
stream. Trying to do through WANO. Marshall: Unit 2, seem to be more comfortable primary cont. is not breached. Why?
Grobe: it is retaining pressure. RST has indicated they have a higher level of confidence it's retaining pressure. Vacuum
breakers between torus and drywell, and also torus and Rx bldg. It could be that one vacuum breaker opened briefly. Noise
heard at time. Possibly localized detonation. We don't know what happened. Has been reported to us that Prim, Cont is
retaining pressure, though, so appears intact. Fire on Unit 4 is being reported as fire that may have initiated due to hydrogen
gas from low levels of water in SFP. No indication what is burning. Media Indicates fire started and being reported by a
TEPCO person that they are not taking actions to extinguish at this time due to dose rates in reactor building. Previous fire
was lube oil, Monitoring to get more info. Marshall: Is TEPCO cycling operators in and out. Grobe: Know evacuated non-
essential personnel. 50 remain onsite. Have reports that 5 individuals received lethal doses, If dose rates were 40-60R/hr for
several hours, than is possible. Having difficulty confirming information. Chairman: CNN reporting fire. Grobe: repeats fire
info. We believe 30R/hr is shine dose from lower SFP levels. Chairman: need to remember to consider if we need to make
different recommendations from Japan. Grobe; not now.
Conflicting reports: One story is that Fire in 4 was SFP area hydrogen fire. Separate story is that it was oil fire. Another
thought is that reports of new fire are lust restatement of old fire. But one other thought is that it is in fact a new fire, Trying to
validate (b)(4) I

2011/03/15 Trapp via PMT20:22:35 ap

Grobe and Trapp discuss logistics of arrival team. We need to update table to add cell phone numbers. Trapp continuing to
have problems with consistent high quality data stream. Reaching out to any channel to get steady stream of info. Grobe:
considering talking to INPO about getting plugged in. Yesterday went to press conference with PM. They gave us

2011/03/15 Tr information, and throughout day information decreased. Disappointed that confirmation of information was very poor. If we
20:29:02 app can get in touch with WANO, that would help. Ambassador has tried to get desk at seat of NI, and has not been successful.

Also trying to get into TEPCO EOC, Have been working about 20 hour days. Other groups are on way though. Marty: want to
engage with all of team soon when Chuck is there and is briefed up. Chuck will offer to provide coordination for all US nuclear
activities to ambassador.
Discusses expanded team during Japan daytime hours. RST believes may need fewer people. PMT may need one more
dose assessor. Do need to expand Liaison Team (1-2 people). Shortage of directors for Liaison Team. Working to solve
through Michelle. Also shortage of State Liaison people. Grobe: get needs specified so filling those positions happens

2011/03/15 ET automatically. Expect this to continue next couple of weeks. ETST feels understaffed. Few people supporting all briefing
20:39:58 books. Need to also think about swapping out people in Japan in 2 weeks. If Chuck establishes himself as POC, shouldn't

swap him out, but others could, especially Jim and Tony. Nader is going to reassess needing 2 OIP people. Kirk will probably
come back first in about a week, and we can assess whether need replacement. Have asked Office Directors to Identify

_ _ _people.

Grobe: team is arriving - most arriving now. Casto in afew hours later. They go to hotel across from embassy. Casto will be at
embassy in about 4 hours. As soon as he is briefed, he will get on phone with us. Should have functioning team in morning.
We don't know if they will get access to information they need. Still do not have good stream of information on what we need.
Putting together snippets from brief interactions and news media. We're going to try and enhance data stream. Govt of Japan

2011/03/15 Chairman bridge has accepted US offer for equipment (DOD), land and air monitoring (DOE) - we will get info real time, KI pills, INPO has
20:47:38 call established Level 1 document. Fire in Unit 4. About 4 hours ago, fire detected in Unit 4. Not clear if this was instantaneous

hydrogen burn, or lasting fire. Fire yesterday was lube oil and extinguished. Dose rates are 30R/hr inside U4. TEPCO
thinking about ways to fight fire. Jaczko: need to call him if we expect/recommend any changes to Japanese PARs for our
people. Expect long lead time to implement, so he wants to know ASAP if we would recommend something different.

Grobe: team is arriving - most arriving now. Casto in afew hours later. They go to hotel across from embassy. Casto wilt be at
embassy in about 4 hours. As soon as he is briefed, he will get on phone with us. Should have functioning team in morning.
We don't know if they will get access to information they need. Still-do not have good stream of Information on what we need.
Putting together snippets from brief interactions and news media. We're going to try and enhance data stream. Govt of Japan

2011/03/15 Chairman bridge has accepted US offer for equipment (DOD), land and air monitoring (DOE) - we will get Info real time, KI pills. INPO has
20:47:38 call established Level 1 document. Fire in Unit 4. About 4 hours ago, fire detected in Unit 4. Not clear if this was instantaneous

hydrogen bum, or lasting fire. Fire yesterday was lube oil and extinguished. Dose rates are 30R/hr inside U4. TEPCO
thinking about ways to fight fire. Jaczko: need to call him if we expect/recommend any changes to Japanese PARs for our
people. Expect long lead time to implement, so he wants to know ASAP if we would recommend something different.

2011/03/15 Chairman Need to call him if we expect/recommend any changes to Japanese PARs for our people. Expect long lead time to
21:06:05 . implement, so he wants to know ASAP if we would recommend something different.

2011/03/15 ET Surgeon General is recommending KI for everyone on West Coast.
21:07:47
2011/03/15 ET Liaison Team to get ahold of Surgeon General's office on what is rationale.
21 :08:27 ____________________________ _________________________________

12011/03/15 Gb. For briefing books, should make up initial set of "go" books, and then just email updates on some set duration to their

21:11:00 roe secretaries to update.

2011/03/15 ET Discuss restructuring talking points and status summary into 1 document with different sections.
21:29:08

USAID reps went to OPA at State Dept. Understand our concern on KI rec from Surgeon General. They wanted us not to
2011/03/15 Liaison Team contact them directly. They will deal with it. Marty: We should go out to our SLOs and tell them we've initiated these actions in
21:38:03 response to what came out from Surgeon General.

Wants quick status update. Grobe: Much better than last night. U1-3, best info is that nothing has changed. U2 less stable -
concern with stability of core cooling on Unit 2. Best information is they all have primary containment integrity. Dose rate at



site boundary is 60mR/hr. U4 had another fire about 5 hrs ago. Cause is not clear. Smoke was seen. Appears fire self-
extinguished. Dose rates are 30R/hr. Believe is shine, not contamination or release, from decreased SFP water level. News
media continuing to show footage from fire in the morning. Fire is out as best we understand. Most of team is on the ground.

Casto a little later, as well as 1 other team member. Trapp will brief Casto and then get ahold of us. Japanese govt has
accepted hpfrm U5 - 14dz generators and other eguipment, rad monitoring, Ki, WANO Japan Is coetting access to

TEC dfnsJ ",-

2011103115 Eric Leeds via
21:52:42 Bridge Surgeon General is recommending West Coast residents procure KI. We have said we agree with the Japanese

recommendations, and we do not anticipate rad materials affecting US and its territories. USAID is going to get with Surgeon
General and has asked us not to engage directly. Also trying to become more predictable as an Ops Center. Have updated
2-pager to be more consistent. Will be producing go-books. Will be updated at 0600 and 1800 electronically. Revisited

staffing of various teams and right-sized it. We will be at this for several weeks. Periodic briefings list is maintained by Liaison
Team. Chairman briefed Cmsrs. and they agreed want Cmsn meeting early next week to hear from staff on what is going on
and what Agency's response is. Open meeting and then closed one afterwards.

2011103/15 PMT ,i, hn,,t Snirz a7 In Unit 4, low in reactor buildingl (b)(5)
22:06:36 PT(b)(5) TV also shows smoke rising from site. Difficult to tell which units it is from.

2011/03115 NHK Fuel pools may have heated in #3 and produced steam (TEPCO).
22:15:38

TEPCO #3 has been seeing white smoke coming out - looking for cause. Near flood gate radiation reading is fluctuating hour
by hour, but on whole it poses no real hazard. At one time last night, we had reading of lO00mSv, but now 800-600 mSv.

2011103/15 Cabinet Secretary Radiation near flood gate at I Oam started to increase rapidly and has reached to unit of mSv. All workers there have

22:17:45 (JP)/ TV suspended operations, and have asked them to evacuate to safe area.As of 1054 reading began to drop, and we are right
now conducting expert analysis, but most probable is that part of the vessel evaporation is coming out and that is cause of
white smoke. EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:35:47 on 3115/2011

At 834 am got report that white smoke rising from #3, but no report of blast. Part of debris could be coming out of

containment vessel. We don't have detailed information - we are investigating, but part of containment is broken and it seems

2011103/15 Cabinet Secretary that vapor is coming out from the broken part. We have decided no need to change evacuation instruction. #4 has SFP,and
we are preparing to pump water into reactor. Rising rod levels mainly due to #3 reactor. Temp rising in 4, 5 and 6 reactors.

22:21:21 (JP)/ TV We have joint taskforce between govt and TEPCO who will report whether water will be sprayed from above. May cause

some risk If we pour large amounts of water in very short time. Gradual addition of water is more safe to do. When we make

final decision we will announce. EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:35:30 on 3/1512011

#3 reactor needed to have water injected, so needed to release air. In releaseing air, radiation could have leaked. Possible

radiation coming out through that process. We are working to inject water in #4, have not implemented yet. Have high red

from #3, so are standing by and want to see how #3 is doing before decide to inject water in #4. TEPCO people can't even go

2011/03/115 Cabinet Secretary inside compound. We might need help of US military, Have been offered help, and will think about the specifics. We are in
22:25:45 (JP)/TV process of coordination with US. We are supplying water from ground, but supplying from above requires pumping large

amount of water, which involves risk, plus have to consider risk of helicopter operation. Restoration of ECCS will be better -
stable supply of power would make it easier to carry out operation. Radiation was in microSV level yesterday, and today is
mSV. At 1054, rad level has been coming down rapidly, though. Would like to tell public that we are exposed to radiation in
our daily lives, like when you get an Xray or when you fly by airplane.

At 834 am got report that white smoke rising from #3, but no report of blast. Part of debris could be coming out of

containment vessel. We don't have detailed information - we are investigating, but part of containment is broken and it seems
2011/03/15 TEPCO that vapor is coming out from the broken part. We have decided no need to change evacuation instruction. #4 has SFP,and

we are preparing to pump water into reactor. Rising rod levels mainly due to #3 reactor. Temp rising in 4, 5 and 6 reactors.
22:21:21 We have joint taskforce between govt and TEPCO who will report whether water will be sprayed from above, May cause

some risk If we pour large amounts of water In very short time. Gradual addition of water is more safe to do. When we make
final decision we will announce.

TEPCO #3 has been seeing white smoke coming out - looking for cause. Near flood gate radiation reading is fluctuating hour

by hour, but on whole it poses no real hazard. At one time last night, we had reading of 10OOmSv, but now 800-600 mSv.
2011/03/15 TEPCO media Radiation near flood gate at 1 0am started to increase rapidly and has reached to unit of mSv. All workers there have

22:17:45 briefing suspended operations, and have asked them to evacuate to safe area.As of 1054 reading began to drop, and we are right

now conducting expert analysis, but most probable is that part of the vessel evaporation is coming out and that is cause of
white smoke.

2011/03/15 RST #4, entire secondary containment appears gone worse than #3. Active smoke coming out of 3, plus #4 issues. GE-Hitachi
22:39:53 getting briefing from TEPCO.

2011/03/15 Wash Post quoting Pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant. EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:45:50 on 3/15/2011
22:45:23 JP

2011/03/15 TEPCO Pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant.
22:45:23 22:45:23 '5 

' robe: We have som
2it 2ndication substantial damaper Units 4 se-ondary containment. Trapp has speo heard thatp Rrd level @se vmry hiihJsdb w

2011/03/15 Jackrty: We'll put together something on what we see. ra ct

If you look at hydrogen generation, at uns, and we veaa no connt, t for Unit 4. Mary: let's get it written down and go to2011103115 RST DOD to validate facts. Grebe: run SFP modeling - use fuel damage at 50 or 75% and see what it gets you with no

22:54:49containment or water in pool.

2011/03115 TEPCO press Unit 2: Suppression chamber is damaged. Unit 3: suppression chamber pressure instrument is downscale
23:10:12 conference

2011/03/15 Jack Grobe Prepare recommendations for Chairman on NRC position on Fukushima reactors
23:36:10

Dan Dor'man: Conflicting reports for possible site abandonment. TEPCO ýsadon~lyesential a b Ic ken onsite.

Washington Post says site personnel being removed. Jim TrappI3. . an oldiloX,. Ambassador's
2011/0315 Jim Trapp Special AssIt P. ill speak to Anbdssador abou EPCO requested
23:47:02 GE for gas turbine generatorsl(b)(6) )eds to send approval to US govt. DanDormarl -L',_,

GE turbines are massive (5 MW). Logistical issues with heavy equipment, 200 tons estimated weight. 1 generator per C5



00:32:07 Tony Ulses plane. IIOnV neeoeo 10 pen D "fDA0 _lK [ -ITI1dussauor

Jim Trapp reports that , '

2011/03116 Jim Trapp
01:03:51

. rp noJ sur01 e 5UIVIF nU cUV I nUgllIAllW2lJ~l l rm Z

IVb Pm, confirmed that.7 members of Casto's team t'rading to hotel. ET asked Amy to set up telecon with Chuck and
Feiami1ollowing their amval. Plan telecon for 5 pm Tokyo time.

- i
2011/03/16 Pat Hiland Unit 5: RX vessel water level has dropped 40 cm in last 5 hours. TEPCO plans to use diesel generator at Unit 6 to supply
02:53:50 water to Unit 5.

2011/03/16 IAEA report did not specify if Unit 5 water level applied to Rx vessel or SFP. Report indicated that water was 200 cm above
03:07:43 Dan Dorman fuel 5 hours ago, but had dropped recently.

Dan Dorman informs Chuck that NRC staff sent plant summary and recommendation tol(b)(6) I Chuck has not seen it
yet. ET information needs relayed to Chuck: Current condition at Unit 4? Decreasing eve- nit`5Rx vessel or SFP?) with
use of diesel generator W provide ater. Chuck stated that Ambassador very concerned about 170,000 US citizens in Japan.
Chuck does not want tc4\-_b 'M but wants 'to let information'perculate, Chuck recommends planning ong or o steps
ahead in the event. Chu recommends stabilizing our path. ET agrees and indicates one-pager sent t provides
a bounding analysis and recommendation. DOD was initially only allowed to fly over base f6r monitoring. om ends
that DOD be allowed full flight capability for monitoring. Chuck has learned that rad. monitoring flight planned 15 hours from
now from Tokyo to plant. ET will send to Chuck (1) Ops center updateking points, and (3) flyover
recommendation. Previously sent summary and bounding analysis tol • Chuck will work to obtain more accurate

2011/03/16 Chuck Casto information from Japan sources. Chuck indicates that it would be beso v ss to TEPCO EOC for most'accurate
04:04:40 .information. Chuck wants plant info directly to his team from Japan sources. Chuck recommends NRC interact with US

partners, INPO, and IAEA to combine information and knowledge. Chuck recommended bringing in BWR experts such as
from Exelon. Chuck indicates NRC severe accident NUREG/CR-6150 tracks this event very closely. DOE lab INL could
provide code scenario assistance. Pat Hiland indicates that Ops Center team has been reviewing the NUREG. ET informed
Chuck that 4 pumps are available for TEPCO to ý picked up. ET and Chuck discussed thinklng about Iong-term needs.
Chuck said team has Ki. Chuck saw a letter froth ••)I

• • |Chuck recommends coordination of the members of
our Federal tamily. ET will address the issue. b in ricates treat -•_-HRhi has EOC in Tokyo, Chuck suggests contacting
upper levels of GE if necessary for access.
NRC team invited to meeting with TEPCO at 8 p.m. SFP Status: Unit 1 and 2 boiling down Unit 3 and 4 zirc water reaction
No SFP walls in Unit 4 so no ability to retain water. TEPCO discussing dropping sand on Unit 4 SFP. Pat Hiland said his
group will research best approach for Unit 4 SFP. John indicated that team charter indicated recommendations must be

2011103/16 John Monninger routed through Ambassador. ET stated that team should establish protocol with Ambassador for technical issues. ET will i
05:28:41 (Chuck's team) provide more guidance at 7:15 prior to team meeting with TEPCO. ET requested that team a heckon Unit ti._Tom BIo.ut~ r.o.r~s.t__~ha~alReactors onlyintended to Provide talkino p~oints to" beQin dal'o•

Jhave been lost in translatio)n. : 0 IOMessage appears to

Chuck reported on telecon with Naval Reactors (Admiral Mueller) and Ambassador about Naval Reactor e-mail to
Amhagsdrtnr Nvyni Rpnziorn e-mail, Need more naernonnei nn s'ite Nped more . .imnina . .w.r nn %itp now

(b)(5) I Amb)(5)

2011/03/16 Chuck Casto concerned about strong statements in e-mail, NRC memo referred to 50 miles for evacuation based on Unit 4 SFP issue.
05:55:28 Ambassador concerned that NR e-mail and NRC memo appear to be different FT says that N -mail

and NRC memo not necessarily different. (eg., NRC memo based on one unit)

FD S FET also working -on Unit 4 SFP recommendation.

D SET work' g to contact Chairman. ET used RASCAL
2011/03116 Jack Foster to develop NRC talking points. ET sent recommendations on FPs t If cannot get water, then dump anything
06:25:08 (Chuck's team) into SFPs based on NUREG used by Pat Hiland's groupFb )(5)

1(b)(5) /
Coordination of NR and NRC approaches: NRC sent evacuation recommendations based On one unit. NR sent e-mail with
additioa rcommendations for specific actions, NR does not consider the recommendations different, ET aorees wih t
viewl(b)(5)

1(b)(5) lET states that NRC has provided recommendations to TEPCO on SFPs, NR wants to ensure we

are on same Daae an no ify Ambassador. Chairman, Admiral Mueller. Admiral Donald, and Chuck Casto join discussion:
201 6Naval Reators b)(5) Chairman indicates that NRC focus on

/03/183 Nwhether we agree with TEPCO protective action recommendations. ET betieves that this situation will degrade so TEPCO willi
06:31:32 Telecon need to provide additional protective action recommendations. ET says need more information. Chairman concerned that we

might not receive additional information. Admiral Mueller reads his e-mail with detailed recommendations. Chairman states
that situation will degrade to might have 6 reactors andfor SFPs. No one disaareed. Chairman states need to establish a call
with the White House to discuss protecting American citizensF •'b5

They are providing two pumps (1000 gpm) from a truck approximately 700-800 miles away. 4 pumps arrived in port; not sure
what port- checking on where.

2011/03/16 Chairman May not be able to attend Hill meeting In person, if not he will attend via phone.
07:54:32
2011103/16 Japanese translator in ELT room.
08:31:21
201103/16Communication plan: most improtantly- needs to address why we are onfident in our reactors.
08:43:56 Cmuiainpa:ms mrtnl-nest drs h eaecnieti u ecos

2011/03/16 Chuck Casto
08:54:45

TEPCO new information: List of equipment; move to closest American installation: *Four pumps are in country. 'Need
equipment for spent fuel pools. *Rocket launchers for water: can be mounted on the ground or on a latter truck. Needs to be
able to launch water 30m in the air, from 50m away, 500 gall min. * Areal latter snorkel trucks (monitor nozzles) 'Land based
pumps '(Booster pumps by the ocean) 'Needs to include strainers so seawater does not clog. *Lots of rubble in the way,
need equipment to clear a pathway. Bulldozers. *Sand- RST recommends for Unit 3 and 4 spent fuel pools, instead of water.



2011103116 Casto
09:36:01 Need to use a combination of water and sand for SFP. Water- Units 1,2: Sand Units 3,4

2011/03116 EDO (b)(5)
09:38:34 -

2011/03/16 PMT Met people getting a forecast through the weekend because offshore winds may come back on shore.
09:41 :07
2011103/16 PMT Running RASCAL with different core, met, and structural assumptions.
09:42:56
2011/03/16 Mike White House is working on a communication plan. Areal readings will produce large amounts of available data, There needs
09:57:28 Mike Weber to be a coordinated effort and unified opinion between Federal agencies.

2011103/16 Mike Weber The White House has a Q&A document- the NRC wants to get a hold of this document.
10:01:55
2011/03/16 CNN Media reporting that containment vessel may be breached. We cannot confirm this.
10:04:15

Confirming that the US NRC recommendation of a 50 mi evacuation is still what NRC Is confident in recommendingOp
2011/03(16 EDO Center answer: with today's conditions (reactors, SPFs, meteorological), this is the appropriate recommendation. If the
10:18:39 situation degrades or stays the same and the meteorological conditions change (as they are expected to on Sunday), the

protective action may need to revisiting.

2011/03/16 EDO Question: With three cores and four SFP potentially compromised, would this effect the US? Answer: would depend on the
10:36:04 conditions, and this is something we are revisiting, but the "quick answer" is "NO". This needs to be confirmed,

2011/03/16 PMT RASCAL confirms that there would be nO impact on US: Alaska, Hawaii, CA.
110:38:14

2011/03/16 Media on the ground in Japan (Scott Kelly) wants an interview with Chuck Casto. OPA is handling this request.
10::40:15

2011/03/16 INPO Japan needs Boron. Diablo Canyon has 20,000 tons of boron, it would need to be airlifted.
10:42:53

2011/03/16 Texas Texas State Radiation Board is requesting plume data.
10:55:46

TEPCO met with the NRC reps: Discussed possible specifications for cooling: Four train systems- seperated and
independent for each SFP. 'Need suction strainers. *Length of pipe from the ocean to the beach, (elevation change 10m),

2011/03/16 John and Chuck piping. *Diesal driven fire pumps. Ground mounted launch point nozzels, Must be movable and transportable. 'Requesting
11:32:30 assistance with installation with running and operation. *May eventually need to add boron, must be able to suck the boron

from a tank. BACKUP syetpm" *Fntr fire trur'kq with rarpal bnnm'- mijqt he able to lift 20-30m with water cannon on the end.
<this is all at a minimum>l(b)(5) O0ther concepts: implament remote control robots
for use in high rad areas.

12011/03/16 TEPCO mtg with Do not think the walls of Unit 4 SFP have been blown out: because there would be streaming radiation if that were the case.
11:45:46 Chuck/ John

1110 3 1 6 TC All four Units have RCS continuing to inject via low pressure core spray. Unit 2 SFP: small blow out in the panel hole; loss of
! 6 TEPCO Meeting water inventory, but no walls have been knocked out. As bulldozers are clearing away rubble there is a radiation reduction of
11:48:24 approximately 70%: this indicates that there has been a significant release.

2011/03/16 TEPCO mtg Having trouble accepting vehicles not licensed in their country: preference is to have vehicles airlifted to TEPCO site.
111:56:23

2011/03/16 EDO Confirmation- there are no changes to are four key recommendations.
11:59:56

2011/03116 (b)(5)

12:01:04 __ ___ ______________________________
Concern: need to talk with NSIR Safeguards Team on how to knock a hole into the Unit 2 SFP so we can get water into it.

2011/03/16 John Monninger Need to accomplish this from a distance. CORRECTION: knock a hole in SFP BUILDING. EST Chronology Officer - Jessica
12:05:03 Kratchman at 12:09:37 on 3/16/2011

i2011/03/16 John Monninger Concern: need to talk with NSIR Safeguards Team on how to knock a hole into the Unit 2 SFP so we can get water into it.
112:05:03 Need to accomplish this from a distance.

2011/03/16 Josh

12:6:1 •(b)(5) IChairman- need within 10 minutes.

2011203216 It is our understanding that we are the lead in coordinating technical resources.12:32:21

2011/03/16 Attach SFP run and reactor runs, don't need context. Want data to show that we have been continually working on this,
12 :36:09

Offered to send 1-2 staff and some of the lab staff to our Op Center; they have been brainstorming some options.l(b)(5)
2011/03/16 Steve Troutman, (b)(5)
12:40:11 NR 1b)(5) eve feels, that this will be positively accepted by thiem. Mike

ind cated that NRC Staff in country are a ing is approach as well.

2 011/03/16 on phone: Mike, Cathy, Brian, and Eric Chairman wants to put together a group of Senior Managers who can communicate
:1146 conference the basis of the press release that is about to be put out. Press release will be coming out soor(1b L)(5)

12:46:09 1b(5
2011/03/16 RST-

013:17:006 NR representative on his way here (Tom Roberts).

2011103/16 RST to GE Robots are available; RST asked if there are GE contractors willing to help, however all GE contractors have left; may be
113:19:44 some local GE workers who can be tapped.

2011/03/16 CDC Asked if a fire in the SFP would effect the primary containment. Answer: that is very unlikely based on the location of the
13:23:17 SPF. CDC still wants to talk to our experts.

3:25:15 Josh Email Rebecca Schmidt and Amy Powell a very quick summary on PAGs. Need quickly, and accurately,

2011103/16!13:31:06 State department is issuing their press release, and we are in the process of issuing ours.

113:31:06



2011/03116 Preparing to enter the Unit 4 SFP to remove rubble; clearing debre field so they can get the fire trucks in. Discussing risks:
13:39:57 high radiation fields; hidrogen rich environment.

2011/03/16 TEPCO via Tony 20-30 millirem between Unit 3 and Unit 4. Flew over Unit 4- 247 milliSv. There are still people in the control room, and still
13:43:11 people In staging area; 200 millirem background.

20103/4716 OP NRC PRESS RELEASE IS ISSUED.
13:47:48
2011/03/16 PRESS RELEASE DATED WRONG.
13:50:13

2011/03/16 Chairman testimony in progress,
14:03:02

GE says deal is off on generators they were going to supply. Our people are advising ambassador, meeting with various folks
to understand plant status and troubleshoot. Had 3 meetings early this am. No info from IAEA all shift. Chairman has asked
we continue to focus on whether the protective action recommendations are appropriate, and if not coordinate and move up

2011/03216 ET chain, Medical/health subgroup will be set up with DHS/HHS on advise to states. Will be a protocol developed for interagency
sharing. They are cooling all 4 units using LPCS wiht sea water. Got SRVs open and are maintaining pressure below mPA.
Reactors in better shape than SFPs, 1, 3, 4 and SFPs open to air. 3 and 4 fuel exposed. TV: says almost have electrical line
into site.
About ready to transfer diagrams of systems to USAID. Know Diablo Canyon has 20,000 pounds.of boron. Need to get on
flight. Need to get question answered for Weber on status of SFPs (depending on status - liner or no, put water or sand in it).
20-30R/hr around buildings. At least one control room has 200mRJhr. Working with DTRA to provide us dose calcs. Working
on structural integrity of SFPs. Working with Quad Cities, which has similar SFP. Unit 2: Secondary cont is intact, and
working with GE on trying to find out where to put hole in top of containment to pour water or sand into top of SFP. We've

2011/03/16 RST asked Casto to get technical drawings from site, Sent action items list to WH today. Haven't had any feedback yet on what
16:01:50 list was. Was equipment and action items. Brian: Was list discussed between INPO, DOD, etc. DOD was going off to get

equipment. Second list - request from our USAID people on what else could we use. Administrator of USAID was going to
use in conversation with WH, TEPCO is trying to install 60kV temp power supply to site, plus cubicle and offsite line. Want to
supply high pressure CRD pump to Unit 2 and RHR pump for Unit 4. Getting about 1 email/5 minutes to respond to. Huge
effort, This is fixed now with HOOs. NRR post-911 was comm team put together. NRR trying to establish. Nelson (DORL) is
trying to establish whole framework on how answer/structure questions. Working for Commission meeting on Monday,
Following up with NARAC on questions, Also following up wiht NR on information they were working on. Sent RASCAL run to
NARAC and asked if they could assess beyond 50 miles. Asked about doses on CA coast. Sent same info to DTRA because

2011/03/16 PMT they can do aerial view also. DOD wants to know where they can fly safely over site. Preparing Q&As for press inquiries on
16:15:09 press release. JAIF info - trying to assess credibility. They noted at 5pm Japanese time, 3 rem outside U2, 40 rem by Unit 3,

10 rem besides Unit 4,

Currently have FEMA and DOE embedded with us. DOE indiv is requesting conf call with team members in Japan - they
probably doing 8am or earlier flyover. Wants conf call between our staff and DOE staff over there to coordinate - probably

2011/03/16 Liaison Team later this pm. Going to keep our state liaison people on staff until 11 pm, and will have contact # after that. Getting lots of
16:19:49 questions now - asking for RASCAL input data - saying no so far. Asking how 50 mile evac compare with our normal 10-20

mile radius. Call going on with HHS now. They want to talk about steps they are taking about allowing stuff back into the
country that has been in Japan.

2011103/16 OPA Getting lots of interview requests - turning down now, because going to have Chairman available in rotunda after briefing
16:25:47 ends.

2011/03/16 Liaison Team Quite a few other countries in contact with us - lots of questions. French asking us for SFP info. Heard Chairman mention one
16:27:48 was dry. RST was non-specific in answer.
2 0 1 1
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PMT Detecting contamination on incoming aircraft. Screening all packages - detected iodine on packages, plus airplane filter had
16:30:03 iodine in it, Are rad monitoring stations - fixed - also doing car monitoring.

2011/03/16 NY Emailed white house and said getting ready to post to their website something showing first detected contamination in CA -
16:32:25 Nadmittedly small. White House said important to understand significance and suggested communicating on it.

2011/03/16 Request out to DTRA and ARAC is to look at full core melt for all units and fuel pools.
16:34:36
2011103/16 ECanadians asked about INES level - do we agree? Last official from Japan is 4. Also asking why we picked 50 miles?
16:37:50 Referred to PMT.

2011/03/16 ET Our team shouldn't be there more than 2 weeks, and if they have to move, they will.
16:41:10
20---11/03/16 PMTET [(b)(5) ]We tol1them to coordinate With DHS. Areva

16:48:54 chartering plane with boric acid, neutron absorbers, charcoa titers, protective equipment, etc.

2011/03/16 ET Should call IAEA and tell them we issued PAG for US citizens in foreign country.
16:59:55

ET: Chairman and Borchardt have been before both houses and fielded many questions. Asked if we have anyone on site.
Chuck: We are all in Tokyo. trying to get to EOF outside Tokyo. Chuck trying to get to-sieThis has really overwhelmed
TEPCO. inal emergency for them - like BP oil spill. This is too biL forT EPCOJ 1)

17:06:56 C.STEPCO has been more receptive to us with advice and hel

l(b)(5)
Don't know iser•t a•.T.p Vonna: asks if familiar with doses at site. Chuck: local EOC is what he's talking about going to.

.. hairfn011LM aLisJ_ sJaf -LTs: TEPCi.t. Qo•o.._lg.tLSo!.nuicini2.h.ictoing from TEPCO,.
_(b)(5) _Chairman: we be poeve pool
#4 is dry, and another potentially structurally damaged? Chuck: yes, and #4 pool walls have collapsed. Can't maintain
inventory at all. Mike: had call with John, and he said pool intact. Chuck: last we were told, walls were not there. We did not
suooiest sand- RST suooested sand. So decided prepare for water and sand. Ruland ,hj(£ I

2011/03/16 Bill, Chairman, (b)( 5)
17:16:11 Casto 1(b)(5) Unit 2, believes drying out. Top of building has hole they

created with steam coming out. only pool might be OKis nit 1. Daini has declared emergency evacuation. May want to help
them maintain those units. Chuck: was talk on U3 of trying to get hole bigger so can push water in from outside. Not sure how
make hole bigger. Tom: know about getting power line to site? Chuck: haven't heard. His understanding is not going to do
any good. In some cases, switchgear damaged, and in other cases. can't oet in there to manioulate anything Power will help
in Daini, but not Daiichi. TEPCO is overwhelmed (b)(5) IDon't



(b)(5)
2011/03/16 ET Should possibly contact State Dept, and let them know what Chuck said about TEPCO being overwhelmed.
17:30:39
2011/03/16 ET 6 DOE people coming to help at ops center.
17 :34:53
2011/03/16 RST Trapp providing RST more info on SFPs.
17:51:12

2011/03/16
17:55:01 ET FAA issuing statement of what they are doing for things coming into the country.

Have teams assembled: U4 SFP is likely dry, but structural integrity uncertain - not sure if will hold water. Can maybe do
steam cooling. Other units have water, but don't know how much. lb)(5) Ilooks like U3, U2 SFPs have steam
coming out. U3 I to atmosphere, steaming heavily. By now likely dry. U4: photos look like some type of explosion.
Looks like stean(b)(:5) T~hey seem to be confident that it may be structurally sound, but don't know if It can hold water.

irve Conte brie io-osof people there, NiSA. TEPCO, Trying to go throuah chronoloov, In general, open and forthcomina.
I(b)(5).....
1(b)b(5) 10n Unit 4, access road is blocked. An hour ago, they probably have started activity to remove debris around

access. 1f goes as planned, will start to try and inject water into SFP. Were looking for NRC's feedback on risk issues that
they should be considering. After consultation with ET and team, we are communicating that at this point, bottom line is to get
pool cooled with water, and there are risks and potential criticality or hydrogen, but they should proceed as planned. They
want to share more details on dose at 10:00 today, Strategy to get water in is right, but depending on amount of exposure

2011/03/16 Cast m and temp, could result in fuel damage as a result of cooling. Fragmentation of cladding. Some could be already melted. Bill:17:59:46 Casto/team asks if sand would be more effective, team: they have not done analysis probably - trying to do anything they can. With sand,you're helping shine, but not cooling. U1 SFP, don't know status. But noone has been adding water, and probably doesn't
have automatic makeup, but probably take a long time to evaporate - haven't seen steam out of U1. John: Joe Williams sent
out conceptual design for equipment. Looking for update on equipment. Have 10am meeting to talk about design/equipment.
Have 4 submersible pumps and diesel-driven pump at AFB. Scott: earlier today, request on U2, looking for ideas to remove
walls to enable air drop/spraying. John: Weber tasked NSIR. Scott: concern is as other pools steam, rad levels go up, so
could consider making sure inventories in 1 and 2 don't go below a certain point to keep rad levels stable. John: don't know
level, right now only 1 blowout panel out. They need large hole to target. They need to vent reactor building to prevent
hydrogen explosion. Thought about shooting rocket-propelled grenade. Scott: would be wise to work on pools that still have
level Chuck: need to get stuff designed and there. Bill: what is water status going into cores. John: 6 hours ago, they said
they had good injection through CS headers, diesel-driven pumps to all 4 units past 48 hours, Tony: At conte meeting,
indication was level not-of high confidence, but indicating 1/2 fuel uncovered at 1 and 3. Unit 2 is maybe couple days behind.
With half uncovered, seawater injection stable. For unit 4, shutdown happened in November.
Liaison Team: trying to set up call with DOE and team to coordinate flyover, wanted to do before 9:00 japan time when flight
would take off. Going to try and figure out what going to do about Daini. Newspaper says 60mR at gate of Daiichi. Flew over
and got 25 rem, qut we donit know how hioh they flew. Better relationship now with TEPCO. movina closer to better andb)5more informationj I --- ) I

(b•(5'• ._ET:. other.

Japanese utilities helping? John: 2-300 resources available, including TEP an other Ficensees, po ice and civil defense,
2011103/16 -a but undermanned, We can mock up equipment at American installation, and then let the Japanese install it. John: will we
18 as:o/tea have info in next hour or less on what equipment is availalbe? ET: dont' know. Casto: get with DOD or whoever. INPO

offered resources also. Told them to get equipment to nearest US facility possible - there Is AFB on island of Japan.
Someone needs to make sure everything fits together perfectly. ET: we have Oconee who has special spray nozzle to spray
down SFP. John: people who know details have to get together. Need 2-3 miles of piping, 8 diesel-driven pumps. Nozzle
won't do good If don't have pipe. Everything has to be transportable on truck. Can't have to play with it due to dose rates.
Trish: Are we talking about doses? Casio: DOE is doing flyovers from Tokyo to site. When they get info, they have to
download from laptop and get it to us. Areva is flying over boron, etc. Jack: we will collect data and get it to you when we
hear something.

2011/03/16 Want to re-emphasize need for equipmenl(b)(5)

18137:44 Casio ( We ha e to report status to him. Ruland: haveBechtel online, hooking them up wihti USAID. Castol(b)(5)
18:37:44 ___o __ _ )5_.f______J Get on phone with DOD.

2011/03/16 WH, State, DOD, WH: At 8:00 they want latest O&A updatedl(b)(5)
18:44:48 etc
J2011/03/16 ET Smoke going N to Sl(b)(5) I Bill: lots of press in rotunda. WH wants confirmation whether there is water in pool 4. ET:
201110316: ET likely dry, walls uncertain. WH asked Chairman if 50 miles evac was still good. 100-150 workers at Daiichi, so will use
18:46:07 Japanese police and defense force also.

Bill: what ned to know for this evening. Bruce: water still going into vessel, no more explosionsJ(b)(5)12011/03116 ET ,an••d ' -18:52:07 they are adament about us being able to get equipment into Japan so It can get to site when accepted and
p18:2:07ready lo go. Admiral impatient with us.

04 points on protectinq.us ..per[soinnel and actions needed for Dai-ichil b5

2011/03162 Weber email EST

Cronology Ofcer - Rebecca Kar~a~sa ~f:Z2 on3/16/201T
0: how was 50 miles determined? Marty: Dose projections based on 4 SFP and 1 reactor melt with containment failure for2011/03/16 ET typical US BWR. Monninger heard no Integrity in 4 this morning. Japanese are challenging what the Chairman said. Bill: give

19:04:56 us some evidence we are wrong. Information is from our US experts In Ja an.

4 points on protecting us personnel and actions needed for Da-ichit b5
2011/03/16 Weber email
18:55:02 1

1201110311 ET 60 Minutes wants to interview Casio. OPA needs to work that. Chuck cannot be lnterviewed. He is busy.
12011103116 ECasto and others will be within 50 miles, but he believes they will be OK. We need to know where It is to be sure he will be
2 1/31 ET OK.

19 :35: 11OK
201 016 ET Scott: made contact with DOD, They delivered equipment to AFB as of 5-6 hours ago, TEPCO picked it up, but we don't
19:41:05 know where it is. Was loaded onto flatbed. Those were just pumps and hoses. Still need strainers.



Chairman: U1-3 seawater injection? yes U3 SFP has crack and possible loss of inventory? yes. U4 SFP has no water and
possible zirc fire? We feel no water and structural integrity in question, Do not know about zirc fire, Any change to those 4
talking points? Bill: #4 valid, but previously removed. We still believe reasonable basis for #4. Bill: Casto says ops center #1
priority should be facilitating delivery of equipment. Ambassador is talking to govt, cannot fall flat. Need real fixes. Scott: NR

2011/036 nChairman on bridge received request for hoses and DD pumps. They processed request and delivered to Ocona, as of 6 hours ago, TEPCO
19:42:42 picked it up on flatbed and drove away. Don't know when or if material arrived. No govt officials escorting. But equipment did

not include suction strainers, nozzles, etc. working with Bechtel who has engineered solution. Last bit still working on
facilitating. Chairman: interagency coordination issue. Will still have people to monitor plant status,buL management team has
to focus on equipment. Chairman agrees.

Chuck clearly said #4 dry. We asked him point blank while walking into WH. He was on bridge. Said it is dry based on info
from TEPCO. Bill: they were delivered 2 pumps and they turned tem away. There was US fire truck that they Would not let

19 ET drive on the streets bepause it didn't have right certification. Martyl(b)(5)19:49:57 ](b)(5 ) JI B l| I0 I? I. .

Bill: Don't worry too much about Commission meeting on Monday. 4 OD communication team, probably don't need. We are
way out on a limb - noone else in govt has taken this position. We need a bunch of people to talk to subcommittees and

2011103/16 ET staffers on the hill. The 4 ODs are home studying background into. Probably Friday not tomorrow We will need them. Pete
19:53:56 ET Lyons sent email about 1ppm meeting at DOE tomorrow - bunch of people to talk about possible support. Approaches to solve

problem - looking for high level NRC people to go. Bill may go if Chairman doesn't need him - otherwise need someone in
standby, maybe Sheron or Uhle.

Bruce: Unit 1 still has seawater injected, and stable cooling, funcitonal cont. SFP level unknown, 2, seawater injecting,
secondary cont hole cut, primary intact, u3, seawater injected, primary funcitonal, sfp level maybe drained, some steam, u4
sfp likely dry wiht structural Integrity in doubt, u5 sfp heating up, ac from DG. same for U6. Wind direction from west, and
expected to continue until weekend, then front may change it. people continue to provide support. been in contact with team,
priorit flowing, getting better info at this time. would like to get closer to site. mindful of hazards.

iMX f5 ]people left earlier, but supplemented now. have maybe 100 people now. Mike Franovich: U2
- containment intact - but thought heard last night tepco verified torus breach. nisa reported. wondering about unit 2 status -
have we verified? Bruce, no - we'll get back to you. Priority shifted to getting equipment, not plant status. U3 we mention
doses at site post, 6OmRJhr - still current? that we can verify, yes. nisa says dose higher than that. U5: note says we believe
reactor defeuled, Another report says not defueled. nisa report says water dropped.1/2 meter. RST is verifying, Bill: key is to
supply pumping system. Have to finalize list and get suppliers to collect equipment, do engineering and pre-assembly, then
move to site, assemble and operate. know some equip - 5 pumps left air base about 6:00, 196 miles to Fukushima, defense
forces are delivering, and it is just the pumps. Have been in contact with NR helping coordinate. Trying to locate truck.

Beachtel has taken drawino, taken eouin list and is doino enoineerino and procurement work to aet it to site. Monninaer says

2011103/16 TA brief D(b)(5) oD we ask military, do we go to TEPCO and Japanese? Would argue need to work out in near term. Need
20:01:06 hpi to identify neopl to talk to to USPS and CBP - gave Information,&b 5

I(b)(5) ave them state information. Getting NARAC info not as rapidly as we'd like
to. We sent them info and they deleted emails, so we resent - hoping to get info soon. Aerial flyover by doe at 8:00 tonight.
Waiting to hear from NARAC. Thaggard: getting lots of calls on press release. Trish: we have Q&As. Marshall: dose calcs
that are posted linked to recent statement that don't make sense. Dose for 4 unit release is less than for 1 reactor release.
Trish: Did 4 reactor assuming certain assumptions. Marshall: is confusing to public. Comes across wrong. thaggard: people
asking for raw data. For4 reactor release, assumed not all releasing at same time. Franovich: instead of water using sand? is!
that still part of approach? Bill: still under discussion, pros and cons of both. Bill: the onsite team is recommending water.
They are still in Tokyo. Mike: Japanese govt increased worker dose limit yesterday. Are they considering raising again? Are
we working to 25 rem limitation? Bill: NRC staff has not approached. And embedded with tepgo is no accrate. they have
talked to teoco. Mike: are we limiting strategies based on dose for individuals' limits? Brucel !>

b §• Bill: fqr us to ark I IS r.iliTen tno tin that Lk huge deal. It is question we've asked, but
not made decision. Mike: asked Chairman? Et: b [ •rish: got NARAC info and are analyzing
now. Asked them to do run beyond 50 miles, arid asked them to do West Coast projections. Bruce: Casto says power would
not help, need to get water in. Mike: heard there had been 5 lethal doses. Bruce: we don't have any info on fatalities. Would

like to have this call at 7:30 tomorrow, plus 8pm tomorrow.

12011/03116 Bill in 40 minutes we will have call with Monninger's team to listen in. Bechtel has no contract - we just told them to work it. At
20:25:42 some point they will want money.

People are in conte - they are planning to show us video of U4 SFP. We believe they will show us video that it has water and
has had water. Believe status is 1-2 are boiling. U3 Zr-water reaction. Meeting with NISA this morning. We are going to ask to
be embedded in EOC. We don't know where it is. We will ask though. We will meet with TEPCO to talk about SFP cooling
system. We want to tie in RST. Bruce: concern related to what leves we would subject our people to. John: we would follow
NER aideflines for.emergency response. The 25 rem limit? We have dosimetry and KI. Bruce u c e

L..b• 3 I Bill: you would preclude us from assembling and operating equipment. John: absent dose issue, there
are explosions out there too. Bill: raise the issue with tepco on their need to assemble and operate the equipment, John: we
will raise it. They haven't asked for equpment or personnel support yet. Bill: we had re air base - Ocnta - s
from defense forces at 0600 picked up 5 pumps and are5drivine them 196 miles. -o....... 5

2011/03/16 Monninger" Have not asked for help yet.l(b)(5) i : miliary orces o apan are
20:28:31 bringin it, so they have accepted it. Major Mattuseck said personnel fom defense forces of japan picked up 5 pumps.

Equipment is incomplete. We are looking for where they are taking it - staging area - so Bechtel has cartoon drawing and is
engineering it. Alsa innar• llfl uJrno is tryin tktd out what else Air Base can supply. Monninger: last night they asked
for personnel E_ But that should be pretty basic, Bill: we will assemble it in staging area.
We could have-Americans assemble it with Japanese who will assemble at site. Japanese can write their own procedure.
They can reassemble and operate it. John: we will find out staging area. Other issue is high rad field. Bill n L

T 5 John: we are in agreement. They have to hae it on ck and
trailer, just unhook and gel out. There is incredible dose rae issue when you bring it in. Some areas 20R/hr. Bill: we will
make sure Bechtel understands this is design requirement. John: if go with hard pipe, really whacked on dose. Bill: engineers
at Bechtel are working problem.

[2011/03/16 ET Bill: very likely if they are showing video it is right that pool is wet on U4. RST: who is requesting this and paying for it so
120:43:35 Bechtel will be reimbursed. Should call USAID.

12011/03/16 NHK World TV Shows news story of helicopter dropping water on one of the reactor buildings.
20:53:40 ____ _____________________________________________

USAID - they are trying to make sure we get everything in the right place to pay Bechtel. They have askwrus.tri put together
2011/03/16 RST an extremely simplified procurement plan with just companies and simple list of what we need. Then1( onsite will
21:01:28 approve it (USAID team). We have never mentioned money, but you can assume they will want to get paid at some point.

I USAID would pick up tab. Need someone to draft procurement plan. 250 engr hours, 22 seawter strainers, etc. Bill: have



them develop procurement plan. They can make proposal, and we can put cover letter on it. Have them do RFP list, but we
should not distract them. White House says Bechtel said would do even if free. We should have our contracts person
interface with USAID and Casto and the Bechtel person. MJ: Just get the list and get it over there In simplified form.
Getting busy signals going into ops center. We viewed the video. It is not very clear. Helicopter in field. Tried to scan all 4
units. They claim reflection of water. Don't know If steel or water. But we do know it is steaming. That was at 5pm yesterday
Japan time. Unit 3 is steaming at much greater rate. They are continuing to try helicopter drops which are highly ineffective.
They are trying to shoot water with crowd control tanks, Believe also ineffective. No way to have effective cooling that way.
Either way this Is temporary fix. Can't drop enough efficiently into SFP. Still need to work on quasi-permanent fix of hard-
piped system. Need to let Bill and Chin know that yesterday thought that with explosion, structural damage, 2e realv
know if there is intearity in SFP Know as of 5om Yesterday- there is some water because it is steamino.%(h'(51 l

2011/03/16
21:08:03 Casto

1(b)(5)
he)claim it is special video file that takes special player and software, file too large....not going to let us

have the videot() DOE was standing with us -just a split-second shot as helicopter flying by. Couldn't tell a thing. Bill: do
we know Unit 4 SFP. Chuck: we don't even know it is SFP. Govt says TEPCO told them it is SFP. We can't tell anything. U3
steaming even louder. Chairman: what is source of believe of no water? Casto: govt showed us snapshots after explosion,
and it looked like pool had lost structural integrity, Now they say pool is not associated with outer wall, so could be intact.
Video was 14 hours ago. Chairman: have any view of change in condition of pool. Casto: 14 hours ago, had some water in it,
today can't tell you. Their recovery methods are drop water from helicopter, and bring in crowd control tanks. Those are all
highly inefficient methods. We're not even sure pump can pump to top of building. Chairman: so no Ionner believe oool was
dry. Casto: it is very inconclusive, can't tell. Probably inaccurate to say dry. Marty: have 1 dose limiu rn

)Q -_7 = arty: John Monninger was told by tepco pool wAs dry, and they told
trapp same thing. Now they say that was postulation only. Recording dose rates in rem/hr, so at minimum significant amount
nf fuel e~nnse 1 alest is 30l •rn between 3 and 4

201/316Still trying to get hard piping, etcto identify pumping system. Pushing hard to get equipment out there. Castd b
2011/03/16 .
21:27:01 Casto ruce: we may need- ere to signprocurement for Bechtel.

Working on Q&As - tasking from phone call. Waiting for President to get off phone with Prime Minster - he will make decision
2011/03/16 ET about whether or not it's appropriate to tell people to leave voluntarily vs. order them. Struggling with appropriate words to not
21:29:26 cause widespread panic among Japanese, Other countries have left. French are challenging our analysis, but sending

people out of Tokyo.

2011/03/16 Brenner/OPA Unless we have confirmation from Casto that there IS water in pool, we won't change. And then if there is, it's easy to put out
21:38:11 press release saying there is, but we still recommend 50 miles.

2011:03116 Casto Military has pumps on way. DOD moving equipment.21:39:50

2011/03/16 Chairman Do we know status of worst case results for West coast? Vonna: just heard from Casto that he is very convinced there is no
21:55:00 __ama water in #4. Chairman: Jennifer Uhle said RES was going to run max worst case. Give call at home with worst case results.
2011/03/16 Japanese official via Top priority trying to restore power with power lines from outside. Also cool down #3 and #4 SFPs. With power, can restore
22:04:38 TV system using seawater. But have to install temporary pumps to resume supply of water. Pressure rising and water level

lowering in #5. Have to secure the conditions of pools for #5 and 6.

2011/03/16 ET Admiral in NR is confused on evacuation instructions. Need to call.
22:08:30

2011/03:16 Naval Heard Admiral wants clarity in evacuation. Discussion on clarity,22:13:20 Reactors/Boroughs
TV: Conducted helicopter operations dumping water. Water cannon trucks will inject water from ground. Yesterday am, didn't

2011/03/16 Japanese Defense conduct because rad levels too high, however ground could not be done because of high rad on ground. Now cannot delay
22:25:32 Minister so have no choice. #3, decided early in morning that plan would be executed. Proliferation of rad would be funneled in SFP

and would help cool down fuel. We can verify if It Is successful by the taskforce. Those are our expectations. More aerial
operatoins will be considered as necessary. Water sprayed into #3.

Khan/Obama call: Obama expressed sympathy to Jp public and also offered support, including related to nuclear power
plants and mid-term and long-term rehab initiatives. Khan expressed gratitude for support. All involved are doing their best -
those in charge of disaster relief. 2 leaders agreed to cooperate on NPP Issues. Have completed morning portion of spraying
on NPP. Police are also going to start water spraying by cannon truck, so trying to combine 2 approaches to maximize
effects. We are asking people in peripheral areas to evacuate, and those living in 20-30km from plant are told to stay indoors.
Some of evacuees may need extra support, ill and pregnant. We will do our best to give all support to those in vulnerable
situation. Seek cooperation from medical personnel. From site we understand prep is underway and investigation on effect of

2011/03/16 JP cab. secy spraying. US in reference to #4 water loss - has been understood after such a statement, we have time to provide detailed
22:32:16 cb data to experts from US, we are trying to coordinate the information, in interim providing information so analysis can be

conducted based on more accurate information, but there is alwasy a time lag, like in reference to #4, there has been a time
lag in providing pertinent information to US authorities. Reporter:US embassy in Japan has issued evacuation notice to
evacuate 80km - what are thoughts? Official: if there are circumstances that require such evacuation, including anything
besides nuclear, it is to be understood that us govt has taken a more conservative approach to protect Its nationals. As for
radius, we have conducted monitoring nad have continued to gather data which will later be disclosed by science and tech
agency. We conduct and issue advisories as appropriate, reporter: ines scale official: understand based on parameters that
these institutions and countries have that is their assessment, but we are interested in protecting our people.

2011103316 Josh (Chairman's Telecon at 23:31 Requested ET to provide summary report to him at White House gate at 7:45 am Thursday morning. Josh
23:55:16 assistant) relayed appreciation to ET for timely information

23:34 Telecon: Chuck met with Japan Minister of Defense and Joint Chiefs. Chuck indicated(b)(5)

12011/03/16 Chuck (b)(5)
23:59:04

12011/03/17 2354: Liaison Team reports that their Japanese interpreter has seen reports that TEPCO working on restoring offsite power
i00:26:14 Liaison Team to site _

I Bill provided status of Bechtel portable supportable pump system (4 pumps) for supplying sea water to SFPs. Logistics for
1201 1/03/17 Bill Ruland delivery of pumps, fuel oil, and boron (boron supply at Diablo Canyon) being worked. Naval Reactors has provided report on
200:27:49 B sand vs. water. Eva Brown indicated that RST has recommended sand to NRC team for dry SFP. She stated NUREG-1353

i recommends sand for this type of problem. RST continuing efforts.

I ý)_s I(b)(5)



2011103/17 Chuck Casto and
01:13:24 NRC Team

F ý5 ITeam told 5 pumps delivered to site with piping and tanks. Lethal dose rates outside unit buildings. Trying to get
dose rates down so that workers can assemble pumping systems, TEPCO priority is Unit 3. TEPCO believes water in Unit 4
SFP. NRC team best estimate is that there is no Unit 4 SFP based on images. Unit 4 SFP stopped steaming so might be dry.
24 hours ago Japan took images from helicopter that Japan believed that showed water. NRC team could not see water,
NRC team told Unit 2 primary containment intact. Some team members believe loud boom indicated possible loss of primary
containment. Team not sure if status of Unit 2 primary containment matters at this point. NISA says pressure decreased in
chamber following loud noise. Could say containment integrity uncertain. NISA reports Unit 6 DG providing power to Units 5
and 6. Japan working on providing offsite power to site. NRC team says effort not interfering with water supply effort. Chuck
believes we should turn over logistics to US forces. Mike Case indicated his group working on Bechtel pump supply and will
talk separately with NRC team in Japan. Chuck not sure if embedding in EOC necessary at this point based on team now
directly interacting with Japan govt. NRC team believes spent fuel pellets scattered around plant site from building explosion,
20 remthour dose rates might suggest scattered fuel. Dose rates significantly reduced after bulldozer work to clear debris.
Japan resources strained because of tsunami and earthquake recovery. More people needed to reduce Individual doses.
Chuck believes nuclear situation might be at its worst case at this time based on severe damage to reactors and buildings.
Numerous flights underway to evacuate embassy personnel and US citizens. Chuck believes Japan working hard under
difficult circumstancesl(b)(5) Oose report from this morning
indicated 30 to 40 rem/hr be ildings, Japan requested NRC team for help with site monitoring toallow personnel to
work onsite. Japan requestsb m robotics, and project management. Liaison Team will work with NRC team in Japan to
help with US forces on logistics. Chuck said list of needs sent to WHO last night. Chuck will update list. Chuck indicated
Ambassador OK with evacuation of embassy dependents and US citizens based on Interactions with embassy personnel.

ET has list of needs from NRC team in Japan. Tom Blount will e-mail list of needs to INPO, Marty indicated that NRC team in
2011/03/17 INPO (b)(6) Japan would appreciaje~eimeded INPO assistance in Japan. ET will ask Chuck Casto to provide skill-set list to send to
02:50:03 L INPO. Marty said thatl 6) f INPO offered to helped to obtain better access. Marty asked that INPO to check to see If

[L as successful with access effort. EST Chronology Officer - Thomas Scarbrough at 03:19:28 on 3/17/2011
Chuck reported that DOE has offered to supplement NRC team in Japan. Chuck asked that Marty interact with DOE to

2011/03/17 Chk Ct discuss possible later team support. Chuck considers that current DOE personnel in Japan providing significant assistance to
03:09:29 NRC team. Chuck believes that team i still activating so additional DOE support might be helpful later during response. NRC

team will be checking additional sitel(b)(5) Isoon. Flyover dose data should be available within an hour.
ET has list of needs from NRC team in Japan. Tom Blount will e-mail list of needs to INPO. Marty indicated that NRC team in

2011103/17 ,NPOJapan would appreciate..nmbp ded INPO assistance in Japan. ET will ask Chuck Casto to provide skill-set list to send to
02:50:03 NP- N arty said tha( 6 lof INPO offered to helped to obtain better access. Marty asked that INPO to check to see if

b (6)was successful with access effort.
2011/3/17 Chuck Casto (b)(5)

2011/03/17 Chris Miller Chris reported that he had sent an e-mail to INPO indicating that the NRC team in Japan would appreciate INPO providing a
05:24:50 severe accident expert to participate on the team.

ET provided summary of Fukushima status to Brian McDermott: No significant changes in status. TEPCO continuing efforts
2011/03/17 ET brief to Brian to restore offsite power. TEPCO continues to believe water in Unit 4 SFP. NRC team not sure about water in SFP. ETsupporting NRC team in Japan. RST working on developing Bechtel pumping system for sitef(b)(5)
05:31:21 McDermott (b)(5)

2011/03/17 Tom Blount Liaison Team has arranged interaction between John Monninger of NRC team with contacts in Japan for logistic issues.
05:45:10
2011/03/17 PMT Press release yesterday for evacuation up to 50 miles attached a detailed RASCAL analysis. Discussed multiple
05:51:02 assumptions for the analysis.

The Focus in on Units 3-4 SFP (b)(5) 1Indication that SFP 5,6 temperature
201V03/17: rman briefing drop. Focus should be on Unit 3, more so than Unit 4. We do not yet have some of the data points that the07:21 :53 (_Moanbnf~greiusted' exnected by the end of the day. RES and Sand's are w orkinn• on-afttina 1000+ mile projections I(b)(5)

m(b)(5)i s

I~b)(5) radiation is 150 millirem- 1 rem at the Fence. Units 1,2,3- Focus on SFP Zirc rxn-L(b)(5)

1()S S ea water still being injected. Japanese trying to bring AC power back to unit but NRC not sure about how they

12011/03/17 Chairman briefing are going to achieve this. NRC recommends sand for SFPs with no geometry: Japan is not interested in using this approach.
107:30:49 Unit 4- debate if SFP is dry. -Chuck could not see any water in the photos hat the Japanese are basing their position on. -

There is no conclusive information that there is water in there and theb is such that we don't think water is
there. Unit 3- vapor, but cannot tell if it is steam or smoke. Lots of US citizens are interested in the flights back to the US.
Situation is reasonable calm. No change in the 50 mi recommendation. Currier is bringing to the White House a new go-to
binder for the Chairman. No confirmation that.our list of equipment was given to someone.

2011/03/17 Unit 3 SFP- possible zirc fire -helicopters dropping water- no help. Unit 1,2,3 Reaction and containment- same condition

08:03:29 CA Briefing Seawater is being injected. PMT- in process of analyzing data from NARAC -in process- dose assessments for California -
Looking at historical data from Chernobyl; using in dose calculations; 1-10 milliRem range; lower than DOE prediction
Commissioner Ostendorf Office- wants more information associated with the dose projections from the press release. -Wants

2011/03/17 CA Briefing clarification why US and Japan don't agree with levels in the SFB for Unit 4- clarification is that Chuck could not see
08:12:22 conclusive evidence of water in the pool based on the photos of the SFP; we acknowledge that this is not consistent with the

Japanese position,
2011(03117 Request to have RES stop running MAXX codes.
08:22:03
2011/03/17 PMT has received word to stop MAXX runs.
08: 47 :13

There are reports that power can be restored Units 3,5,6 today, and Units 1,2,4 by tomorrow, Where did we get this
information? Answer: Laura spoke with Kolb at Embassy, he said they expect to get one power source on in Unit 2 and

2011/03/17 Josh expect a possible second source tomorrow. This is not confirmed. The source is TEPCO, There is switchgear in the control
08:55:47 building (basement) that is reportedly intact, but lower level may have been flooded. Safety related switchgear may be OK.

Uncertain. Bottom line:This is information from TEPCO but there is uncertainty associate with these reports on the condition
of the safety related electrical equipment.

2011/03/1 7 Tim koib09:24:20 mo

2011/03/17 L . Confirmation from NR representatative in NRC Op Center, that pumps have been delivered yesterday are been used. This
09:29:37 Laura udes has not been confirmed by the NRC.



2011/03/17
09:32:57

It should be emphasized that our priority list is based on limited information.

2011/03/17 There are four plans on how to move water; Japan wants a a priority list, but RST is concerned providing this because we do
09:52:26 Laura Dudes- RST not have complete information.

2011/03/17 Our understanding is that direction we given by NRC is what the Japanese military is going to dol(b)(5)

10:41:31 Op Center (b)(5)

DOE current model status- they are going to reduce ground shine effects in models and use a much less conservative source
term prediction-- result in more realistic model results, as per NRC concern. Monitoring of people who flew back from Japan;

2011/03/17 Mike Weber- no significant dose. DOE models- 42 millirem to thyroid in Hawaii based on ground deposition (i.e. no release above

10:46:50 briefing background). 4rem is off the table for CA. Weather forecast has not changed from what was predicted yesterday. Emphasis
on model peer review; there needs to be a distinction between models based on measurements and predications; emphasis
on one set of Federal government assumptions. Governors concerned that they are not being briefed by Feds but by industry
representative.

Suggestion- NR, INPO, DOE, NRC meet once a day to discuss/ coordinate offers of assistance. Chairman wants OCA to
2011/:00 Chairman organize a consistent congressional outreach. Confirmation of boron shipment from Diablo Canyon will arrive at 17 0900
11:12:00March.

2011/03/17 1(b)(5) H-IS- came out

111:2with a fact sheel on health risks from radiation in Japan DHS using passive detectors at airporlsJt i 267 microR/hr;
1 : 1 6 : 1 2 i~ b ) 5 )

It is key to understand that decisions will now be made in Japan based on our recommendations. Need to elevate issue of
2011/03117 Charlie who is in charge of modeling/ recommendations of PARs- we don't want lots of views being sent to the Ambassador; want
11:19:19 one unified Federal government view point.

2011/03/17 Cyndi Runs in press release are acceptable.
11:22:06

2011/03/17 RST Having difficulty getting trucks on site.
11:22:36

Update on mitigative strategies- there are 4 plans; they are being refined based on equipment needs/logistics. Chuck
2011//10 Chairman received an initial briefing; we are also working with industry for solutions. Chairman is calling back at 11:30 EDT (17 1530z)
11:24:10 to prep for White House Press Conference.

Before sending recommendations to Japan, they will first be sent to US industry reps for review. Status of Plan 1: Equipment
2011/03/17 _and logistics are included; all equipment are available in Perth, Australia; can be airlifted via US or Australian military;
11:33:40 RST embassy will coordinate receipt; training will need to be provided to Japanese: needs to be like a kit; questions about who

has robotic equipment are still relevant. Have to consider who can train on equipment. Other strageties: fire boats; concrete

booms can be pumped with water; b5b spray pumpers available if needed.

2011/03/17 UK wants source term data to compare to their modeling results.
11:42:11

(b)(5)

2011/03/17 Chuck Casto
12:06:44

2011/03/17 .Requested two research-type items: 1. Look over/ provide advice on b.5.b. air oxidation research in BWRs. Anything usable?
2011017 nChuck Casto 2. Wants some research about zirc fires. I.e. how to tell the difference between steam versus a zirc fire; if they put water on a
12:24:18 zirc fire will it make matters worse?

2011/03/17 Chuck Would like to be included on distribution list. EmbassyNuclearEnergyTeam@nrc.gov
12:31:01

DOE tasked to create a message for governor's offices. Te NRC hasb1een ornvidino infnrmatin In the_ Fmbassv dire•lyv
2011/03/17 should the NRC remain the lead in this caoacitvl(b)(

5 )

12:54:29 Mike Webber (b)(5)

12011/03/17 White House press briefing.

12 011/03/17 Commissioner Ostendorf meets for a briefing.

1 3:18:25 n____questions/___________________________________(b)(5)______

!2011/03/17 Commissioner Commissioner's main questions/ concerns:(b)(
5 ) rinterested in how

1 3 :28:41 Ostendorf water is being restored. *Site boundary radiation levels. *Other agency employees in our Op Center. *Expected rad exposure
for US territory.

2011/03/17 Liaison team tasked to coordinate dose projections assumptions with NEI.
13:42:11

2011/03/17 IAEA wants an NRC BWR technical expert and HP to go to Vienna.
13:49:49

2011/03/17 RST update Need to consider how much we want to stag in Japan before we get word from them to start moving? RST- wants to stage
13:55:36 things in country, but Mike not sure that is a good idea. Contacting Chuck Casto.

](b)(5) owe wa.L-

SUDjjis in place, in-country for as soon as they decide to implement. DRT needs to pick up tab for equipment shipping(b 6
(b)(6)7 head of DRT). RST- Bechtel is almost ready- all equipment has been located/ready to deploy- however, US AID
needs the nod for the team leader. This needs to happen. Obama told PM "we are ready". So when we can move, we need
to. I.e. get equipment to Japan as soon as possible, ignore cost, don't wait. It is likely that all 4 pools are dry. Chuck is very
concerned that application of water to completely dry fuel will result in radiation being carried away in the steam-- higher
dose. Wants research done on results of application of dry versus wet to cool SFPs. Chuck wants to make sure this is an
inter agency effort. All the "best minds" are included-- this should be an American nuclear effort, not just an NRC effort. Must
have a measurable, mitigative strategy if exposing people to a dose. Japanese news is finally reporting that spent fuel pool
has no water ithV(5•

2011/03/17 Chuck Cas)o
14 :00:48

(b)(5).



2011/0311714:37:50 Update: Mike Dudek and USAID.

2011/03/17 Charlie (b)(5)
14:39:49
2011/03/17 Chairman via Josh Chairman want( 5) included in Chairman briefing F(b)(5)
14:45:40 via Jim Wiggins (
2011/03/17 ChiranWants a "gut check" on the following statement: even under the worst case scenario, we do not foresee any harmful levels of
15:01:04 Charrnan radiation reaching any part of the US or It's territories. ET- that is consistent.

300R/hr field by units. Priorities for PMT: worst-case scenario, coordinate with DOE on modelling and measurements. RST is
15:19:30 ETturnover pushing to determine that strategies are viable and could be successful, Also how to tell if it's a zirc fire. Have email says
15_19:30 firefighting foam might work for Unit 4.

2011/03/17 IAEA Confirmed external power line to U2.
115:28:30
2011/03/17 PMT Heard on news that NHK website showing mSV is actually microSV. Talked to NARAC and agreed on source term. Would

01r5:312: 00 like to see NARAC runs.
bringing all available resources to bear to monitor situation, substantial risk to people nearby plant. Made 50 mile
recommendation. Beyond 50 miles, authorized voluntary departures of family members. All US citizens in Japan should

2011/03/17 Pmonitor situation carefully. We do not expect harmful levels to reach US. CDC do not recommend people in US take
2015:3517 Pres. Obama precautionary measures. Nuclear power important here, Our NPPs have undergone exhaustive studies, but have

responsibility to learn from event. Have asked NRC to do comprehensive review of safety of NPPs. Working agressively to

support ally. S&R teams on ground in Japan. Disaster assistance team working, US military working round clock. Deployed
some of our leading experts.

2011/03/17 PMT Had NOAA Information - originally coming from Japan to Aleution chain. Now changed, and coming back, turning around and
15:43:01 going south. EMS runs - very low.

EMS are at 1000 ft projected to Im above ground 20mR/hr, less than 4 miles west of reactor. Got request from UK on Tokyo

2011/03/17 Pnumbers. We are showing background levels. UK has asked we be able to share information. We have agreements with

15:46:06 PMT France, Canada and UK to share source terms. Canada came up with similar numbers. France has only done simulated
modelino. They olan to post simulated data on websIte. They are otannina to oost showira hiah values for inhalation to infant.
ET (b)(5)

2011/03/17 ET WH wanted 1 point of contact for giving Governors data/information. We need to explain why we are comfortable with what

15:55:01 President just said. 2pm USAID call. 11:00 call -ESF8 call.

2011/03/17 Chairman call Shooting for Mon at 9am for Cmsn meeting.
15:58:39

EDO's office is getting requests from Cmsrs offices (such as equipment list provided to USAID, RASCAL runs - and they said
they found error). Should discuss with Chairman. Question for Chuck on what expertise should next team in Japan have?

2011/03117 CBS truck behind building for Commission meeting. Will be some discussion about rad levels, Mark I containment
ET4 enhancements, integrated CEDE of 1 rem at 230 km (DOE projection) - so what dose are sheltered people getting.

Apostolakis - RASCAL run - 0,5 miles shows 1 OOR. French are also posting video simulation of what they think happened.
NEI wants to know basis/assumptions for 50 mile press release. We are going to convey those.

2011/03/17 PMT EMS data: US evacuation conservative, Japan OK. Grobe: Not comfortable backing down until Unit 4 SFP stable.
16:42:09

U3 SFP is more problematic than U4 now. Some steam - boiling off. TEPCO continues to maintain there is water in 4. On
g round there may be reason to question status of pools in 1 and 2. Concrete/steel construction. Unit 1 roof fell on SFP - no
idea if has water. Unit 2, can't see through roof, so could be just as bad as 4, plus steam coming out of 2 - hole in side of

2011/03/17 ET building. Pushing to ensure mitigating strategies viable and likely to be successful. Team preparing for call. NRC will continue
16:46:12 to protect US citizens in Japan lDO)E will fnMcu nn nrntectinn I[J ritiSR.n'• in I JS tarritnries and states. Also need to know if

sand/soil or water would work. (b)(5) How do they tell steam release vs. zirc
fire. Grobe: should see thermal plume if zirc fire.

During the 4pm Chairman briefing to the Commissioners, the Chairman requested assistance from the Commissioners to not
i16:56:29 Grobe visit the ops center, which would result in duplicative effort by the ops center staff in updating them. He will keep them

1:56:29 informed on what's going on with the emergency response situation.

2011103/17 Grebe We will continue with CA briefings twice daily, currently scheduled for 0730 and 2000. Should CAs need additional
17:12:17 information outside of those briefings, they should contact the Chairman's office (Josh Batkin).

37 Prep for DOE call: Tell DOE we'd appreciate knowing what they are communicating wiht respect to US territories/states.
11:28:54 ET Please do not communicate, other than to us, with respect to US Citizens in Japan, White Hous aid DOE

2013178 Sshould craft message to Governors. We would be in on the call with Governors for informational purposes only.

2011/03/17 Summary of DOE

17.:43:00 call NNSA PA group working on setting up call now with Governors. Will keep us plugged in.

Bechtel/INPO status call: What they worked on will not get water where we need to get It. But have 3 fire boats motoring to
2011/03117 RST site that will tie up to the site and have high capacity pumps. Will abandon once hooked up. Bechtel will run hose from
17:44:19 discharge point from boats. They are laying out series of pumps, but missing how get to top of building without operator.

Working to see what is available in Japan to do that.

2011/03/17 ET Chuck mentioned they go to Conte meetings and MOD meetings. MOD meetings more helpful. After our press release, all of
19:29:55 a sudden lots of other countries reaching out to us, and we have been able to cooberate on dose projections.

2011/03117 •Tinkler, etc. say no real reason not to put water on the pool, NRR with NR is working on white paper. Their thought is to put
19:48:35 RST water on pool. If you can put boron, too, great, but if not probably won't have critical geometry anywhere. Should be water

regardless of situation. More upside than downside. Once you start with a zirc fire in progress, will have steam explosion.

Unit 1, core damage, fuel being cooled, but not completely covered, U2, fuel might be 1/3 uncovered, prim cont some
damage, SFP 1 and 2, no indication of problem. U3, core damaged, 1/2 uncovered, prim cont some damage. Greatest
concern U3 SFP - visually observed large plume, appears steam plume. Appears spent fuel is boiling water. U4, all fuel in
SFP, substantial damage to rx bldg, and damage to rods. Attempted to drop water in by helicopter - not successful. Working

2011/03117 CA on method to spray water in. 1 00mr - 1 R/hr at site boundary. Closer, ranges from 30-300R/hr in immediate vicinity. Aerial
119:59:15 CA call monitoring systems - ran back and forth in serpentine pattern. Shows radioactive deposition to west and south of plant. Did

not go into area of plume (blowing out to sea). 10-30 mR/hr 1 m above soil, E and S of plant, N about 1 - 0.1 - 0.01 mR/hr.
Believe substantial ground deposition from explosions and material becoming airborne from material going inland instead of
out to sea. PAGs not exceeded beyond 5 miles. Guidance US provided for evacuation is sufficient and conservative. 2
RASCAL runs attached to press release - based on best info we had at the time. Not what was happening. but of what were
2 sets of reasonable things that could happen, Team closely connected with Japanese govt and MOD. Having phone calls



multiple times per day. Holding with variety of experts in U.S. on dealing with SFPs. Have seen TV reports of workers
suffering radction effects. Have not yet done worst case analysis. Working to figure out how we would do. Have very limited
informatio (b)(5) Clear
evidence on 4 of very significant hydrogen explosion, so must have been very high temp zirc reacting with water. Were
areas of debris around U4, which are contributi to ven/sionificant dose rates .were buldozed under soil and.dose rates
went d.wn substantially...must have been fuel (b)(5)

(b)(5) I
2011103117
20:40:56 Sheron Told IAEA to talk to Pete, and that Casto doesn't really want to take on more staff right now,

2 0 1 110 3 11 7 TEPCO 6.9V cable will be installed, including temp distribution panel to 1 and 2 reactors.
21:16:02

Brooke is typing up a matrix of status of SFPs and Rx vessels. We need to update matrix at least once a day. Brief summary
table of status of reactors and SFPsI(b)(5)

1(b)(5)
Need to giv each nation a mission. Have 3 P pople going to that meeting. Will think about whether we need additional

reourcesl(b)(5) I(•i•
R'be)(5)

201(b)(5) doing water for SFPs, need to
21:2:3 Casto know if that is hel in or hurting. Need to know what zirc fire looks like. Can't try any strategy that doesn't have verifiable21:26:53 as

b)5) Ifatal doses in control room and around faicitb (b_)(5) -
1(b)(5) .. Grebe: people here trying'to figure out what

type of equipment they need to get water into SFPs. Have concluded water is right answer for all conditions. Lots of water, 3
fire tugs will be pulled up to plant site and docked and abandoned. Maybe put lead on a Humvee to reduce dose during
transit times to where equipment would be hooked up. Between 2 and 3 is 450-600PRhr. The embassy is helping a lot.
Anything we ask for is here Immediately. Solution paths, equipment status tables - need.
Still need info on Zirc fire - what looks like, how stop, how stop if we start one. Need from RES. Need to devise a list of top
priorities. Actually ran tests at Sandia and burned up fuel bundle to get research on zlrc fires. Unit 3 doesnt look like a zirc
fire. Thought is it Is water vapor. If we put in a solution that sends out massive plume, need to know before we do it. Have

2011/03117 Casto stable environment now, don't want to disrupt. Jack: Don't have stable situation - it's slowly degrading. Need to know
22"02:58 aoisotopes, etc, if start a zirc fire. Don't want to put in solution that makes matters worse. Marty: have you seen gaps in NRC

program that need to address in near term? Chuck: no, not with B5B. May need to be rethought a little in terms of where we
store equipment, etc, Lots of lessons learned on SAMGs. Nothing urgent, though. Also need list of people for relief. Strategy
is that each individual team member look at list, and make a couple recommendations,
Jack: We've concluded water is right answer, but we need to get people information on whether they are succeeding or not.
Jennifer: Need to know loading for SFP. Jack: have strong believe that putting water on Is right thing. Industry and govt folks

2011103/17 getting together to talk about whether this Is the right thing. Jennifer: Need to know how fuel is racked and how old, then we
22:15:36 Uhle can tell if you get to a zirc fire. Jack: If TEPCO says hot fuel is in a certain configuration, why would we believe that it is in any

configuration similar to what it was before. Fred: have to shield fuel in Unit 4 so we can get to 1-3. Jack, don't even know if
• _ _ _ _ Unit 4 will hold water.

2011/03/17 Need status of equipment from Bechtel. Fred: waiting for Chuck to talk to Dart to get USAID to give authorization to Bechtel
22:28:07 ET to move it. Need to get Chuck success criteria he needs. Need to assign manager to help make that call, given the2 : uncertainties in the SFP information.

2011/03/17 David Hermann (b)(5)
23:24:59 (Naval Reactors)
2011103/17 Pat Hiland RST will have a telecon at 1 a.m. with Bechtel, NR, INPO, and USAID to discuss status of pumping system. RST will brief ET
23:43:06 t-'at _ __ano after call.

1(b)(5) I•'hanges dynamic of interactions. Green liaht from DART

and-AID for Pau'o~n frmPrh3)(5)
[(b)(5) ]•IOD starting with Unit 3 SFP for fire trucks, MOD asking for any Intel to help them. MOD

thinks Unit 1 and 2 SFPs have 100 days and 40 days of water, respectively. Unit 3 SFP dry, MOD thinks Unit 4 SFP has
20141/03/17 Chuck Casto water but uncertain. NRC team cannot tell if SFPs have lost integrity. Do not believe that any SFP has severe structural
23:48:56 damage. Team believes that all SFPs can hold water, but might have cracksR b)(5) I - NRC

team alerted MOD to potential energetic reactio' when writer •nraved on nFPP with sinnift•rnt gn'rr.• trm ['Aqtn1P iaw fnr
mfitinn Aim Trann' No nlume romino off Unit 311b)V5)

(b)(5) I
ET and Casto discussed IAEA team coming to Japan. NRC team stated that, during a recent meeting, TEPCO focused on its

2011/03/18 historic safety culture in support of its capability to respond to this event. NRC team believes that offsite power effort might
Chuck Casto cause problems from electrical safety and questionable SFP pump/water availability. Also, power will be difficultto connect

00:36:34 because of high radiation levels. NRC team does not consider offsite power effort to be a solution. Casto going to meeting

with Ambassador. Might be with IAEA Amano.
2011/03/18 NHK television shows water cannons spraying water on Unit 3. Steam appears to be rising from Unit 3 as water sprayed on
01:07:12 News Outlets building.

Results of RST telecon with NR, Bechtel, and others: Significant progress in effort. Bechtel will send detailed sketch. Bechtel
indicated that about a week needed for completion effort because of difficulty of procuring material from vendors. GE Hitachi

2011/03/18 will pickup and assemble pump system on site. Prestage to minimize on-site assembly time. ET directs RST to ask Bechtel to
01:34:37 Pat Hiland begin calling vendors now with NRC calling if necessary. RST needs updated dose map to provide to GEH for planning on-

site work. ET asked about verification of cooling success. RST will follow-up. 4 separate rigs with 3 pumps each. 500 gpm at
150 psi spec

Source term discussion: Each unit evaluated separately. PMT assumed 33% reactor core melt in Unit 2. PMT assumed 50%
2011/03/18 PMT Briefing melt of fuel in Unit 3 SFP. PMT assumed 100% melt of fuel in Unit 4 SFP. RASCAL only calculates up to 48 hours duration.
01:48:03 Use multiplier for longer time periods. Considered reasonably worst case assumptions without containment. ET asked that

PMT perform another calculation for comparison.
DOD has requested US General providing logistics support to participate in telecons with Chairman and ET. ET believes

2011/03/18 John Monninger most effective to have calls with US General separate from ET briefings for Chairman. ET will inform Chairman of planned
02:33:28 (NRC Team) calls with US General. For initial call, ET ready right now to talk to US General. John Monninger will inform DOD.

USAlD indicates paperwork problem with funding for pumping system. RgT indicatefn Japan needs to send
2011103/18 Pat Hiland approval to USAID for funding. John Monninger in J-'()(of5
03:31:09 1(b)(5)



NRC Team Status update (John Monninger): Russian representatives to meet with NRC team at 7 pm Japan time and will

2011/03/18 Marty update on[(b)(5
04:02:52 Mryrgl
2011/03/18 Leih...in Leigh Trocine (NRC staff member at US-AID): Working on Bechtel pump system. US-AID needs confirmation fron .
04:11:53 egnoceof use of equipment in Japan. ET indicated that costs include design, manufacture, transport, and operation of eq Te-n'.,

2011103/18 PMT Telecon with French: French shared their analysis results on projecting site source term to Tokyo, Prediction result consistent
04:21:15 with actual data. French offered to provide additional analyses assistance.

2011103118 Pat Hiland Provided detailed sketch of pumping system being designed to provide cooling flow for 4 units at site.
05:04:22

Chuck Casto will attend meeting with Minister of Cnmmerce and C•• nf TFP::O I JS Fmhansv k rrnrtinnenryv ninninn in th_
event that they need to evacuate emba L5

(b)(5) !(b)(5)
(b)(5)

2011/03/18 Chuck Casto I(b)(5) Cimates PMT.
05:53:45 developing calculations rear-ding best and worst case radiation levels in Tokyo, ET indicate (b)(5)

I(b)(5) NRC team
receiving suggestions from local Japanese organizations for actions to cool core. NRC team reviews suggestions and sends

05m) to DOE or other orouos as approoriateffb)(5)

RST reports that Unit 3 SFP considered to have been dry when initially sprayed with water by fire trucks today because 6T
2011/03/18 Pat Hiland large steam plume shown in photos. Pat Indicated that John Monninger of NRC team in Japan agrees that Unit 3 SFP had
06:27:37 been dry based on photos of water spraying operation.

PMT is looking into the best way to consider a "worst case" model. The difficult part is in recognizing that the *ital i

continuously changing, therefore figuring out ONE single scenario is difficult. Therefore, looking into the most r(b
2011/03/18 (b)(5) 1PMT working with the RST; Also working with
07:14:13 PMT- NARAC to determine a source term. 33% core melt; 25% core available to release; no containment. 2 SFP; 100% inventory

for release; no containment. NARAC is providing met data for Hawaii and Alaska. The runs are being done for Hawaii and
Alaska

2011703/18 NEt NEt is concerned with the 50 mile evacuation and how this will undercut the USA 1 0mi EPZ.07:42:58 N-

2011/03/18 Considering the benefits of a PRA analysis. Consensus- there is little use for this type of analysis and it would not be a good
07:44:03 use of time/ resources.

2011/03/18 Ca. By 9am Chairman wants a list of the replacement team for in-country staff. Charlie suggests talking to Chuck about the skill
07:45i27 Chairman sets that he need. Brian said that he needs people with dose assessment skills, liaison skills, knowledge of trip wires,

2011/03118 RSTT Laura Dudes RST focus for today: once supplies arrive in Japan, an operational plan needs to be determined; also, focus on the hand off
07:56:28 of equipment in Japan; looking into if there is a point at which flooding it with water will be ineffective/ detrimental.

2011/03/18 R Australia is coordinating getting equipment to the port In Perth, and then the US military will fly there, pick it up and bring it to
07:59:37 T Japan.

There is indication that the Tokyo Fire Department has some of the equipment we are shipping in from Australia; however,
2011/03/18 we will not slow out efforts down because the possibility exists that there can be significant aftershocks; if that is the case we
08:21:55 want multiple trains in place, in which case having the extra equipment could be important.

2011/03/18 List of replacements for in country staff- Do not forget a dose expertl This person may need to advise on protective
measures. As we shift to recovery, we may want to phase the in-country staff from primarily reactor experts to health physics

08:27:06 experts.

2011/03/18 NRC DART Team US NRC DART Team: Response Update
08:49:20 _____________________________________________
2011/03/18 CA CA briefing to occur shortly. ET staff deciding where in the Op Center to take call.
0 8 :5 8& 4 1 - ' "

2011/03118 Op Officer Brian wants the roster play back; Op officer informs there is no monitor phone to do a play back.
09:06:36

Update: Units 1,2,3 situation is the same. Seawater is attempting to be injected. There is a focus on SFPs, esp Unit 3; New
reports- better success from fire truck water cannons- this is not confirmed. In-country team had questions about

2011/03/18 CA Briefing characteristics of zirc fires. The answer from NRC experts is that "if you had a zirc fire you would know it"; zirc fires are
09:16:12 characterized with very bright light, so there would be no confusing it with steam; mitigation of zirc fires- water. Wind

direction- east- out to sea.

_aripie*Realistic cases- using areal data, and sparse Japanese data. *DOE (b)(5)

2011/03/18 CA .BfngJPMT is working on the input parameters; NRC is the lead for the in-country models; "In-country team is working
10:10:51 CA Brifig with Bechtel operation; Bechtel is coming up with a pumping scheme also; there are signs that Japanese are moving to this

end as well, however this is not confirmed.

2011103/18 CA.br...ing 1(b)(5) __JWorking on providing in country
10:19:41 replacements. CA's had numerous questions regarding the conflict between media reports and US AID/ NRC information.

Could not get through to Chuck Casto; John Monninger provides update. In-country NRC staff were initially offered to be
2011/03/18 John embedded in the EOF, but it turned out to be a meeting with the TEPCO president; they will try to have this meeting
10:2419 John Monnnger tomorrow, but are still interested in embedding in EOF. John does not think there is any change in plant status; Japanese

government is also persuing a pumping system- not confirmed.

Spoke with Admiral Donald (USFJ)- USFJ can support logistical efforts. Jaczko accepted and asked them to begin efforts;
however, he said if the NRC in-country team does not need this support then he will halt It, John felt that the in-country team

2011/03/18 Chairan could really use this type support. Jaczko will communicate to Admiral Donald a sense of urgency. John communicated a

10:28:41 need for politically astute individuals; technical experience is necessary however, this is a politically sensitive situation,
Jaczko to John and Ambassador- consider other individuals who Jaczko should be communicate the importance of this
situation to.
located a helicopter that is remote and can lift up to 5000 Ibs; John said this was not one of our initial requests for robots,

2011/03118 Lockheed-Martin however this would be something very useful to have; ET will loop back through the DART team to request remote
ý10:ý3 4: 3 6 helicopter.

2011/03/18 RST- Laura Dudes
10:38:45

C17 left and is on it's way to Perth.

t2011/03118
12011/03/18



10:39:30 Marty Suggests having an alignment meeting. Next step- have commission meeting.
2011/03/18 Mark thinks it would be helpful to discuss the fly over data with Jim Lyons, however Jim is not a Fed government employee.
10:44:48 Ultimately this is a DOE decision, since it is their data.

NR is evacuating dependents from Japanese naval bases. This decision was made In a much more conservative manner
2011103/18 N then NRC determined PARs. It is important to characterize NR's decision as conservative, but not based on different data or10:51:40 NR t

information then the NRC based our decisions on.

2011/03/18 Jim Wiggins May want to consider having Chuck remain 'the face of the NRC" in Japan. That way we have a consistent person involved
11:07:39 J who has an established relationship.

Meetina with TEPCO and Reeulatorl(b)(5)
(b)(5)

1(b)(5) ihe is going to email request to HOO.HOC('nrc.aov Overall
message: TEPCO/ regulator willing to wo6rk and much mole accepting of the situation. 1(b)(5)

2011/03/18 Chuck Casto (b)(5)
11:30:58

ý(b)() ' Trying to get Dan Doorman on the next flight;

also working on long-term staffing. Chuck- update- NR voluntary departure; hot an evacuation. Corrected spelling: Dan
Dorman EST Chronology Officer - Jessica Kratchman at 12:12:16 on 3/18/2011

2011/03/18 FOIA request
11:55:55

2011/03/18 DOE DOE Moscow just sent NRC Op Center a review of US-Russia meeting, held today in Japan.
11:58:35

2011/03/18 PMT Getting ready for routine call to DOE.
112.06.301

Meeting with TEPCO and Regulator (b)(5)
(b)(5)

(b) 5) e is going to email request to HOO.HO nrc.gov Overall
2011103/18 Chuck Casto message: TEPCO/ regulator willing to work and much moae accepting of the situationj(b)(5)
11:30:58 (b)(5)

(b)(5) ýnying to get Dan Doorman on the next ight:
also working on long-term staffing. Chuck- update- NR voluntary departure; f"ot an evacuation.

2011/03/18 Indicated a large attendance at the recent basic reactor concepts. pleople were standing along the walls and all chair were
12:13:28 Brain McDerrnott filled..

2011/03/18 Commenter PAO Requested ET review NRR press release in the form of an Information Notice (IN).
12:36:12

2011/03/18 OET reviews an EDO ticket pertaining to a FIOA request for current NRC operations, related to staffing, teams, emails, and
12:39:40 EDO's Office shifts.

2011/03/18 Chairman Chairman wants final assumptions before they are finalized.
113:07:02
2011103/18 Moscow Moscow is feels that SFP3 is disintegrating, They are concerned about M0X fuel.
13:09:39
2011/03/18 PMT SOURCE TERM ASSUMPTIONS Email: between Chairman, PST, Wiggins. See attached.

113:11:28
12011103:18 Email PRA ANALYSIS EMAIL. See attached.

2011/03/18 Franc e ra nce has shared technical data with us.
13:39:12 ..

2011/03118 Media Detectors In Sacramento showed trace amounts of radiation.
113:42:36
2011/03/18 PMT 6.35e-13 level detected. This is the lower limits of detection,
13:44:48

2011103/18 Need KI suppy for Headquarters because we will be sending people to Japan every two weeks.
13:45:40

2011/03/18 Probably sending Dan Doorman to Japan without KI, May need to FedEx it to him
13:46:59

Trish Milligan is going to contact State of Pennsylvania to get a supply of KI. Op Center to send a currier. In an emergency
2011/03/18 they can advise staff who need KI to take a multi vitamin with hi dose of KI. Correction- multi vitamin should have high dose
14:07:33 of Iodine. EST Chronology Officer - Jessica Kratchman at 14:10:54 on 3(18/2011

2011/03/18 Trish Milligan is going to contact State of Pennsylvania to get a supply of KI. Op Center to send a curier. In an emergency
14:07:33 they can advise staff who need KI to take a multi vitamin with hi dose of K1.

240:110318 Sally Billings If we need to there is a compounding company that can produce KI for us.

*I ET expressed to him the request from Josh regarding a statement about the level of activity at the site. This statement is a
result of reports that there is not as much site activity as expected given number of employees reportedly present. There is

12011/03/18 Joh concern that TEPCO staff should not be hanging around the site unless there is a clear plan in olace. John does not think this
14:33:12 n Monninger ._d ._Lfatpe are hanaino aund the site unnecessarilyl(b)(5)

(b)(5) ITEPCO reported to John that Unit 3 is the priority and then they will
reevalualel(b)(5)

2011/03/18 ET tumover
14:55:28

_ _ __)_ __) [They are interested in NRC views and recommendations. They were offered
to go to EOC, and it ended up being a meeting with TEPCO.I(b)(5) ýhat we are working
with DOE to try and do. One of issues Is assumption on source term. We have one from night shift. We haven't been able to
figure out how that assumption became the one in play. Doesn't look very extreme NRC is doina in-country work and 1OF
I riminn I Iq imnn,'q Chnirm nn hnc inHirt-enfr he wants to s.= n mntinno I 1l(5•

1(b)(5).........- . ---.. . . . -.....-



(ib)(51

1(b)(5) ,Jyay get AC power Saturday Japan time.
May be able to do something with 5 and 6.

Need to know: What equipment, exactly what Chuck is telling people in Tokyo to do. Very specific list of things that needs'to
2011/03118 Chairman on bridge be doneF(hl(51
15:06:21 (b)(5)

2011/03/18 ET (b)(5)
15:08:55
2011/03/18 Borchardt Discuss what Chairman needs. Bill will get Ambassador's secy's email address.
15:11:41

Michelle is working on replacement team. Dorman will be on plane tomorrow to replace Chuck. Rest of team is partial right

15:15:00 ET now. Admiral Donaldson, NR, has offered to use Navy connections to facilitate logistics support by US assets in Pacific area.

2011/03/18 ,aan'eam (b)(5)

15:21:20 Jap te

i2124/33 Chairman telecon (b)(5)

2011/03118 Chuck
15:32:39

Shared Bechtel system. Japanese also shared their system. Discussion surrounded merits of both designs. In end, TEPCO
said first time they had heard about US proposed system. Shared with them that last 4-5 days, had been shared, Did not give
them any hardcopy pieces of paper. They gave us paper of proposed design. We talked them through ours. They understand
all equipment coming from Australia. We told them includes 4 pumps, piping, etc, but didn't tell them they had to supply. We
offered to provide assistance to them. We said in our opinion, it makes sense for them to continue toeir design, and us to
continue to get equipmet u On Bechtel design, were no discussions on number of people requied or where come from.

2011/03/18. .. ) ).,. . ..

1:32:41 C Monnanger Jimr g 1 J ohnn reviously got info from ET on remote-control helicopter We mentioned that that
helicopter may beoflinterest to anyone. Chuck - told them they'd have to put up rod shield. and stage poople to out up
sections of pipe. Did talk to them about lead-lining fire trucks. TEPCO wouldn't meet with us all week. Only people show up
all week are MEDI and the regulator. Have told MD for days that we had design for ciumpinoi system. Casto: Don't know
what Trapp or Tim have told Japanese. John (b)(5).

1(b)(5) [rim: haven't toldl MOD to do anythingi~)
1(b)(5) _11Didn't have any design picture at these meetings.

2011/03118 ET DOE/Budnitz sent email saying should do PRA on Bechtel system. RST assessed at very low value. Closing action.
16:00:38

1/03/18In call earlier, Cong. staffers talked about individuals who are MIA in Japan - asking to help out. Rulan - need to get NR

2016E03:6 T working with us on logistics. Tom/NR - can get ahold of his contact to make that happen. Need to check if the 2 individuals
ever got embedded with NR team.

16:23imm i4 is presumed dryS No steam coming out. On super-
2011/03/18 ET source scenario - begs question about missing units. Currently 5 units with fuel in reactor, plus pools for 1-6 and common

16:13:18 pool. Is staging area for getting into dry cask storage. Should be old fuel. Vonna: what is cooling common po.l? Wiggins:
haven't seen any problem in common pool.

'(b)(5) Source term
for bounding analysis: (T)(o) I relese. Need

2011/03/18 ET Chairman to review, then provide to DOE/NARAC. Josh wants electronic version of document given to Borchardt
16:20:23 immediately. Diablo found 6.9 e-13 microCi iodine. Notifying EPA and DOE. San Onofre apparently picked something up on

sampling. State dept just put out unclassified tables. Correcton: cable, not table, EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at
16:35:21 on 3/18/2011 EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 16:35:45 on 3/1812011

:2011/03/18 Chairman's office Never got 1 -pager - needs email directly to him immediately.i16:32:41

2011/03/18 ET Cable should have been secret not unclassified. Going to talk to State Dept.
1

6
:33:

3 4

](b)(5) 4ource term

20 1031 for bounding analysis~~b(5 _ Need

1We20:23 ET Chairman to review, then provide to OtE/NARAl . Josh wants electrions. Behtel ofr document given to Borchardt
Simmediately. Diablo found 6.9 e-13 microCi iodine. Notifying EPA and DOE. San Onofre apparently picked something up on

sampling. State depd aut 5put out unclassified tables.
mr(b)(5) uurce term
pfor bounding analysit f (b)(5) fNeed

2011/03/18 Chairman to review, then provide to U nENdARA. Josi wants elecaronnc verseon o i document giv e to gorc n ih
t16:20:23 immediately. Diabo found 6.9 e-1 3 microCi iodine. Notifying EPA and DOE. San Onofre apparently picked somethisg up on
sampling. State dept just put out unclassified tables. Correcton: cable, not table. EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Katas at
16:35:21 on 3/1812011

ýý11103118 ET Need to identify set of experts for any of the subjects that might come up that can come to the microph-0ne during

16:35:57 Commission meetings. Need to make sure individuals identified are right people.

201/0:3/1 ET Need to get better updates of dose and put in status update.

i We want to provide what we think is potential story behind questions. Bechtel worked design with HQ and NRC likes design.

We moved forward with design through DTRA, etc. Embassy and DTRA and all - said stuff looks like it~can be procured
locally- Happened about 5-5:30 with ambassador here. The various agencies at embassy took list and started making phone
calls. We don't know who they talked to. They were trying to pull together package in Japan to see if can be put together
more quickly than Australia. Commerce attache in Tokyo called many suppliers. Contacted one company who put together
pumping system for Tokyo fire dept. They said they were also working for TEPCO on system. Not sure if TEPCO - could
have been requested by Japanese govt. In end it was determined we cannot rely on doing it locally - have to go With sur-e
thing - Australia, and they gave go-ahead for Australia. It is correct that no NRC personnel gave Japanese the list. But good

! chance that discussions with Commerce Dept at embassy was taken that way. Our guidance to Bechtel was that you have to
i2011/03/18 drive the system in and get out. Was meant to be very low manpower to insta lso. the helicopter in NE that can lift 5000#



16:59:59 was mentioned. Were going to mention is available through Lockheed Martin, and if they take advantage of it, finf We
handed summary list to MOD yesterday, but discussions were that we were proposing to bring the assets in. Thelr idea is
massive concrete pumping trucks. 65m boom. Have 2 in-country that are proposing to use. We told them try and get 4 here.
They will have to move with dose, otherwise. They said 2 new ones in China with private company. We said we would see
what we could do about that. Has been offer of assistance from Navy to use their assets to move things around. Embassy

Monninger usually prefers to use DART. Bruce: heard TEPCO system might be ready sooner? John: probably because its in-country
and TEPCO is working it. Going to pump water instead of concrete. Casto: we have minister of trade and CNO/TEPCO,
CEO/TEPCO meeting today. Also Japan general forces general. Vonna: heard Japanese ministry was going to give us dose
rates. if can ask them. John: are many ministries. Can ask team, though. Had dose rates, but in a 40m x 40m area. Not fine
granularity. Can't go in and suck up dose to do that right now. Need robots with rad sensors to map site. Chuck: before meet
with CNO, CEO, minister, should have what we think message is to them.

2011/03/18 PMT There is actually no green grass in Alaska right now, that the 35 rem is based on
17:21 :23

Would like status of event (written product) from NRC since Congress is in recess next week. To be shared with constituents.
2011103/18 Probably any products we have already are way too detailed. Could write something up in general - any concerns we have,
17:37:15 ET what we are doing generally, etc. More than what's in OPA book, though. Then would send that out on a daily basis. Need

draft by tomorrow.
201 1/03/1817:42:08 ET Question of who will pay is now being discussed, even though had authorization from USAID.

Were questions on how to approach dry SFP - have completed tech analysis of going forward. Different scenarios for
wet/dry. Also sand slurry scenario. Also info on SFP loading If have to go to sand slurry solution. Assessment on recriticality -
no concern there from experts. Info is out with site team. Main activity was doing logistics support with Bechtel, INPO, NR,
GE-Hitachi. Have the system drawing, equipment list that went to USAID. As of this am, Bechtel was given email from USAID
to go forth, Staging at Royal airforce base in Australia. Awaiting status of American Airforce C-17 that is supposed to pick up
from Australia. Talking about getting logistics team getting from AFB to GE-Hitachi in Japan (where will test and train
personnel who will execute onsite). Lots of logistics so we can execute equipment arriving onsite. Goes beyond to MOD.
Have cotant at Yokoda AFS DART h s given approval. Boger - Do we have sense of relative effectiveness of fire trucks?

2011/03/18 (b)(5) Assuming 3+4 are dry. Site team was with TEPCO and they are sending us info on
17:42:45 RST pumper ruc T. a= iWegreed-- -oToooat and send back any recommendations we have, No info on electric power. They had

to bring in a temporary 6.9kV distribution panel, and had some problems getting that onsite. We don't know status. Going to

make sure we have diesel fuel - multiple supplies - for pumps. Annie Caputo called, and she has a boron firm who Would like
to give Japanese boron. She's working with NEI to pay for it if AF can move it from Tulsa, OK to Japan. Laura - They have
mountains of boron. Mike - No, it is the Areva boron that Is in OK. They pulled out - were unable to get funding for boron.
Trish - heard they already had the Areva boron. NR - we can make it happen if we determine we need it. Mike, need to ask
site team if need, and then get back to Annie. Steve Troutman called. Admiral got call fror (b)(r ) who is frustrated
because they are trying to get INPO'folks involved with team in Japan. Suggested a call sh-o-Rd-h-appen. Mike, we have been
trying to get INPO involved in DART team In Japan. boger - thought John said INPO engineer might be in Japan?? Laura -

RST have been working with INPO on pumping process.

2011/03/18 PMT Shine dose would be 80mR way west in the islands of AK.
18:00:06 ___ _____________________________________

2011/03/18 Evaluating dose rates for various cities in Japan. Diablo Canyon detected Iodine - only 1 of 4 air samplers picked up. SONGS

18:05:47 PMT also got on 1 air sample, a little lower - on border of ability to detect. AMS flyovers not very useful because they flew on side
of site where wind was not blowing (west side of plant), so they will fly again, not sure when.

Talked to PMT before on DOE runs with iodine in Alaska, and we have good answer that there is no grass in Alaska right
now. Trish, had call with WH, DOE and NARAC, and discussed. But since cows are not now Patinn orAis and houseprd

internally. incudin water. Down to ground shine dose of 80mR 1(b)(5)
o(b)(5) onna - still expecting results on worst case. Trish - we will ask NARAC about availability of cows eating

outside. Give Chair nan call if before 9. Trish - 3 reactors, 4 sfps. 100% core melt with cont failure, 4 sfps empty of water, and
2011/03/18 fuel melted, going to send isotopes assuming 100% core release. This would be worst case that is not really seemingly
18:07:40 Chairman call possible. Chairman - not sure why would we produce that Worst case - there is worst case and one that is possible. Should

be worst case that is actually possible. Certain things just physically cannot happen. Should be source term that is worst
case, but possible scenario. Don't know if that's feasible. Not going to volatilize everything in core? Bruce, some should stick
to sides of wall, and some would still be solid. lodines and CS would be what you'd worry about. Trish - also thinking about
MOX. But should not be significantly contributing to dose, Chairman do worst case physically possible. Don't think you can
eject entire core. Think the agency ruled out as physical possibility.

2011/03/18

18:18:12 ET Should see If WNP-2 sampled anything. Or Humboldt Bay.

Working on summary for Congressionals. Talked to Margerie Doane on unclassified cables - working to communicate to
2011103/18 Liaison Team State. Will be 7pm call that WH will put on wiht states. Call last night was just western states. Today expanded to all of them.
18:18:49 Communicating with states: been trying to funnel information to RSLOs. MJ: what about pushing state communications to

DOE since they are responsible now.

People here in RST burning a lot of time on logistics. Site team has been connected with a Major at the AFB, so team feels
2011103/18 NR like they have someone, so not sure if they can track down things like the boron in Kansas, etc. Maybe can turn more
18:33:44 logistics over to military folks.

Want to emphasize with team - just met with Japanese ambassador. He said if there is anything we need, just to tell him
directly. He asked that any equipment that could help, robotics, remote equipment and/or anything for people to be able to

2011/03/18 get closer....He gave us his home and personal cell number. No delay on anything they need. Also give site team Chairman's
18:38:51 Chairman home phone, cell phone, etc. Do not delay. There is not a lot of time. It's very serious in Japan. He asked if right now we

need to go beyond 50 miles, Told him no don't think so. They are in a very difficult situation right now. If we're having

problems paying for something or anything, let know.

Have latest aerial monitoring results on EMWEB. Can see more contamination to west. Going to fly more west today. More
important is that they shared us U3 parking lot photos. In process of having someone scan those and send to us. Angle they
took from West side, we have taken east and top photos. Look at U3 photos. Need to talk about what photos showing,

2011/03/18 Preliminary - hard to see that there is a U3 SFP at all - appears like rubble. Does not appear to be integrity. But should look

18:43:22 Casto at first. Looks like severe damage on that side. Can only see vertcal oillars th re. Chairman: conveys conversation ith
Japanese ambassador to Chuck. NR: need plant technical data. (b)ý5) • h

L(b)(5) gNR: do ypu get detailed info on pla s (b)(5)
.[(b)(5)

Going to send photos and design diagram. Trish: have real-time dos 0b5 ,d 1,- it.? 'h,,,- talk in D

is all the results. Brandon has access to CMWEB. Rad levels onsite 1(b)(5)



( Bruce: presuming too hot for people to even do surveys. Chuck 1 R or more at gate. Will try and find out from TEPCO,

2011/03/18 A ng with CEO and CNO -will put it in list of info we need. Trish: Chairman has asked if 50 mile is ok andwe need doses.

18:51:30 Casto Jack is working onb(5) ith DOE -F(b)(5) Pack
working with DOE and . Need to have by 6 tonight Japan time. Need those thresholds. There are questions also on
whether seawater fill is still working or stable.

Think there is at least a leak or rupture on Unit 4 SFP. Thinking about using mining mud. Not sure how much could put in
without collapsing pool. If side or bottom has massive rupture, what do then? Think high volume water supply is good
attempt. Other problem is worrying about zirc fires and making matters worse. Have equipment to put out if start? Finally at
midnight got TEPCO guy in charge of pumping and discussed until 4am discussing design of system. Got together- doesnl
matter whose system, just make sure it works. Also timing, which can get in place first? Dilemma is system they want to use -
only have 2 in country, other 2 in china. They can remote control operate them - used in Chernobyl. Bechtel system is sitting
in Australia in 2 pieces, 3rd path is that we broadcasted to Japanese companies to see if have. Don't want to make things

11/03118 Chuck worse, if have stable environment. Know we will cause plume when steam again. Will panic everyone. Have to tell people59:02:52 ndnt nRilm-heonfor
(b)(5) . _• . •

C~b ,5) Bruce: NR guy is interested in helping with logistics.

5A T responsible for logistics in embassy. They move lots of stuff everywhere. Can we point NR guy to someon
organization?6Bill Bergerin embassy. Someone might need to go into China to get the trucks. They should talk to7
Chuck passes ii5val refrnumber.

2011/03/18 ET (b)(6)
19:27:50 Eb

2011/03118 ET Looking at photos of U3 from TEPCO - looks like pool elevation may be gone, and doesn't look like drywell head is where we
19:49:48 would expect. but when look where cars are, looks like not many feet. Looks like drywell a e not where we would think.

Continue to coordinate with various agencies, Status of units remains fairly unchaned (b)(5)
1(b)(5)
(b)(5) ITrying to collect more information on'doses around site (b)(5)

r i b 5
1(b)(5) Should have other projections done next half hour or

our. sI share with NARAC and can do calculatons. Got AMS flyover results. NW of site had greatest concentration of
contamination. 1 rem integrated 4 day doses. Has been some reports that San Onofre and Diablo have seen a small sample
slightly above minimum detectable activity level for 1-131. Have been contacted and they have increased their sampling.
Don't know if was random sample. Being confirmed 2 places at Diablo and 1 at SONGS. Just received some photos of U3
reactor building that were taken from different perspective. From West looking east, they are showing quite a bit of damage
couldn't see before. Working through the night to get some better understanding of elevations. Ruland: Got photos from

2011103/18 TA TEPCO provided to in-country team, Unit 3 photos show significant damage to structure. Provided to GE. Turns out that U3
120:03:28 TA call elevations are different from U1. What you can see exposed is refueling drywell head crane rides on, Building constructed at

level below other structures. Hard to see drywell head. Asked them to provide their assessment of what they see. Cannot rule
out or rule in whether SFP is still intact. Site team's initial impression was that SFP might not be here. Also will talk to site to
make sure they know that initial view is different than what they might have thought. Still working logistics for system with
Bechtel, GE, and in-country NRC team - INPO on call, including Japanese Defense Forces and NISA, Beth Hayden:
expecting huge press presence at Cmsn meeting Monday. Hopefully can pull feeds to TVs. Created a place on web for
Japan-related info. Castleman: flyover results? Trish: narrow band to nw beyond 13 miles where integrated 4 day doses
approach or exceed 4 rem. Haven't completely mapped extent of concentration. Castleman: yesterday asked for list to
U SAID of equipment that could be provided, based on b5b - haven't gotten list yet. Need to know for Monday's Commission
meeting. Do we have info on health effects - occupational and public? Do we know of fatalities? No. No confirmed info or
data. Just from media. Do we still believe U4 pool is dry? Yes, Why still dry, since we have 2 indications is not? Japan and
France say is not. Bruce, rad levels from helicopters significantly more than if water in pool. Josh - Japanese govt have said
various things about water in pool, including very little water or they agree with us. Next call tomorrow am 730.

2011/03/18 ET Goes over action items.
20:45:29

Chairman gave assignment to get dose needs. Ruland - we are working on statement, but team is telling us they will get the
dose rates. Casto - met with TEPCO chairman and CNO. Their concern and priorities is reduction of radiation and the
reactorslbl(5)
talked al•out bottom head and reduction in heat transfer. Had immediate concern about seawater impacts on the reactors7
Not thinking about cooling of SFPs. They said they were concerned with seawater in the reactors, They said very concerned
with seawater deposition and impacts on the bottom head with salt and heat transfer on the fuel. They want to get in there
and run systems to recover. Corrosion of bottom head. Need to establish EOC-based team. Going to have to stand up
cooling water org on SFPs. Rad org, Research org, and projects org. Chairman: don't think we can stand up all those things.
Casto: need research on vessels and seawater and consequence management. Research team at HQ. Projects team in
Japan. Chairman: who? Chuck: RES and INPO on reactor vessels. Don't know who on rad levels, maybe DOE. And
someone to manage all this. Major change in mission. EPA for dose projection. Chairman: we'll figure out who will do what.
Need: Strategies for reducing rad at site, look at seawater impacts on vessel, projects group, dose projections and
calculatinn We nrfnmiqpd AMP dfata HP nrnmq.ed tn npt im rlnq infn,nff qPff-dif~nq fnrrt Rnnnlp rinqP ('.h~irmmn' nn+2011/03118 Mat fr EI5(b)(5

20:56:10 Cat b( 5

Chairman: do you need people for pm team? Yes, diplomacy, pm, need office space and facility. Bill: we talked to Paul
Clifford - had no concerns about corrosion of zirc fuel. Chuck: ask multiple sources. Not corrosion, it's heat transfer rate.Bill:
concern is you essentially have evaporator, puffing in boric acid, salt, boiling steam. They want to get off of seawater arnt
to somethino else. Bill, can hit core soray in different direction, Coudi have fuel on bottom head. Shipped photos to GE (b)(5
(b)(5) PChuck: debris bed could have
punched hole through bottom, Bill: will forward assessment to team.Trish: will forward ams results. Chuck: how can get
through RB through keyhole to find connection to RCS to pump in fresh water. Not going to be able to start pump. Need to
drill gopher hole through plant to get connection to RCS - borated water connection. Might want to sarcophagus at this point.
Would have to borate vessels first. P~jLghblv need lab to work on that. Bru, Are'A they sp.tkinn hnrnn7; C~huek hav IR3K
pounds from Diablo, plenty of boronl(b)(5)

I (b) (5) IEmbassy has constant charter

flights, so we can lift back. Chuck: standby on replacement team - will talk directly - with mission shift, skill set will change.
If we get Bechtel, GE, industry, do they support TEPCO or MOD or who? Is PM listening to TEPCO anymore or not? If we

2011/3 B-ET leverage technical expertise of industry, then we can provide oversight. Someone who can build confidence and
21:25:29 communicate - what team needs.

t-



2011/03118Think it miniht nead to he under our Ilan this consortium LISAID already har tickelt forl~b)(5)
21:28:2510318 Burnell (b)(5)

2011/03/18 ET Seawater-may react into NaOH and HCI?? Should have chemist check. Blast in Unit 3 much bigger (at least twice) from Unit
21:56:25 1. Can see chunks of things failing back down, possibly fuel debris found by Unit 4.

Bechtel, NIR, INPO - PMV team, getting people here tomorrow am, gathering in NRC builtdIng (b)(6) hr
are saftellite trucks everywhere at TEPCO. May shut embassy down tomorrow switching to another diesel. Going to stand up
hotel conf room hopefully. TEPCO recovery manager wants us back at TEPCO. Quickly running out of soldiers - need to

2011/03/18 move people this way. Need people that are more - get things done, coordinate, carry out plans, etc. Monninger is perfect.
22:10:5721//1 Casto HQ should pump ideas, and PM people should help logistically. More like base team management thing. Maybe go to BC

level. Bruce - hard to maintain presence in this facility lops center) - what if we have an event at our facility. Conf room isn't

working. Someone at agency is working on 6 month lease here. Needs to be accelerated. AMS Info went to Jack Foster. 2
admirals, 1 retired, 1 active. Matrix sending out - good feedback from govt. Beginning to wonder how stale some info is.
Maybe add a little more explanatory info in boxes. Product is for ambassadors.

Been working with Chairman and his counterparts in industry and other agencies. How Deepwater Horizon was finally
brought to conclusion was an industry-to-industry consortium, so tomorrow will have kickoff meeting with reps from industry.
INPO will organize. GE, AREVA, those types of people that we'll bring to bear on problem on more organized way. Will set up

2011/03118 kickoff meeting for sometime tomorrow. will engineer solutions that can be implemented. Key will be to get Japan to accept -

22:26:47 Marty will come through TEPCO. Will work through State that highest levels in Japan will accept. Chuck's input will be critical. PMT
has been asked to explain rad levels at site. Will help engineer solutions that will work. Over next several days, consortium
details will evolve. Now shifted around to reactors cooling, so says that TEPCO does not have firm set of priorities, and they
are desperate. Opportunity for us to move in with right technical skills. This group will transition and evolve from recovery
phase to another subset that will take over cleanup.

Need block of rooms at Marriott. Guards primed and parking. Get in touch wit(bl)Jin morning. Shoot for around 2pm for
kickoff meeting, Need 8 rooms. Plus conference room here for 30 people. Monday's commission meeting will be important.
Not sure if roll out over weekend with press release, or at commission meeting. Public will get good view of how this will work

2011/03118 Marty and our plans. Commission meeting: Phase 1: what we're doing in Japan, Phase 2: JCO for our plants, Phase 3: Looking22.52. forward, what look at? b5b? severe accident management? training of operators? Then closed Cmsn meeting Mon afternoon

on how sequence this (planning). Schedule future commission meetings on topics. May decide to delay EP rule issuance, for
instance.

Marty: Understanding told admirals is that we would form consortium to get industry to industry support like Deepwater
Horizon. DOE, Bechtel, Areva, others. GEH, etc. Who can identify and implement solutions. Have team from Exelon, GEH,

2011/03/1 ___.. ,EPRI, Bechtel, Areva and B&W. If need, QRS, Westinghouse, etc. Most people can be here tomorrow. 2pm for kickoff
22:57:55 " .jinlustry) meeting. Will email names of people tomorrow morning. Will start moving through diplomatic channels in-country to make

sure implementable. also get idea of rad fields. as of this pm, TEPCO folks have new concerns of reactor vessel and we can
talk about that tomorrow - longer-term effects of putting seawater in reactor. Impacts on material or fuel. Have shifted their
priorities often, though.

Meeting between Chairman and Jaoan Ambasador. NRC will provide detailed info regardino water, 1-oager Marly orovided.
2011/03/18 Chairman TA Bechtel schematics and other info. (b)(5)
23:45:37 I1b(5_ IFEPCO wants to know what affects salt has on cooling

2011/03/19 Marty Meeting with Industry tomorrow. Not in ET room. Question: Do industry personnel need access to 1(b)(5) Roy:
00:14:51 need to grant access to industry personnel. Contact Originator for permission for access.

2011/03/19 Marty Logistics for Saturday meeting with industry reps. Need map of radiation boundaries around reactors. Situation reports.
00:22:52 Develop agenda. Eng. diagram from Bechtel. Rad conditions. Extra security.

2011103/19 Roy Task for Info Secl(b)(
5

) = o industry technical experts at saturday's 2pm meeting to
00:30:04 help make decisions.

Met with Japan AmbassadorT(b)(
5

)

00:39:00 Chuck (b)(5) Lurpose to ask Prime Minister who primary point-of-contact should
be in Japan gov. to ensure effective coordination of US support. Marty thought site map was being developed showing dose.

NRC working does projections for Tokyo.

01:03:13 NNK World (TV) Two reactors resume cooling,
3 Source Term Comparison. One report sent to NARAC last night. New report to NARAC 3 reactors and 4 SFP. Lower ST for

12011/03/19 reactors based on station blackout v. LOCA. Preparing narrative. SFP release fractions based on age of fuel. Releases 16
01:08:38 Cathy hour durations. This report taking place of previous. Think task from last night realistic/optimistic source term v. worst case.

Releases starting on March 12th.

2011/0319 Marty Question: Who NRC participants for tommorrow 2pm meeting.01:29:30 am

2011/03/19 Jennifer Uhle New information. (b)(
01:50:04

USAID Bob Kayler NRC Employee calling. Kara Cristie - Response Manager on ERT. Kara made a request for information
on projections beyond what we have currently on wind shifts on Sunday. Best and worst case scenarios, and the most
probable scenarios. At the high level.... How would the humanitarian effort be affected, specifically with evacuations. They
want to anticipate humanitarian effort within the next few days. Is this something that we can support? Roy - Are you looking
for real time dose information over time or are you trying to get projections for the future? Kara - Less emphasis ondose
information to date, and more of a step back and current situation at the plant, and what it might elevate to over the next
several days or weeks. The humanitarian people are not used to aiding with nuclear problems. They are asking for help in

2011/03/19 what issues they should consider. Roy - It sounds like what you need is actual does information to decide where you can get
02:12:35 Phone Call to and where you can't get to... Bob - We are more concerned with the evacuees, to predict the number of people will be

evacuated, and when they may be evacuated. This will help them put together their contingency plans. Scott Morris - So
there is an interest in understanding ... that should the event get worse, is there any likelihood that the protective actions
might expand beyond the 20-30 kilometers. How likely is this to occur? Kara - Yes. How likely would this be, and how severe
would this be? Scott Morris - Any reponse that we would give would be highly speculative, because we don't have access to
a lot of information on the situation. Kara - A caveat could be included in the statement to show that. Scott - We have done
worst case analysis, and we are continuing to refine it. This led to our protective action recommendation that we made
pushing it out to 50 miles. Bob - We have been receiving some flyover data. We are trying to create a contingency plan for
this, not necessarily take action on. It would help us plan for the impact that would occur on the population in the area. When



would we predict this to happen, given current information that we have. Scott Moore - Are you referring to the US
government or Japanese govt? Bob - The US Government. US AID. They are putting together the contingency plan, Scott
Moore - We can't answer that. A lot of it is based on meteorology, wind direction, and other factors. Kara - If we could get a
description of what goes Into the analysis, that would help as well. If the plume cloud were to blow back over the population,
what would that mean? I understand that the power supply is not likely the priority according to the NRC? If all of the efforts
fail, what impact would we predict? If we don't know because of all of these factors, it would be good to know what the factors
are. Roy - We wilt give you a call in a little bit. Our protective measures folks will get back with you. Bob - When the Liaison
team is ready to talk, let us know and we can set up a conference call. Roy - I'm not sure how satisfying the Informatoin will
be for you. We can't predict everything at the site with limited information. They are trying a variety of mitigating measures
with likely limited effects. It's difficult to find out what the radiation levels are. We will try to support you as best as we can.
Call ended.

2011/03/19 Marty Agenda for 2pm meeting on Saturday, Send to 3 team leads for comment.

202:55379 Tom Blount Consortium team member list provided (not yet complete) and logistics coordinated.

2011/03/19 Jennifer Uhie New Zirc fire information. No answer on robotics. Call made to NASA last night.
03:16:52
2011/03/19 JZirc Fire Video shown. Fine powder remains. Sand may hold powder together. Water fission products into solution. 1 bundle
03:24:09 Jeused for test. Red glow and grey smoke result during zirc fire. More tests planned. Make video available for consortium.
2011/03:7 Wayne Sensitive briefing and documents.

2011/03/19 Protective Closing out action item record #1562 - estimate altitude of possible plume the reacotrs can reach. Answer = 2.5 km. Source:
04:10:51 Measures Team NARAC EST Chronology Officer - Dennis Gordon at 04:14:06 on 3/19/2011
2011/03/19 Protective Closing out action item record #1562 - estimate altitude of possible plume the reacotrs can reach. Answer = 2.5 km. Source:
04:10:51 Measures Team NARAC

2011/03/19 Protective Closing out action item record #1562 - estimate altitude of possible plume the reactors can reach. Answer = 2.5 km. Source:
04:14:24 Measures Team NARAC
2011/03/19 Marty 7:45am phone conference, attendees EDO, Deputies, Office Directors, others. Send email of topics of discussion at 7:00am.
04:15:00 _____________________________________2011/03/19
04:28:34 Scott Moore Available guidance identifies 10 REM for evacuation, Roy: Early evac, advisable

M2a011/ 3 navia Hp4m.an (b)(5)
2011T/03/19 Marly V. (b)(5) David Herman, Naval Reactors EST Chronology Officer - Dennis Gordon at 05:23:50 on
04:40:06 3/19/2011

2011/03/19 Brian McDermott Phone call. Brief from marty to Brian. Consortium meeting.
05:13:18
2011/03/19 MaryMary to David Herman. (b)(5)
04:40:06 M(b)(5)
2011/03/19 Brian McDermott E-mails sent from ET ET web can be easily identified for latter FOIA request. Rebecca provided email guidance to fwd:
05:24:34 emails to FOlAresourc.hoc@nrc.gov
2011/03/19 Cathy Gibson Websites are available to concerned citizens who want to know radiation levels in West.
05:49'.57

201 1/03/1905:52:36 Scott Moore Winds are expected to shift towards Toyko on Sunday 3/20/11

2011/03/19 Cathy Gibson PMT believes that source term should be calulated over a 24 hour period and not over longer time period. Chairman asked
06:01:19 for realistic does rates.
2011/03/19 Is calculation for 3 reactors and 4 SFPs for release is required over a 24-hour period realistic? Does this answer Chairman?
06:16:26 Provide calculation to Chairman.
2011/03/19 Shift Turn-Over Briefings
06:50:09

2011/03/19 Marty V: who are the decision markers? Jim W: have a TA briefing. Larry C: trying to get info from site.
07:21:22

2011/03119 weather forcast. Chairman or ET director to participate in briefing today.
01:23:09 _____________________________ __________________

Briefing now: Jim W by phone. At 7:45 another briefing. Brain M facilities status; unit 2 - Unity 2: power restored, control
2011/03119 room; unit 3: spraying water from fire trucks; unit 4, 5 no change: fire fighting equipment, Diesel generator in unit 6; sfpool:
07:25:24 inspections and no problems also with dry storage,

Larry C: calculations being done; San Onofre: Japanese calculations; more on site data from on site team and TEPCO;
weather forecast: winds on shore. Jim W: release to team in Japan; Dan D to go. Commission mtg on Monday to discus b5b.

2011/03)19 Operators in Japan: TEP(O concerns with sea weather in components and RES looking Into It. May have oarallel effort focus
07:33:47vessels no notz> f PRI. AREVA. eng experience to analyze. Question: is there water in the

Spoore Jim W: we assume there is none. . i

2011/03/19 7:45 briefing with Japan: Jim W: Japanese embassador request: how many people? Offices represented: RES. NRR, OPA,
IP, OCA, OEDO, OGC, EDO. Marty V: providing info on team: Naval Reactors, DOE, AREVA, INPO: Tecnical and political

0:4: issues.

20i 11/03119 Marty V: industry and gov agencies to look into solutions, Discussion about ET participating on afternoon briefing.
07:49:13

Marty V: leadership role - NRC x DOE. Need Chairman to help with NRC role. How about funds? To be discussed later,
2011/03/19 Meeting at 2:00 PM. Bill: NRC to provide assistance, not leadership? Marty V: 1) look for info - roles and responsibilities and
07:52:33 wording (assistance). May need to do a press release today. We have rooms at Marriott, need security. EST Chronology

Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:01:00 on 3/19/2011 EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:02:04 on 3/19/2011
Marty V: leardership role - NRC x DOE, Need Chairman to help with NRC role. How about funds? To be discussed later.
Meeting at 2:00 PM. Bill: NRC to provide assistance, not leadership? Marty V: 1) look for info - roles and responisibilities and

07:52:33 wording (aasistance). May need to do a press release today. We have rooms at Marriott, need security.

TI

12011103/19
Marty V: leardership role - NRC x DOE. Need Chairman to help with NRC role. How about funds? To be discussed later.
Meeting at 2:00 PM. Bill: NRC to provide assistance, not leadership? Marty V: 1) look for into - roles and responisibilities and



07:52:33 wording (aasistance). May need to do a press release today. We have rooms at Marriott, need security, EST Chronology
Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:01:00 on 3/19/2011

2011/03/19 Discussing List: John Lubinsk - fof, White House request. Discussion on US doses. EST Chronology Officer -Vanice Perin at
08:16:13 08:23:41 on 3/19/2011
2011/03/19 Disussing List: John Lubinsk - fof, White House request. Discussion on US doses.
08:16:13

Call with Jim Dyer and Nader - Bill Borchard is here: airplane waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher.
Nader to call USAID EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:52:17 on 3/19/2011 Call with Jim W and Nader - Bill

2011/03/19 Borchardt is here; airplane waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID. EST
08:24:46 Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:53:49 on 3/19/2011 Call with Jim W and Nader - Bill Borchardt is here; airplane

waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID. EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin
at 08:54:59 on 3/19/2011

2011/03/19 ET Call with Jim Dyer and Nader- Bill Borchard is here; airplane waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher.
08:24:46 Nader to call USAID

Call with Jim Dyer and Nader - Bill Borchard is here: airplane waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher.
08:24:46 Nader to call USAID EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:52:17 on 311912011

Call with Jim Dyer and Nader - Bill Borchard is here; airplane waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher.
2011/03/19 ET Nader to call USAID EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Pern at 08:52:17 on 3/19/2011 Call with Jim W and Nader - Bill
08:24:46 Borchardt is here; airplane waiting to go with a train from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID. EST

Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:53:49 on 311912011
2011/03/19 Nader reporting: Chairman to contact USAID to get funds. Bill Cook at Embassy: get equipment on the ground is not urgent.
08:56:27 TEPCO most likely will not use it in immediate future.

Jim W tailing Chuck in Japan: Jim W describing situation and significant cost increase. Bill Cook stated that equipment may
29:06:49 ET not be used. Cost may end up being absorbed by NRC. Chuck says that is not urgent, but politically it is an issue. Leave it up

to AID.

Jim W on the phone with Bill Borchardt about plane in Australia waiting to take Bechtel equip (train) to Japan, Jim W on the
2011103/19 ET phone with Josh: summarizing issue; tech point of view, equip not urgent, but political sense is more sensitive (negotiations09:17:10 with Japanese Defense Minister).

2011(03/19 ET Nader updating (Bill Borchardt, Josh (talking with Chairman) on line): DOD has authorized funds, but after that price went up.
09:22:45 Questions: is equip urgent (hi priority)? And, is the price right?

](b)(5) im W: per TEPCO and other sources,
2011/03/19 ET technical need is not urgent; look at cost more carefully. However, politically, Japan has accepted. Jim W related that USAID

decision is no go, due to cost increase (per e-mail).

2011/03/19 FT Phone call from Joe Anderson asking for instr about the situation in Australia an Bechtel President is calling for
09:37:40 T demobilization. Brian McD and Jim I
2011/03/19 Phone Conf: Brian MoD is on phone ith Jim Dyer, to discuss Tokyo,j(b)(5) Austratila, ref. Becthel equip:

10:22:009ET I !b) K(Jim Dyer arriving). NNU didn't tninK about impact with Australia; just tech
-issues and TEPTO acceptance; also cost tremendous increase.

01/31ETPhone call with Ji Wxlansht h
10:30:22one Jim W explains that the system was a backup; also, direction for USAID to hold on.

2011/03/19 ET eports that the Australian crew will rest for the night; may continue tomorrow.
10:36:2 1 _______________________________________________
2011/03/19 ET Phone call with DOS Coordinator of Japan Effort(b)( 6 ) o discuss decision related to equip: handled by Jim W - political,
10:38:19 and tech (priority) considerations.

2011/03/19 ET Jim W: The system is a third option for the Japanese and shipment may be reevaluated.
10:52 :30 ________________________________________
2011/03/19 ET Discussing press release: spent fuel, sf casks, tsunami analysis for NPPs on the coast.
10:54:19 _________ ________ _________________________________
2011/03/1911:04:54 ET Jim W briefing Naval Reactors rep, Dave Herman, on latest decisions by USAID and NRC's situation.

2011/03119 Bill Borchardt calling about 2 PM mtg at ACRS mtg room. Industry to meet among themselves but NRC is not the lead.
11:28:11 ETwtRequest from industry to use NRC meeting room - need to see if that is possible. However, they may have already something.

11:28:11with the Marriott.

2011/03119 ET Phone call Josh: Jim Wexplaining Bechtel equip (2nd or 3rd layer defense) situation, andl(b)(5)
12:06:59
2011/03/19 ET Jim W requesting Liaison Team, Tom Bergman, to prepare phone call on AID decision, diplomatic consequenses (DOS),
12:49:12 Naval Reactors, Tokyo embassy.

2011/03/19
211/073/1 ET Phone call scheduled for 6PM EST.

2011303119 ET Jim Wiggins briefing Brian Sheron.
13:10:54
2011/03:19 ET Bill Borchardt explaining that 2PM brief is for industry, not directed by NRC - we may facilitate.13127:36

2011/03/19 ET Jim Wiggins briefing Bruce Boger.
14:34:48 __________________________________________________

2011/03/19 Trish Holahan explained that NRC was to give the source term for dose calcs in Japan; DOE to use the source term for calcs
14:41:11 ET in Hawaii, Guam. Alaska.

AID setting up conf call with DOR NR•: NR nnDF Air) hai maip a •i,-iin "nt to ship due to cost. No technical need now -
11/019 ET components available in-country(b)(5) I Went from $750K for all 4 to $2.4M each.

[15:01:15 Thought is to bring in the one that is in Australia, and then see if can use others.

2011/03/19 ET
15:24:08

Discussion of TEPCO press release - restoration of RHR to Unit 5. Yesterday when talking about skills for replacement team,
wanted civil/structural and explosive people. If put too much sand/water in there, could do more damage. Calc done for
adding sand to pool. Experts are thinking that it is built so robustly that it should still be OK even with blast. Wiggins: could
explosion have weakened structure? Laura - got off news that firefighting was successful. Was firefighters reporting. Skeen:
doing flyovers with our folks? Trish: supposed to do another flyover today. NR people have data from DOE. Laura - have
numerous agencies puttin data together. Skeen - been t ing until Sat to get them to agree to let us help, and now finally
they will let us, and nowl(b)(5) Wiggins - if it's needed, the money will be found. But now it fails



USAID's 3 criteria on whether its needed, etc.

2011103/19 ET AMS data shows path to NW, which is indicative of wind direction early on.
15:43:32
2011103/19 ET Teams turn over.
15:53:54

201103/19 ETChu going on talk show tomorrow. We provided 1 page summary. Secretary had 2 questions: 1. What is multiplier we use01//19ET once we pick the ground acceleration, and on what earthquake basis (10-5, 10-6?) for conservatism. 2. What Is the SSE (10-
15:57:01 4 or what?). Email to pete lyons.

2011/03119 ET Annie had already provided answers to Chu's questions - probably crossed in the email.
16: 30:53

Ultimate funding would be DOD, not USAID. Dyer: Issue is who is paying for our travel. Chairman's office says that USAID
agreed that they would pick up the tab for our Japan team, but never got down past director of USAID. So USAID said they

2011/03/19 E would facilitate Dan's travel, that is all, then need to get issue resolved. Our position is USAID should pick up funding for
16:36:01 9 travel, as it is humanitarian. We provided the info to their general council, and they are going to work It. If we use our money,

it gets billed to the industry. When we do lessons learned, then it should be funded by industry. But as long as on
humanitarian effort, then should not be funded by industry. Whenever we pull back, then we find another source of funding.

2011/03/19 ET Call setup at 6 to talk about pumps. Could be useful for defense-in-depth. Also, State Dept thinks diplomatic thing is to deliver
16:42:36 It.

NISA is getting the impression that we are the solution. NISA is asking for recommendation - should go with Japnr
2011/03/19 ET Btill think it should be sent over. NR feels it should go based on defense In dept
17:6 :29 I
2011/03/19 ET Someone committed us to come up with list of how many people, what equipment they need. Not sure where request came
17:15:15 from.

Conf. call with USAID, NR, Japan NRC team, etc. Kathleen: got request yesterday for pumps - heard total amount was 750k,
now heard not right amount. Heard DOD had $$ to pay 750k. Heard 9.6M is now total cost. Also, did not appear to be urgent
need on the ground. Heard might be secondaryttertiary need, Decision is not USAID. Up to NRC to say what needs are. Our
perspective - we had been told we just needed to find out from DOD that they have authority to approve more. DOD has
gone ahead and said with consultation to NRC that it was a need on the ground. So DOD has authorized. This is not USAID
funding, do not have authority, etc. We just link up different parties and say we don't object. $750k was communicated to
NRC by Bechtel, but was never a full figure. Q: has this been communicated to Perth? Pilots went to sleep. Do they know?
Brian: understand Japanese don't need pumps as primary, but would be secondary. Didn't say weren't needed, just not
primary anymore. Have copy of email from 9:26 from Bechtel that material should be offloaded and await further direction,
State: not sure can say is actually backup if they don't have primary system up and running. USAID: Paycom, Michael
Schiffer, has been coordinating. Main question is whether NRC and DOE are onboard and validate this. From the highest
levels, DOD, they are happy to support if this is a request. John: there is technical and political aspect. Tech aspect changes
over time as govt and TEPCO take action. Last week, when talked to Japan govt, they were very interested in this system.
Since then, they've been continuing with fire trucks, have remote fire truck (last couple hours), and also have concrete
pumping truck plan. From political point of view, we offered equipment, and they have accepted it. State: endorsed by

2011/03/19 Conf. Call with defense minister and chief cabinet secretary. Should not pull out. Suggest go ahead getting first system here, get staged, put
17:45:23 USAID, etc together, turn over and then await further request if they want more. C-1 7 is on ground in Perth, second one on way. Ready

to send 2 sorties today. First 6 hours from now. Second 8 hours from now. Australinas are cnnfiusad and lust want formal go-
ahead, Need to call Bechtel and tell them to get other systems ready. Briant pohn:
have talked to them about using robotics to characterize site. They have been non-commital in wanting to accept that. Have
also used Inside building, also mentioned lead from hq about lockheed martin remote helicopter that can lift 5000lbs. Merits
of using something like that for installing pumping systems. Bechtel thought had a lot of merit. Ministry didn't commit or
respond to any of it, though. State: But, Japanese seem now willing to accept any and all aid. John: heard lockheed might.
have nffprerd helir.intpr for free rinhi no nnt oursuing anything more?.. State F u

)D.• 'san clarify what acceptance is for that was received. John: remote helicopter
wi i anti mllv nrnhahly hp •f mnct 'r.apanese have been doing overflights. They shared some of that info.(b)(5) LT: helicopter is in Bloomfield, CT. USAID would have to pay

Torlnegotiate. Jonn: next step is we wouio want a lional feedback from MOFA - was yes limited to cooling system, or was
for remote equipment also. Q: if we fund cost, need to find out price tag - don't want to run into same issue with USAID. John:
Considerable consideration needs to go into who would operate helicopter. HO: NASA has robot on platform with wheels.
Can move things, John: might not be able to get through security doors[ .

Lb$,,, IMeeting with Chairman of TEPCO at IOam.
2011/03/1911/03/1 John Need to talk about charter before Commission meeting. Last bullet on making recommendations has been difficult.
18:45:11
2011103/19 Sharon• Nedlstobupmn?19019 Sheron Need list of equipment? I_'$ riefing - they asked for list of equipment.

Based on 6pm call, robotic equipment - not pursuing anymore. Flyover: John said not valuable. Pursuing request from DHS
to sit with them to facilitate discussions. Seems duplicative since we have FEMA there. NARAC is doing runs with same
supercore scenario, but using new meteorology. The case to support press release a couple days ago, 1/3 U2, certain
percent spent 3, plus spent fuel 4. Running those sets with current met with RASCAL through 12 hours with meteorology
forecast to verify PARs. DOE is asking NARAC to run the more japan local grid out to Tokyo with same source term, but with
little more conservative met data. Will have in a few hours.Buitthe worstcasescenario is sent to NARAC for trans-pacific
calc. Appears to be a second priority for them. Trishi B i a Brian: If Steve loke made decision to make a

2011/03/198* second priority - they are in charge. We should not adjust po Trying to geew AMS runs. Mary: Josh says

19:33:04 considerable concern at highest levels of DOE that we need to align on initial assumptions/parameters for runs. They want to
form a management group to discuss. PMT: Thought we had alignment with them. Josh agreed that Mary will say he's
supportive of the 50 mile decision, and then we need to share how we got to the 50 miles. They have 5 trucks spraying, 40T
twice a day. Seawater. Units 5 and 6, got some power restored to Unit 5. Had seen drop in U5 level, but recovered now.
They also ventilated roofs in 5 and 6. Still laying cable to restore power to 1-6. Hope to get elec back to 3 and 4 tomorrow.
But then need to test pumps and cooling systems. 2 DGs operable on U6, nad one of those is used to cool U6. Reactors
maintaining level about 1/2 core, They are using core spray with seawater. SFP on 4, heard nothing more. NISA feels still
water in 4. Efforts right now are to save 3.

Meeting called at 2 by Bill - brought in reps from industry and other agencies. Purpose to try and discuss with industry the
need for them to mobilize and interact with counterparts in Japan. NRC did not want to be seen as de facto lead/manager for
accident. Industry has specialized expertise to cope with events, and should take a lead role in interacting with TEPCO and
making recommendations or providing other support. Westinghouse and GE said they were interacting through their
Japanese owners. When finished, industry stayed and used room. Were planning another meetinciat INPO on Monday, Their
actions would be measured in days. Will have to see what they proposel b5



2011103/19 TA Call
20:03:04

|At 6pm had call with USAID. Was issue about Bechtel was going to ship 4
trains of pumps and valves to pump seawater into reactor areas. Equipment was in Australia. Loaded on airplane, cost
oi•gially.$750k, then Bechtel said total would be $9.6M. USAID stopped shipment. Held up - during conf call at 6pm, they
looked to NRC to see if equipment needed, we said It was not a first line of defense, but woudl be backup or tertiary pumps in
event first line didn't work. USAID said that's sufficient. USAID told us that DOD was in position to fund, but needed to get
with DOD funding office to confirm. C420 Is partially loaded. USAID has lead - when get DOD confirmation, at least 1 train
will be initially shopped. Will ship over, set up, test, then will interact with Japan to determine if other 3 trains needed. On
robotics and IR detection, understand. No new info on ground doses between buildings. One individuals positioning fire truck
got 1 OR in 2 min, Met conditions shifting - wind out of West is shifting to SW-S and continuing clockwise, so onshore winds in
next day or so. Continues to shift in clockwise direction, so will blow towards Tokyo for some period of time before returns
back out to sea. DOE will use NARAC resources to do calc down to Tokyo. We will work to understand how they did that. U1-
3 reactors, cores appear 1/2 covered at least with seawater. Believe U1 SFP still in good shape. In U2, believe pool is also
covered. They did get reserve power hooked up to U2 substation, but power not into U2 at this time. Then will have to do
checkout of pumps instrumentation, etc. U3 remains point of concern. Fire trucks supplied cooling spray, 40T twice during
day. Seemed to have some effect, but not sure how much got into SFP. U4, they announced fire trucks began spraying. US-
6, although not as severely effected, U6 had DGs running, had heard U5 SFP level was lowering, they got power from a U6
DG to restore level in U5. Also ventilated rooftops in 5-6 just in case. U1, 2, 5, 6 still laying electric cables to try and reattach
some power. Hoping to get elec power to U3-4 tomorrow.

Orders: was report that core was loaded on U5, but there are no parameters. Wnat is margin to boiloff? That is margin to
boiloff on SFP. Effort to reach out from Chairman's office to other Cmsrs related to 2pm meeting. Marty: I arranged meeting
after getting instruction from Chairman Orders: Seems like policy issues Q: Iodine readings in US plants? No updates, just
initial readings at west coast pl 1 H on news that Fukushima site was designed for 16' tsunami, but they
saw 20'. Q: ? Brian, heard froml V? _hat majority of US citizens in Japan were not choosing to leave. Did
see increase in # of military aamilies thal wanted to leave. But were emotv yeats on airolanes fivina out, etc, 0: what doing
with relief team Brian: second ,team - couple no out Monday. Marty' re-I

I iit( ndC
L) - i~tlil an onoolno enlort to contirm. 8rlan: Indus~trY oointed

2011/03/19 TA questions from
20:20:04 call

11a o n a r o ofrm M in nusr oitr
1(b)(5) I Q: NARAC worst case scenarno update? Don Cool: Have alignment on'
parameters and source term. Thought had alignment to start work, but OSTP and DOE/Steve Haioke sorted out priorities.

I," .......'' " ..... "" be as far as Monday morning. TrishF(b)(5)
oDon: We're responsibility is Tokyo, so they are responsible for

US, if they want to prioritize lower....Q: has met changed since a few hours ago? Don: Sun-Mon will be variable but aimed
south, then gradually move offshore again. Have at least 24 hours with wind directions that will take releases over land. Q:
have plant conditions modified our source term? Don: In terms of runs asking team here to do, still anticipate things getting
much worse. Are not attempting to model actual surveyed doses. Want to base on what could happen. Ours is realistically
bad case. Worst case is for Melcor source term.

Brian: maybe we shoudl do a best-case scenario, since fire trucks are knocking down source term. should we have in our
back pocket just in case someone asks. But does source term change that much. Did some tests at Sandia on spraying down
aerosol. Had to go to real high flowrates until got an effect. RST: If spray from top, doesn't go all the way down, steam carries

2011103/19 ET it back away. Don: do we know configuration of most recent fuel vs other fuel. Dave: should ask Wilmington emergency
20:40:14 center - they were working there all the time. Would make huge difference if they checkerboarded new fuel with old fuel. If

couldn't set off zirc fire. If a bunch of release was fuel already broken, and scattered around, and they buried it, then wearea
already counting It with AMS, and don't have to assume whole pool releases.

2011/03/19 RST DOD just approved all 4 pumps - want Bechtel contact. Brian: have email address for Bechtel. USAID knows phone number,
20:58:56 so they know.
2011/03/19 ET Discusses email: Low level of salt will inhibit ability to keep cooling. Saltwater will increase corrosion of fuel cladding.
21:03:48

Need to talk with Marty and ET. Ambassador and staff had arranged meeting with TEPCO. Went to meeting and talked about
salt/radiation, wanted to know. Told them there is lots of info, and we're working on it. Said would be better for us to give to
NISA and NISA give to TEPCO. They didn't like idea. Said we need help immediately. so told embassy that we should meet
wib•hl1A and TEPCO to go over any info we have. NISA is a challenge right now. TEPCO is very anxious -

hey want to discuss details now. Issues are on salt that they are running 3 evaporators effectively. They have UK
l is that shows they are heavily concentrating salt on fuel and bottom head, they are very concerned. He has said this is

urgent.Brian, we can get you articles on salt. One from NR - they should switch to fresh ASAP. Desalination - Navy has plant,
can do, but how get into reactor. also concerned about rad levels. They think power supply going to solve anything. He
admitted today they don't know if anything will work. Have to restore a plant that has had a major explosion. Told them
pursue multiple options. Get desalination going. Trv and eet fresh water connection Told them we cnild nrnvide robntlc
eouinment to cut aooher hole~s to kev eotujoment.I
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2011/03/19 Casto
21:53:00

ceino tever'?one. With regardl industry, made no offersl(b)(5) I
Ilj industry said fine to work behind GE-Hitachi, though. Happy to support them, TEPCO CEO not aware about robotics

- would love to have all that equipment. Marty - EDF. etc has sent 130T of robotic eouioment (in trade oressi, Chuck: maybe
sitting in warehouse in Japan, but not here. (b5 -old them
maybe helicopter, but that's it. we will train people how to use, and then they can use it. SDF said they can transport anything
necessary from AFB to site. Told embassy people we are not working the logistics stuff. DOD is good with that. They are fine
with getting it to us. TEPCO is interested in unmanned helicopter. Should push that this way. Acceptable compromise to work
with TEPCO and NISA. CEO said don't blame us If we don't use all equipment sent. chuck said fine, that's acceptable. Their
command center includes NISA, TEPCO, GEH - massive, 250 people. Pulled main TEPCO contact aside, and said better
working govt to govt with NISA. He said need stuff now. No time to wait. John - they provided us with site map, but rad fields
are in huge areas, so would not help personnel access. 30mx3Om, said to be 20R - want fine detailed mapping. Need to
identify target sets of what equipment to power up. If can access suction for saltwater, can swap to freshwater suction, or put
desalination in between. They wanted to open up another hole in U2 reactor building, worried about hole not being big
enough. If have any thoughts how to open up bigger hole on Unit 2....Trish: FOF guys were asked to find a way to remove
part of roof non-explosively. Hole is a floor lower than SFP, so not sure if is big enough. So still need to find that. Talked
about dropping a bambi bucket through roof. Their roof is 3" plus of concrete. If make spark, could ignite it. their concern is
also damage it would do politically if it went up.

Let me ask Brian or Marty, exercise for release whatever I have now, what's the worst case or the West Coast. We were
talking now we got Reactor 3 today, if Reactor 3. Tempco has come to our staff in Japan, their worried about the bottom of
the core vessel. They would like a conference call 1 hour our time. All the biological sludge is all over the place. Are you
thinking it was becas of the salt issue. What time is conference call at 1:30. After TMI they brought in flatbeds with water.
Which person gotb)(6) I Discussion on after they brought what was done after chernobyl, they brought in miners,
where workers had to work under ground and was massly exposed. A quarter of the miners died, you could see people



2011/03/19 ET23:27:26

exactly running. They needed people to drive dose enough and the robotics had problems because of the field of exposure.
Site team were challenged to keep people on site. Yesterday, were asking Chuck for on the ground dose exposure. What do
we do with the dose reading? What will try to do tonight, Tempco will identify equipment would you want to restore the reactor
and where's that equipment located. Assigned a reactor safety team, spoke with Chuck last night and he will get that word to
Tempoo. In terms of week 2 opposed we should not. I sent a note to our IP folks the efforts that we got to be wondering didn't
we do a . What is IAEA going to to do as a lessons learned, They got to look at the accuracy of all the programs. I hope our
industry steps out, they will, to much on the table to not step out, the guys that were at this meeting, they didn't have a sense
of urgency. That's unfortunate, like it or, this is going to carry over the U.S. If they're thinking down the road what if this
happends here and we've played a leading role and a leadership role built on what we already knew, this position is better to
let us know going forward. Bill is going to recommend a 30-day quick view report, they will be scheduling meetings around
this milestone and other meetings around guidelines. They may come back and want a meeting and they're talking at about
dropping ITEC, there are 3 meetings there planning on dropping. Discussion of management Issues, I want hear from Jim
Wiggins, we totally enhanced the ET, Jim's got to give me his response, it's up to the Chairman's office.

2011/03/20 ET Team
00:01:45

Test

So, where hoping to get more information, Reactor core 1, 2 and 3 seems to be stable. As for Reactor 4 seems haven't
gotten that information. The temperature in the coolant area, how are we getting that information. There's a variety of reports,
were getting informatoin from federation of NEI, there's this thing called JIF. I'm not sure what this is, that all kinds of press
releases.1(b)(5) I

2011/03/20 RST Director
00:01:45

(b)(5)

(b)(5)at
happens next, Japanese has to worry about what they do with the sites and the amount of water and what's going in the
ocean. Japanese doing head scans, we would do intradictions, 50 mile evacuation recommendation, not just the food thing
but, so, there are or are not but, for US citizens, we would only evauate the keyhole recommendation amount of people. The
concem was if we do this what would be the blow back, it didn't come back like the way we thought it would come back. Ask
Jim Wiggins what would be the agency strategy, would we shut down the ops center and bring the staff home, some would
be what the embassador wants, don't leave me. A retreat plan for the 30th of March, a week from Wednesday. I cant say
what the strategy would be for next week. we can't leave this with Chuck and team still in Japan, it will all have to happen
together. I think that the thing we need to know the most can the pools still hold water in 3 and 4. So, what's the alternative,
the one benefit that you can get from shielding, sand and twice water, now that think about using a bucket of sand, one of the
problem is when you put water in and the water runs out, Tempco said, unit 4 has loss water, maybe if you put concrete not a
lot and water. 4000 rems in unit 2, 7000 reins in unit 3, Constellation Energy C&O saying that Unit 1 is being cooled by ocean
water. Unit 3 spent fuel pool, they're expecting to have coverage by today. Unit 4 they're expecting to pump cooling water.
Unit 5 RHR in service being cooled with cooling water, pumps in service but not cooling yet not restored. Marty do you know
how they got that information, it's the best we got so, far, it's coming out of NEI. If they have water in spent pool 3 that would
make sense. What do you mean you don't know the dose, does that mean you have it and don't want to tell us. I think they
missed the tsunami. Wiggins coming on next. So, what is the difficulty with getting regular informatoin on things like the
status of getting power what's the source of information. You woiuld think with people with ours better then TEMPCO. There's
a law in Japan, the government controls all the information tha s reieasd.d to the public. If that is true, it's a much more
comforting pict hat's going on, it would be nice to havel(b)(5) and we're not getting it from TEMPCO. Tokyo
fire departmenl-b)(6) mentioned that th. TEMPCO said, they have restored power to units 1 and 2. They are working to
restore electrical power to units 3 and 4. Iodine Isotopes would reach France by March 23 or 24th, extremely low to be
detected. Says, new pressure problems, GE and industry size industrial size having get it into the core into the pums right
now, they can barely keep it up, the concern is that if it cools down to fast it will crystalize and if it goes solid it couldn't cool.
We can pick up the phone in the room, on the ST bridge. Unit 3

PMT: Here is a composite of the plant and the ocean is over here, what this represents is best of actual dose rates are on the
2011/03/20 ground right now. red is greater then 5 rem and gray is greater than 1 rem, 10 miles is here, 35 miles is here, this goes out to
02:01:47 ET 50 miles radius, but, even at 35 miles is conversative. The decision is based on the 50 mile conservative and the conclusion

Is that there is no impact to the US. ET asked: What is the current conditions of the reactors right now.

RST: Spent fuel pool 4 gone, completely destroyed. We already had a release on Unit #2. Should we have 3 options. ET:
Best case scenario, no effects on US. Reactor cooling which is ongoing. Restoration of power is best to re-energize.2011/0:3/0 Generally, we could say normal shutdown. RST: It seems like they stop and start adding more to it. We could have 3 options.

04:30:22 Per RST Director: Comments above are hypothetical (not facts). EST Coordinator - Robert Ragland at 10:27:20 on

3/20/2011
RST: 50% spent fuel pool #2 and 100% spent fuel pool #4. Unit 3 is not venting, got a call from TEPCO and they are
concerned, with regard to the water in Unit #3, it just didn't hit the spent fuel pool, so, they will try with Unit #4. What is the

21 2 acondition of Unit 4 spent fuel pool, they just want to get water in it, IAEA website has TEPCO are saying that all of the
04:40:41 reactors are not all the way covered ET: Looking at realistic worst case scenario, range of options #1 assumes that spent fuel

pool (spf) #4 is intact. Units 3 and 4 are both uncovered and that's causing dose rates in the area,
I~ lnr2011/03/20 Jm

06 40 James Vaughn Assumes duties as ET Chronologist

2011/03/20 Chronologist1n7:0:n hrnoogs ET conducts shift change.
v07:00:13

2011/03/20 ET - Commission
07:30:09 Update Call

Jim Wiggins: Update No negative events, Condition stable for Units 1,2 3. Units 5 & 6 stable. Unit 3 &4 watrere being added.
Susnsess not sure TEPCO using water cannon on unit 3- effectiveness not clear Self Defense force should start adding
water to unit 4. 3rd source to add water from Bechtel is still on plane - cost were a concern and a funding source. Bechtel
expects to delpart in next 12 hours and arrive in Yacoda and then delivered by Defense Forces with associated equipment
training. Still in progress with site team and TEPCO discussing how to use the system. TEPCO making progress with regard
to power to unit 5 with HR pump orperable. Cables being run to unit 3 and 4. Not clear what is usbale in the buildings. More
to follow, Dose rate from NEI- FD= intfirtflinn twrvldinrinwn Cnff qifp ýn"rrn tprmq are beging to move down now by NARAC.
Running a worse case event. .onsiders possible effects on U.S.
west coast. Wind changing to the soulhisouthwest. Support Japan team. Focus has been on the Bechtel system. TEPCO
interested In in larging hole in hull of unit 2. Conducted meeting with industry to stand up an industry support group to Japan.
NRC sees it as sucess with INPO taking a lead roll. This would be helpful. Would place experience in key rolls. We are short
on skills regaring logistics. Mike Franer: Unit 3: Is pressure in unit 3 going up (50 Ibs?) and need to vent? More info? Scource
was NHK News from TEPCO -not clear why they need to vent. Weather condictions do not support venting at this time. Chris
Miller: Other news source indicate no need to vent. More to follow. Jim Wiggins: Information flow is challenging due to time



zone differences. However NEI has being able to get information. Pehraps they possess a direct relation with TEPCO.
Commenter: What is does rate at the gate. From NEI was 40 rem down to 15 rem/ hour. Plume going to west and out to sea.
Further out to sea rates our closer to background. Commenter: Possible higher rate in northwest quaderant of Japan. More
data from DOE fly-over pending. Jim Wiggins: More Information pending. Commenter; Need to have rates for tonight's call.
Jim Wiggins: Nothing blowing up now, no steaming, possibly venting later to prevent loss of containment. Larry Camper:
Winds to southwest? Changed? Current winds from southeast 7 am - 7pm moving to off shore at night. Pat Kasselam: Stean
from units, SPF under 100 degrees? Please clarity. Where is steam comming from? Where are out NRC people? Jim
Wiggins: Tokyo area not at site. Please send copy of Isat NEI one sheet statement. Jim Wiggins: Site team indicates thing on
site are different somewhat than what Japan is reporting, as an example some water in the SFP versus no water. Brain
McDormott: Information from the team are received from site team with out abiility to Independent ability to vailidate on site.
Brain McDormott: Need to check information from INPO that we could benifilt from. Tasking out to RST 01.
Update to the Chairman: Information coming from NEI on source info. 1,2,3 are stable, 5 & 6 same. 3 & 4 dumping water in
the Rx building, Not much more than a mist over the top. How is information flow? About the same - rate it as poor - barely
acceptable. No what we experience during our exercises. Generators running in 5 &6 with power line. Installing cables in 1
and 2. 3/4 by Monday. Not sure how helpful it will be. NEI data rates indicate rates dropping near units. What is source of
high dose rate? Shine dose from pools. NARAC agreement from President. Running the source terms now. What Is that? ET

2011103/20 Commenter: Bounding , fuel in 3 RXs, and fuel in SPFs. Assumes release over 4 -5 period. Based on % of total core melt.
08:03:32 Jim Wiggins Bechtel equipment still working due to cost ($2 Mil). Conference call with USAID last night. Discuss value of one train begin

sent. DOD to pay the freight. Becthel expects to arrive in Dakota in 13 hours. Site team will address latter logistics and
training. Opportunity for industry. ShI techs- Not dear if they Will anronitt. 1(b)(5)
0? Timin a for aetting the runs back?| o o ir 'b~ y ossible defense in depth

measure. Japan decided to move forward with s~hipment of equipment. DoD would fund shipm?2t. DoD volunteered all 9.6.
2011/03/20 ET Energy Secretary Steve Chu speaks at 9am, 3/20/2011 on NBC. Correct spelling: Steven Chu EST Chronology Officer-
08:39:29 James Vaughn at 08:42:31 on 3/20/2011
2011/03/20 ET Energy Secretary Steve Chu speaks at 9am, 3/20/2011 on NBC.
08:39:29
2011/03/20 Rx Safety Dir: Laura NEI & INPO (GE) information comes from WANOITEMPCO.
09:51:12 Dudes

RST: Spent fuel pool 4 gone, completely destroyed. We already had a release on Unit #2. Should we have 3 options. ET:
2011/03/20 Best case scenario, no effects on US. Reactor cooling which is ongoing. Restoration of power is best to re-energize.
04:30:22 Generally, we could say normal shutdown. RST: It seems like they stop and start adding more to it. We could have 3 options,

Purpose: Discuss follow-up actions from March 19, 2PM kick off meeting and industry plan for providina munnort to Japan.
Participants; NRC/ET, DOE: Jim Vavosa (Naval RXs), Industry, INPO EPRI, GE, Bechtel, Utility Repsl(b)(6) (Full
Team), Pete Lyons 6 INPO CEO) Bill Borchardt (EDO), NRC Overview: ET Dir: Jim Wiggins 22417 ops with team on
site. Team in Rockville Ops Center Spt team in Japan and comms with U.S. Facility status: Positive trend. No new info on
RXs. Recovery step underway. Power lines to 1 & 2. Power 3 & 4 on Monday. Dose rates lower than before. No current issue
with Pools. Unit 3 &4 are not clear. Unit 3 with water stream based on TEMPCO. Calculation running. No new info. Hotter
area in the northwest of facility based on wind direction. Wind mostly easterly. Several over flights, Evaluating info now.
Working wit~h DOE regarding Impact on west coast of U.S- NARAC running numher.g U R told Friday tn Avwn 50 nl.•fr
site. INPO: 1(b)(5)

U .S .Govt. Industry 
(b)(5)

2011/03/20Cn Us.ort.inustr 1(b)(5), :IBil Borchordt: What do need form U.S>

09:56:47 Conference Call Gov't? Not sure now - will know more next 24 hours. Pete Lyons: Need to define capabilities of U.S. fed. How long will it bebefore industry will have senior people on group? Pete: Don't know yet. The on-site team is going to need Chairman and

DOE Sec engagement. NRC on-site team may be a good r anener Rill Borhordt* 10 am nhnn r~ll Parh dl v W nrkin I
set up call with pricinples at 2 pm Monday. Tom Vavosal .

•D• •hould be covered in the calls. Jim Wgis

Need to establish protocols with Japan. Who does, says, what? Actions may be between the two industries. We can develop
it one the next couple of days. (Commenter) Is USAID the lead POC without technical understanding? Jim W. (b)(5)

l~)5 jBill Borchordt: U.S. Gov't lead needs to move to perhaps USAID. Tom Vavosa. U.S. Govt. needs Me De in
lead in the technical regards, Also on the call was CMDR Chuck Good, of DoD Joint Staff, J-4. Contact Tom Vavosa who has
a buisness card for CMDR Good. EST Chronology Officer - James Vaughn at 11:33:32 on 3/20/2011 EST Chronology Officer
- James Vaughn at 11:38:18 on 3/2012011
Action Items Review: 1) DHS wants NRC to provide a SITREP for the Secretary. 2) Marty indicated IAEA should take on2011/03/20 ET clearing house functions. Jim Wiggins: Priority goes to the DHS report then to IAEA coordination, EST Chronology Officer -

10:38:22 (b)(6) - James Vaughn at 10:49:16 on 3/20/2011

20141/03 /b)2IP POC Phone Number[ Z Cell b
10:46:13 (INPO) E_________________________

2011/03120 ETAction Items Review: 1) DHS wants NRC to provide a SITREP for the Secretary. 2) Marty indicated IAEA shouldtake on
10:38:22 clearhouse functions.

2011/03/120 ET Dir Chuck and the on site team can serve as the introduction between the two persons from U.S. industry and TEPCO /
10:54:14 Ambassador.
2011/03/20 ET Dir Need to reach out to NRC/ADMIN Office for non-techical suppoort functions (e.g FOIA request plan).
11:00:17sap

Participants: NRC/ET, DOE: Jim Vavosa (Naval RXs), Industry, INPO EPRI, GE, Bechtel, Utility Repsl(b)(6) Full
Team), Pete Lyons, b)6 INPO CEO) Bill Borchardt (EDO), NRC Overview: ET Dir: Jim Wiggins o2-7T-iit team on
site, Team in Rockville Ops Center Spt team in Japan and comms with U.S. Facility status: Positive trend. No new info on
RXs. Recovery step underway. Power lines to 1 & 2. Power 3 & 4 on Monday, Dose rates lower than before. No current issue

2011/03/20 U.S. GoVt. Industry with Pools. Unit 3 &4 are not clear. Unit 3 with water stream based on TEMPCO. Calculation running. No new info. Hotter
095.:47• Consortium area in the northwest of facility based on wind direction. Wind mostly easterly. Several over flights. Evaluating info now.10-:56:7 -Conference Call Working wi DOE regarding impact on west coast of U.S. NARAC running numbers, US. told Friday to evac. 50 miles from

Git? INPot sor)( 5

(b) (5)I This group can interact with other groups (France, CEA). Bill Borchordt: What do need fomU.S>

Gov't? Not sure now - will know more next 24 hours. Pete Lyons: Need to define capabilities of U.S. fed. HOW long will it be



before industry will have senior people on group? Pete: Don't know yet. The on-site team is going to need Chairman and
DOE Sec engagement. NRC on-she team may be a gooI for opener. Bill Borchordt- 10 am ohone call each day. Workina to
set up call with pricinples at 2 pm Monday. Tom Vavosa: (b)(5)

I-
I

1(b)(5) IShould be covered In the calls. Jim Wiggins:'
Need to establish protocols with Japan. Who does, says, what? Actions may be between the two industries. We can develop
it one the next couple of days. (Commenter) Is USAID the lead POC without technical understanding? Jim WE(b)(5)

1(b)(5) Bill Borchordt: U.S. Gov't lead needs to move to perhaps USAID. Tom Vavosa. U.S, Govt. needs the be in
lead in the technical regards,

Purpose: Discuss follow-up actions from March 19, 2PM kick off meeting and industry plan for providino suort to Japan.
Participants: NRC/ET DOE: Jim Vavosa (Naval RXs), Industry, INPO EPRI. GE, Bechtel, Utility Repsl)b)(6) (Full
Team). Pete Lyons (INPO CEO) Bill Borchardt (EDO), NRC Overview: ET Dir: Jim Wiggins 22417 ops with team on
site. Team in Rockville Ops Center Spi team in Japan and comms with U.S. Facility status: Positive trend. No new info on
RXs. Recovery step underway. Power lines to 1 & 2. Power 3 & 4 on Monday. Dose rates lower than before. No current issue
with Pools. Unit 3 &4 are not clear, Unit 3 with water stream based on TEMPOC. Calculation running. No new info, Hotter
area in the northwest of facility based on wind direction. Wind mostly easterly. Several over flights. Evaluating info now,
Working wjth w CF moar, lno impact on west coast of UI S NARAC rennino numbers U.S. told Friday to evac SOmiles from

_ - th =Mm"

(b)(5)

2011n03/20 U.S. GoVt. Industry
09,:6:47 Consortium

Conference Call
I(b)(5) Jill Borchordt: What do need form US>'

Gov't? Not sure now - wilt know more next 24 hours. Pete Lyons:.Need to demne capabilities of U.S. fed. How long will Itbe
before industry will have senior people on group? Pete: Don't know yet. The on-site team is going to need Chairman and
DOE Sec engagement. NRC on-site team may be a good for opener. Bill Borchordt 10 am obone call each day, Working to
set up call with pricinples at 2 pm Monday. Tom Vavosaj h b

I__Should be covered in the calls. Jim Wiggins:
Need to establish protocols with Japan. Who does, says, what? Actions mat be between the two industries, Wecan develo
(t.nnt, the, next le of days. (Commenter) Is USAID the lead POC without technical understanding? Jim W.I(b)(5)
b(ill Borchordt: U.S. Gov't lead needs to move to perhaps USAID. Tom Vavosa, U.S. Govt. r ýtstlurui 1h
lead in the technical regards, Also on the call was CMDR Chuck Good, of DoD Joint Staff, J-4. Contact Tom Vavosa who has
a buisness card for CMDR Good. EST Chronology Officer - James Vaughn at 11:33:32 on 3/20/2011

2011/043/201(b(6) -11:47:31 1

Discussion withl(b)(6) regarding two technical people to Japan. What is logistics? Need to be an urgent action. Would
like to move tomorrow. Can we make that part of discussion with TEPCO. 14 hour trip. Jim Wiggins: Chuck- on site- can
begin some of the interface while in the air. Chuck shpgoI Embassy first. Best if they can get to emergency center. Bill: I
will identiy people. Jim: NRFC staff will contact POC j(b)(6) for details. Jim Wiggins; Liaison Team will take lead for
coordination. Industry people should go to embassy firs-sChronology Officer - James Vaughn at 12:16:49 on 3/20/2011

2011/03/201(b)(6) ]
11:47:31 . .

Discussion wit (b)(6) L regarding two technical people to Japan. What is logistics? Need to be an urgent action. Would
like to move tomorrow. an we make that part of discussion with TEPCO. 14 hour trip. Jim Wiggins: Chuck- on site- can
begin some of the interface while in the air. Chuck sh Embassy first. Best if they can get to emergency center. Bill: I
will identify people. Jim: NRFC staff will contact POCk(F)(

6) Ior details.

Plant status: Not much new into. Source: TEPCO/IN ?Se-elease (Media News): Focus is on unit 4 SFP. TEPco
expects Defense Force (Fire Dept) to move on unit 4. Possible reduction in rad does in unit 3. Working on power line to units
1 & 2. Hooking up to distribution panel now. Pn9hih counip nf l ays to complete. Rad levels not clear on site, Working on
hand off of Rad Equipment with industry team 1(b)(6) Closed NEI email data source issue. Share Toshiba
drawings with INPO for independent structural analysis. EMT Review: Changing focus to real time matters versus worse case
events, "Super Core" event is way conservative. President's event bounding of all three cores releasing. Couple of hours
before done for dose information for U.S. territories. Likely higher than Super Core event. Will send it to NRC then to the
White House. Next course is to look at a more realistic event. We are answering question from DOE, We are looking at real
time conditions at SFP. We are comparing available TEPCO field data with event estimates. New language: 'Super Core"
versus "Super Source." Jim Wiggins: Protective action recommendations? Focus on Japan. Real number on site today. May
have to work with NARAC if range is greater than 50 miles. Priorities: Pay attention to Tokyo if greater than 50 miles.

rEvodcisins-stlil are orrect regarding 50 miles evacuation as no new information suggesting a change. (Commehter)
Daily call list is pending very soon. After they wake up, we will coordinate with on site team

(Japan) for morning call, 0 is creating emails groups now. Discussion regarding downsizing of NRC Ops staff.

2011/03/20 RST Review
13:31:16

2011103/20 ET Director
14:21:53

Discussion/shift change with Eric Leeds: Status update of all NNPs and SFPs. TEPCO is moving away from water cannon
idea. Fire truck with a goose neck seems to be their preferred course of action, Issues remain for 3 & 4 pools. Rad levels are
dieing off. We lost time doing release calculations for the White House due to different definitions of worse case. If facts
change to greater than 50 miles, we need to get NARAC to look at Tokyo. Industry has been engaged regarding analysis.
Two people are being identified by industry to send to Japan and interface with the NRC site team. Bill Borchardt spoke with
Chairman and conclude that we should determine when/how the NRC needs to reduce staff. Transition issues related to
industry (INPO) and logistics (TEPCO wants PCs, robotics and detection equipment). INPO has asked who is paying for all of
this equipment and logistics.

I 2011/03/20 Chairman
15:17:50

Brian: Japanese were concerned last night with use of saltwater. Could plug up fuel channels and affect heat transfer. Can't
access reactor due to high dose rates. Wanted to reduce dose rates so could get close and access primary systems. Not
sure what actual connection to seawater is. Also continuing coordination with other agencies, INPO and Bechtel. Chairman:
priorities: 1. continued assessment of situation and dose projections and PARs, 2. technical support to give input. 3.
Coordination with industry, TEPCO, etc. Is industry group getting ready to mobilize? Brian: yesterday met at 2pm, they said
they would act soon. They are also meeting at 10:00 today. Chairman, update this evening on how 10:00 call went. What is
plant status/issues? Brian: 1-3 units appear stable with seawater injection continuing. Containments believed intact, U3 cont.
pressure stabilized. TEPCO believes water they sprayed on U3 SFP working, had some effect on dose rates. Focus is on U4
SFP. Plan to put more water in today. U 5-6 on diesels. U5 RHR pump was started and is providing SFP cooling. TEPCO
installing HV cables to 1-2. Priority is restoring water to RHR pumps. Skeen: Plan is for first plane to leave Perth tonight, 2nd
following next day. Brian: concluded based on discussions with Casto, that while not primary source, it would serve as
backup in case anything fails. Chairman: in agreement. If need to change urgency, let Chairman know. Camper: daily call
with inpo will be at 2pm tomorrow. Chairman: need to continue to emphasize urgency - has some stability, but not long-term.
Need more normal circulation for reactors and stable water level in pools. Brian: even though they have offsite power, we
don't know whether equipment will run. Chairman: can gu bring in Portable rum s? Brian: asked Jack Foster to find out
what Japanese know about rad levels in food products [b)5) Chairman: if we get slowed in
interagency or industry issues, Chairman will engage to restore. Also if changes to PARs, need to know.

Brian: I(b)(5)

I(b)(b)



1(b)(5) -John: We agree that U4 is definitely
priority. Several days ago, #1 priority was U3, and then more to U4. They had done some calca saying U3 was empty, and
we agreed. That was on 3/18. TEPCO had performed calc on 6 days being left, but they said calcs have large uncertainty,
and the have no clear level indications. Have tried aerial photography, but don't know. All pools show at or less than 100C,
but with amount of rubble, is difficult to be able to reply on indications. We have been concerned about 4 for a long time also.
Inlitlally fire trucks, dot pumps, plus helicopters. All not highly effective - marginally effectivp. Problem is with shooting from far
away, Incredible losses. Have been concerned with U4 all along. They came back and saidSFP wall was different wall,
further in. Skeen: high decay heat due to full core offload, and no steam now. Brian: NR guy made recommendation that we
should net numns in Australig over to site ARAP Has to be coordinated with TPPCO. John knowledge of reactor isrb"t5 -

(b)(5)

!

k A I I Truck has boom that goes 58fn out. They wanted to know when it could be
there, etc, We said no, we are not bringing that. That was a system based on concrete pumping trucks, and that was the
TEPCO system. Asked If their acceptance was beyond just th- Reht.1 c•vc;tem - is it fnr nnvthinn lik.= thma airrnft rnhntje's
etc. They said it definitely includes oumping system. thouulhJ Ib)

I.
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2011/03/20 John
16:45:02

to take off. Have no idea how many people from govt have said yes. One meeting TEPCO has lots of Q's, next meeting they
say not using system. Unclear what will happen with the system when It lands in country. Brian: so don't need more pumps
now, but concern that was expressed is that if U4 SFP is dry, and it had full core offload, is it a molten mass that is starting to
interact with concrete? John: think steaming is good - raised concerns with steaming stopping. They are at a loss what to do.
One thing reported in media (fire trucks, helicopter), but then when talk to engineers in TEPCO, find out is not very effective.
U3 they believe was dry, and was multiple days before got first fire trucks in, th V'0-""' , -^'" ^- ' , ,I ..

,. olin t U4. We've pushed them significantly on what assessment is. They say (b)(5)
1(b)5)ut then why relying on water spraying?? Our understanding that Ul roof did not explode outwares, but dropped down

on slab on refuel floor, I(b)( ) ( then since roof is 3" of concrete, not comparing apples to apples.
One has entire roof on p others lots of debris. Theyen mention all water going in. Say fine, but have seen on TV, and we
ask if they have done calcs of what has actually reached, with losses. They don't respond. Then we ask if fire trucks have rad
monitors? Should be seeing huge shine from SFP. We ask if rad monitors have changed after water spraying, where could
assess effectiveness, They say no, no change in readings.F(b)(5) IAnd no
change in rad monitors. How can say successful and effective?? RST and Bechtel are running through all issues. Biggest
issue is if use, they don't think will be effective, so now looking at concrete pumper truck. They have 2 in Japan. Thoguht is to
get hose right over top of SFP, Water will drop straight down. Need to look at how can we use 90% of system from australia
and then hook up to pumping truck. What can be done to put a T connect into pumping truck. One of concerns is whether it is
really a system rated for continuous use? One of design concepts was to make sure it could be designed for continued
operation - without operator. We agree there is no Idea what is going on with U4, and no indication U3 is better. If we mention
SFP going through floor, which have thought of also, several have talked about whether rad levels will skyrocket. What will
that do to access to site? Dave: GEH had offered to bring system to their facility to train and operate. John: Jnderstand that
on airlift from Australia, are 2-3 people who are coming, and were vendor's reps for pumos/hoseT "

Went to TEPCO building with Trapp. They took to emerg. command center. Thought would bel'ike EOF. Place was massive -
20-30 people making decisions, plus teams of people workin? on protects. 250-300 people, And 1 floor of TEPCO buildina -
lots of enaineers runnino all over. Leads for multiple issues1

177 - - -I " . ,(b)(5) I1
]',u)to) IJust recently have started talking to us. Most oT-info we have

2011/03/20 John
17:19:06

gotten is also availabi in media. uave, hecntel system sonnul work with conarete numner truck John- Chuck has met with
CEOICNO ofT Co.L• O )D I

F 167 -! nan: Noone understands It found way to get seawater in, where is suction coming from, John: We have
asked - they have never said whether stationary fire trucks, or whatever - they should be able to pull suction over to tanker.
Shortly after, met with MOD, and they wanted status report on recommendations on 2 topics (that they had just informed us
of), Then 18 hrs later, met with CEO/CNO, and they said they were in need of significant dire help on those 2 issues. So
arrange meetings with them on 2 issues, and get GE, Exelon, etc for discussion on salt. Get into meeting, and they wa
talk about pumping truck, So then get 20 issues on pumping system, F(b)(5)

l(b•(5• I..We have told them we will meet with them at any time, whenever they want to meet. Huge
protestors and cameras surrounding TEPCO facility. Design specs were 50m, we think we can meet 58m throttling down - we
added margin anyway, Whole issue was that they thought they were getting concrete pumping trucks - even though that was
their system, not ours. And there are 2 in Japan anyhow.
Would be interested to know what would happen if fuel did go through SFP and dropped down. What would do to access to

2011/03/20 John site? Do they checkerboard? TEPCO would have info, but may not give. They say they need 72T water per day for losses.
17:38:01 U2 only needs 20T per day. Ul 5T/day.

Have done supercore calc, so that should be consistent with what was assumed. John: no information really on water levels
in units. Best information is steaming (or lack thereof) on TV. They think U3 was dry >48 hours ago. One onern is all runoff~2011/03f20ET ThisuwihUt4drnorymejstgeau

17040 ET from site now with soravino water, John Japan for years has had really good nuclear program](b)(5)
17:40:51 1(b)(5) IThe issue with unit 4 dry/not usiyjs gil

nonstop on issue aner al tme meoda nit.

2011/03/20 ET Watches YouTube video NHK interview with workers from plant. Discusses possible extensive damage may already have
18:04:33 occurred at U4 and U3.

Concern is that Unit 4's pool has been dry for a really long time - if hasn't done already, will eventually melt through concrete

2011/03/20 floor and drop down, hit torus, possibly steam explosion. PMT - when we correlate met data, we're checking with AMS data -
ET spike to NW. Correlates perfectly with fire. During that period of time had ESE direction, so went right up that plume. Good

19:05:25 possibility of wher ethe activity came from, Sounds like the volatiles are laying on the ground. So what is left in pool now? If

REP(b)(5)

12011/03/2ORST
119:35:21

Questionable whether 3 or 4 are most important to do. Everything else pretty unchanged. Some inventory in 1-3. Think there
is margin to SFPs boiling off. See steam coming out of 1-2 5 and 6 in best shape now, some power back, keeping inventory
above TAF in SFPs.



2011/03/20 PMT
19:38:33

Had call with Congressional Aides. Many questions on modeling and assumptions. Tasker was for separate briefing to try
and answer questions for some of the staffers who had very specific questions. One from Markey's staff, and a couple not
happy that we put out information way too conservative. Have been continuing to work with NARAC. No results for
transpacific. They asked for total inventory in reactor- we sent to them. Call ongoing on modeling. They have scheduled
meeting at WH on plume modeling assumptions. We should send someone from mgt team. Possibly Charlie or Weber. We
have asked them for data on what levels they actually saw in food. Over next couple hours, should have another couple data
ooints in what seeing on West Coast,
Status of units basically same. Have seawater cooling to 1-3 reactors. SFP in Unit 1 right now think some cooling going on.
Pools worrying about are U3 and U4. In U4, don't see steam. W ld imnlv nool is dry. Heard on news that TEPCO was
focusing on Unit 4. Were atempting to spray water in Ill h S

2011/03/20 Cmsr TA call
19:58:14

roS u nUtility still trying to hook up elec, offsite power. Have offsite coming into 1 side
of switchgear room, but still need to mb tests Not clear that equipment isn't damaged. Got reports today that
contamination was measured in tap water in Japan. Going to ask Foster for details. New AMS data. Skeen: Think U1 -3 stable
at this point. Concerned about 3-4 SFPs. Seems spraying water has had some impact, so have switched to U4. The SFP
there - seen no evidence of steaming, Believe event they had characterized as lube oil fire - still appears to be hydrogen
explosion. Seems like there was material released around time of lube oil fire in Unit 4.Going to look at concrete-core
interactions this shift to see what does if melts through U4 SFP. Don: Have gotten updated AMS plot. 12 flights taken over
last 2 days. Continues to show band of higher contamination stretching NW from plant with dose levels measured that would
be in 20-3OmR/hr range. Evac level exceeded in those areas. Others are at levels below PAGs, Rad conditions have not
changed that significantly. Understand that some of dose rates around U3 have come down a little. Still very significant dose
rates. Trying to follow up on media reports of iodine in tap water in Tokyo, and iodine in milk, and contamination levels in
spinach. We don't know what they measured or what their action level is. On unit 2 looks like cont pressure Is high - would
indicate intact.They report containments intact on 1-3. Brian: Don't know much about status of Unit 4. Unit 4 had full core
offload, If fuel melted after popl went rdv. and intracted with concrete, worst situation Is goes through and falls down to
rooms below, including torus. (b)(5) but can't discern anything from that. We don't have dose rate information
on Unit 4. They are reporting pressure insiee the vessels in 5-6. Dave: they say they have no danger for 5-6. Not concerned
with 5-6 right now. 0: would think would have big heat source and rad signature if it had melted. Dave: they are getting high
rad levels, but all reports are from TEPCO. 07 heard that Jaoanese doino their own imagingo and are they sharing info with
in-country team. Dave:1(b)(5) 0: The
AMS data - does it capture time period when wind shifted onshore. Don: getting continuously built up into ot surveys. Shows
depositoin over time. Very clearly has plume to NW of facillity, which correlates to time of "lube oil" fire on Unit 4.

2011103120 RST 1(b)(5)

20:18:08

Marty: meeting at WH at 8:30 tomorrow am. to discuss assumptions for caics on consequences. Don: seems to be some
mixing of realistic worst ase and also tie ?Trt-worst case (melcor setup). Keep thinkina melcor run will be done, and.ealch
shift sitl not run by DOEj D20110312 Charlie Miller IQ ý[' ___•JDOD wants to know where to move ships. HHS wants to know for KI. Steve Aoke12011/03/20 CaleMle

20:19:07 has been on several calls with PlMr. We ave reminded him of WH request several times. Charlie will do WIH meeting in am.

Mike: Josh talked to Deputy Admin of AID asking if we were able to embed in TEPCO. Marty: our team is frustrated and

saying it is not value added.

Marty: Have note from Josh asking whether we had successfullly embedded in TEPCO and if not, should Chairman call
Japanese ambassador. John:rThey have status boards on reactors, etc. Not sure how would work in there and who our
interface would be. Couldn't really drift around table to table. Then they took us to 1 engineering floor, and they were heavily
staffed up. Had multiple conf rooms for project tasks they were working on. They had significant ongoing activities. Language
barrier and the lack of authority over here, can't see how would gain good information. Don't see how would work. If we would
have asked to be embedded, they probably would have. They have huge table with NISA there. Now we have focused
meetings on particular topics, such as skid from Australia. Then we will meet on salt issue and red control access to facility.
Would need to have authority to ask direct questions and sit in wherever they are operating, and we don't have that authority.
Would say access Is helpful, but how we manage is important. Embedding maybe not best. Brian: maybe find out from
TEPCO or NISA what is best estimate of status of U4 SFP - no steam been seen coming out of. People worrying is melting

2011/03/20 through floor, and then will go to Torus, and then potential steam explosion. John: NHK news release mentioned cooling wiht
20:51:01 John fire trucks of U4. They will tell us that IR detectors show SFPs are all less than 100C. They are relying on that, and they can't.

You can 'tee an' ",a from their photos - can't see SFP or water, Info they will dive us w)II not be sufficientWewlak

I(-b)3(05) In, Iough~r~arry - earo roo0 was contaminated, it can leam about it, that wou. be helpfuT. Jonn: is all over

news. Pickino it uo. They have about 7.5% of couotrv's production in that area of country. They decided to ban cheese and
milk. Marty mbassy has been monitoring. Medical

officer characterized as 2 orders o' magnitude below permissable limit. We have correlated Unit 4 fire with plume measured.
If that's the case, then volatiles are already out there. They have hundreds of thousands of people needing food, they may
have very different priorities. WSJ says 1 spinach sample 120km south of plant contained factor of 4 over Japanese legal
limit. Raw milk samples from Kamamata town, up to 1510 Bqlkg 1-131. Should get Foster, PMT and DOE working together to
give ambassador consolidated input.

2011/03/20 ET Watches youtube videos comparing Unit 1 and Unit 3 explosions. Unit 3 much larger, initiating event and then 3 loud bangs.
t21 :45:04 •-

12011/03/20 PMT
22:23:32 M Our intervention levels are about half of the Japanese levels for food. So we would have taken the same actions,

2011103/20 RST Mechanical difficulties with plane in Australia. Takeoff time TBD.22301 At 11,30 o ,mý

2011103/20Jo

~~23:49: JohnpoifoUnt1,.&3Thrhabenasgiiatsftnwnd

01011 JTEPCO has new GM who advised that within last 24hr. there was no venting from Units 1,2, & 3. No changes in spent fuel
00:12:44 .,onpools for Units 1, 2, & 3. There has been a significant shift in wind.

2011/03/21 ,o,
00:23:40 Jon

i2011/03/20

123:49:29
i John

I(b)(5) I
At 11:30 a.ml M~

'I



March 23, 2011 0600 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

Units 1, 2, and 3 reactors appear to be in a static condition. Seawater injection to the
reactor coolant systems (via fire trucks) is continuing. Containment integrity status is
uncertain for all 3'units. Report of steam coming from Unit 2. Reports of smoke from
Unit 3 due to potential oil fire (Source: INPO). Unit 1 feedwater thermocouple reading
720 degrees F; and reactor lower head temperature is 741 degrees F (may not be
reliable). Recent information~ •ndcates a se-cond seawater injection path was ebstahssed
on •nita 1throu a feecletsl ightdrop in temperaturenoted

AC power cables installed from a nearby transmission line to Units 1&2. TEPCO is
working to establish power to necessary cooling equipment (U2 first). Electrical power
has been restored to the Unit 3 control room (Source: NHK World). Power cables
connected to a load center in Unit 4. External AC power restored to Unit 5 and 6. Unit 6
diesel generators running. RHR pumps providing cooling to both Units 5&6. 480 VAC
power has been restored to portions of all 4 units, but limited capability to operate any
equipment at this time.

Multi-day trending.of all available dose rate information shows slightly declining levels.

Some indications of trace but detectable. amounts of 1-131 are being reported at some
nuclear plants in the U.S. (Ginna and Nine Mile). Region I is being asked to get more
detail.

Industry Consortium call established for 10:00 am each day. Priorities include
establishing a method for US industry to interact with TEPCO (INPO representative
scheduled to arrive in Tokyo 5:00 pm JDT March 23) and offering longer-term solutions
for core and spent fuel pool cooling. Two shipments of the first train of Bechtel-designed
equipment arrived at Yokota Air Base today. There is a third shipment of components for
this train that will be shipped on Thursday, as the fittings etc., are still being fabricated.

oD is thaedlreadeU.St yeanmep soecy coordinating i tament upport l nginsti-s,
funding, etc.

1:00 am call ysccurred with RST and TEPCO t Call fouso•d o esalt accumulation,
h.ydrogen and citicality issues. RST is providing assistanceto TECO following their
request for analysis of when lower cor~e wi'll be. filled wli.. alt, and me~ans to mitigatethis,
including criticality issues.

5:00 am report frormC. Casto -TEPCO rptsthat t~ lt2set ulpo sfl of
,witer, an)dcool at 541 dfegre C. However, Unit 2 primar containmeintis likely t6 be
da,'maged/breadhclas- stea isosre oigfrmecnanet DOE planrni1
to cne analysisonsl accumulation and prioritiz-,tJnofR rsration, h-
mo~viog to freshwater source, via letter to TEPCO.

(b)(5)



March 23, 2011 2300 EDT

Briefing Sheet
Fukushima Daiichi

Units 1, 2, and 3 reactors appear to be in a static condition. Seawater injection to the
reactor coolant systems (via fire trucks) is continuing. Containment integrity status is
uncertain for all 3 units. Report of steam coming from Unit 2. Reports of smoke from
Unit 3 due to potential oil fire (Source: INPO). Unit 1 feedwater thermocouple reading

4 720 degrees F; and reactor lower head temperature is 741 degrees F (may not be
reliable) Recenti nformation ncatesa se s•• vaterinjecon path.was established,
on Unit 1 through ay ,edine,,withI a sightdrop i p•d,,•.i..tu•e .noted.

AC power cables installed from a nearby transmission line to Units 1&2. TEPCO is
working to establish power to necessary cooling equipment (U2 first). Electrical power
has been restored to the Unit 3 control room (Source: NHK World). Power cables
connected to a load center in Unit 4. External AC power restored to Unit 5 and 6. Unit 6
diesel generators running. RHR pumps providing cooling to both Units 5&6. 480 VAC
power has been. restored to portions of all 4 units, but limited capability to operate any
equipment at this time.

Multi-day trending of all available dose rate information shows slightly declining levels.

Some indications of trace but detectable amounts of 1-131 are being reported at some
nuclear plants in the U.S. (Ginna and Nine Mile). Region I is being asked to get more

• detail.

Industry Consortium call established for 10:00 am each day. Priorities include
establishing a method for US industry to interact with TEPCO (INPO representative
scheduled to arrive in Tokyo 5:00 pm JDT March 23) and offering longer-term solutions
for core and spent fuel pool cooling. Two shipments of the first train of Bechtel-designed
equipment arrived at Yokota Air Base today. There is a third shipment of components for
this train that will be shipped on Thursday, as the fittings etc., are still being fabricated.
DoD isthe lead~ U.S. Gnvurnient agnc corintn equipmenpt !Sýppoft logistics.
furding, etc.

1:00 , r.•a•Oiccurred with Tý,and- •C•, . Call focused on saltaccur-Iiti•n•
hiydrogen and criticalityissues. RST isI irovding asitac to TEPCO following their,

reqestforanaysis ofwhen lowýer corewUillbe filled with slt anid means to rnitgt hs

5:00 am report from C. Casto - TEPCO reports that the Unit 2 spent fuelpol is fullofw _ater,a oolat 54 degree C.. However, e•riit 2 prima•y containenti to be

damnage~d/brahed assteam _I observed coming fron the cotainmlefnt. DOE :plannring
to convey analysi on sl ccumulation an prioritization f URHRrestoation, then
mving to fr a
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